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ABSTRACT

Village Women and Nonformal Education
in Tanzania:
Factors Affecting Participation

February 1982
Hilda Nyamwiza Kokuhirwa, B.A., University
of Dar-es-Salaam

,

Tanzania

Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Dr.

George E. Urch

The purpose of this study was to identify and analyze
factors

which affect women's participation in nonformal education
in rural
Tanzania.

The study was based on the assumption that in order for

rural women to participate in development, they must have the
means for

participation.

Nonformal education was considered to be one of the

means which could enable rural women to participate effectively in

national development.

Tanzania has emphasized the role of nonformal

education in achieving development objectives of socialism and selfreliance

.

Although women have been active participants in nonformal
education in Tanzania, not much attention has been paid to the various
factors which affect their participation.

Such factors include learn-

ing aspirations, problems and constraints.
In order to identify the above factors,

rural Tanzania was undertaken.

a

community study in

The Kabita Ward in Mwanza Region of

northern Tanzania was selected for the study.

The research method

employed for the study was participant observation, supplemented by

vxx

interviews, individual and group discussions
and documentation.

The

study assumed that women were capable of
defining their own reality
from their own perspective.

Therefore, the research techniques em-

ployed by the study were to facilitate

a

dialogue whereby women would

portray their own reality in their own words and
style.
A study of the functional literacy program
in the Ward revealed

the following factors:
(1)

The political ideology, policies and actions have played
an
important role in mobilizing women into nonformal education
programs

(2)

Women's learning needs were many and varied. Nonformal education programs did not meet most of these needs.

(3)

Factors constraining women's participation were primarily
socio-economic, and socio-cultural all of which related to
women's roles and status in society.
,

In light of the above factors, recommendations are made, and

a

frame-

work is proposed for an integrated nonformal education program for
rural women.

The study is divided into six chapters based on the basic questions which guided this study.

The five questions are:

1.

What are the emergent issues on African women and development?

2.

What is the nature and extent of African women's access to
education and training?

3.

What is the role of nonformal education in national development?

4.

What factors affect women's participation in nonformal education in Tanzania?

5.

What are the implications of the above factors for planning
nonformal education programs for rural women?
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Women in Development

Within the last decade, the issue of women in
development has
attracted widespread attention.

The Mexico City Conference in 1975,

which commemorated the International Women's Year, and the
Women's MidDecade Conferences in Copenhagen in 1980 have served as
catalysts for

re-examining the role of women in development and the impact of development on women.

The integration of women in development became

a

theme at

both international and national levels as different agencies made an
effort to develop programs that would reach women.
ects which have
1975.

a

The number of proj-

women's component has increased dramatically since

In addition, the amount of literature on women's issues has

greatly increased during the last five years.

All these efforts are

a

result of the recognition that countries can no longer afford to ignore
the crucial role women play in society or their potential contribution to

national development.
The question of women in development in this study is not merely

feminist concern, and neither is it an extension of the concept of Western feminist liberation movements.

Women in development as an issue in

this study is seen as an integral part of the social, economic and pol-

itical development efforts made by developing countries, such as

Tanzania

a

2

In many developing countries, especially
in Africa, the greatest

resource for development is the human resource
vested in the population
(Mbilinyi and Mascarenhas, 1979).

Women represent half the population.

African women have made important contributions to
rural economies in
agriculture, animal husbandry and fishing.

They have also been active

in trade, especially in the distribution of
agricultural produce and in-

dustrial goods in rural markets.

Their contributions are often accorded

public acclaim, but serious efforts to officially incorporate
such
claims in rural development policy and practice remain very limited.

This neglect of women's roles in rural economies causes
of potential resources in development.

a

serious loss

The significant contribution

that African women make in development was underscored by the United

Nations when it observed that:
The traditional division of labour in Africa demonstrates beyond
any doubt that women make a major contribution to the workload
and economies of their countries, as well as being responsible
for family welfare.
Yet their lives can be a physical strain and
a struggle to make both ends meet which must often be almost
unbearable.
Their work is seldom acknowledged. Even if the law
allows them access to education, custom frequently dictates that
they remain illiterate and unskilled (United Nations, 1975: 10).

Although African women play

a

very significant role in develop-

ment, they still are the most disadvantaged in the development process.

Lack of access to education is one of the major problems which affect
their full participation in development.

education is

a

Available data indicate that

major component of the development process (Muro, 1979;

Derryck, 1979; Helvi Sipila, 1975).

If women are left behind in educa-

tion, they are consequently left behind in other areas in the process of

development.

In 1970, women accounted for more than 80% of the

3

illiterate population in Africa.

Enrollment into formal education

is

very low among girls and at the same time
their drop-out rate is higher
than that of boys.

Agricultural training and the introduction of new

agricultural technology have favored men, although
in reality it is

women who do most of the agricultural work.
In 1974, government representatives from the
African region met
in Addis Ababa to formulate a continental Plan of
Action for the inte-

gration of women in development.

The plan later became part of the

World Plan of Action in Mexico in 1975.

The representatives observed

that:
(i)

Women are fully engaged in the economies and social tasks
in the traditional sectors of African life, yet little
progress has been achieved in making their tasks less
burdensome and more productive;

(ii)

The traditional role of African women in economic life is
neither evident nor acknowledged in the modern sectors of
agriculture, their potential contribution to the modern
sector included in development planning;

(iii)

Women's lag in opportunities has a serious effect on
population factors.
It has detrimental effects on development (United Nations, 1977: 13).

In the light of the above observations, emphasis was given to the im-

provement of women's conditions and to expanding their opportunities in
general education and vocational training, employment, health, and

public life.

These fields were emphasized not only as

social justice but also as

mental goals.

a

a

matter of

significant means of achieving develop-

The implementation of this recommendation is yet to be

seen.
In Tanzania women play very crucial roles in national develop-

ment.

In the rural areas, they are the primary agricultural producers,

4

carrying out about 80% of the total
agricultural work.

They produce

both cash and food crops and are engaged
in monetary activities such as
petty trade, handicrafts, and beer-brewing.

In addition, women do

nearly all the household work including feeding
the family, raising
children and meeting the family’s basic needs.

Women’s crucial contri-

bution was acknowledged by President Nyerere when he
argued:
It is impossible to deny that the women did and
still do more
than their fair share of the work in the fields and in the
homes
(Nyerere, 1967: 109).

However, despite their crucial contribution in agricultural

production, women are left out of nearly all governmental and Party

programs which are geared towards increasing agricultural productivity
(Fortmann, 1979; Mbilinyi,

1979).

Agriculture research and extension

services have traditionally focused on industrial cash crops for export
and oriented their work toward male heads of households.

This was

observed in Kabita where the agriculture extension officers concentrated
their efforts on cotton production and paid little attention to women's

subsistence crops.

Inputs like fertilizers, seeds and insecticides are

distributed to male heads or require cash resources which women farmers

ordinarily do not have.

When half of the actual producers are left out

of the planning and implementation of the programs, it is impossible to

implement the government's policies of food self-sufficiency.

This goal

cannot be achieved until women, who are the primary producers, have been

integrated into the program.

production is

a

Thus, the neglect of women's roles in

waste of human resources.

Another problem related to agriculture research is that researchers on rural development tend to overlook the human factor.

As

5

observed by Mbilinyi (1970) the introduction
of technical inputs are not
usually accompanied by corresponding
re-education of farmers in their
usage.

Whenever attempts are made to re-educate
farmers, it is the male

farmers who are reached.

Agriculture research is still dominated by

non-human concerns, i.e., best quality of seed,
fertilizers, planting
scheme, timing, etc., while little is known about
the cognitive and

attitudinal aspects of modern scientific agriculture.
Apart from being left out of programs for agricultural
productivity, women experience many constraints which hinder
their achieving
full potential of labor productivity.

For women in the rural areas,

these constraints include the lack of basic services and facilities,
i.e., day-care centers, water, clinics, time and energy-saving techno-

logies, all of which are necessary to relieve women of some of their

burdensome domestic activities.

In order to mobilize women for full

participation in the development process, i.e., in Tanzania's Third
Five-Year Plan which calls for increased efficiency and productivity in
factories and other workplaces, constraints affecting women's productivity must be removed.

Just as in other African countries, women's limited access to
formal education in Tanzania is one of the major problems affecting

their full participation in development.

Despite the efforts made after

independence to introduce policies which aimed at equal opportunities in
education, the enrollment of girls in formal education particularly at

higher levels is still lagging behind that of boys.
other hand, nonformal education has been accorded

a

However, on the

tremendous amount of

6

attention as

a

strategy for mobilizing the people for development,

especially rural development.

Wom en and nonformal education
which have given

a

.

Tanzania is one among the countries

high priority and special attention to nonformal

education, attention, recognizing its central role in accelerating
the

improvement of living conditions of the people and bringing about
rapid

economic development.

The importance of nonformal education in develop-

ment was stressed by President Nyerere in his policy statement in

Parliament when inaugurating the First Five-Year Development Plan:
First we must educate adults. Our children will not have an
impact on our economic development for five, ten, even twenty
years.
The attitudes of the adults on the other hand have an
impact now (Nyerere, 1964).
Nonformal education was accorded its present status and its role in

development defined after 1967, when

a

comprehensive political ideology

of "Socialism and Self-Reliance" was formulated.

Ever since, nonformal

education has been seen as one of the major instruments in achieving the
kind of development envisaged in socialism and self-reliance.
One of the objectives of nonformal education emphasizes practical
rural skills to lead to the production of more goods, particularly in

agriculture, which is the backbone of Tanzania's economy.

Since most of

the agricultural work is done by women, their participation in develop-

ment through nonformal education is critical.

Many nonformal education

programs have been undertaken on the national as well as local levels.
The national-level programs have taken the form of mass radio campaigns

covering

a

range of subjects such as agriculture, politics, literacy,

7

health and nutrition.

The local-level programs vary from
place to place

depending on local needs, conditions and
resources available.
The participation of women in all these
programs has taken different dimensions at various stages of the
programs.

In the planning

stage, women’s participation has been almost
nonexistent.

mentation stage, women have generally participated.
been more attractive to women, while others have
not.

In the imple-

Some programs have

For example,

prior to 1971 two nonformal education programs
were launched on the

national level through the use of radio study groups.

The first program

was titled "Kupanga Ni Kuchagua” (To Plan is to Choose).

This was

launched in 1969 to familiarize adults with Tanzania's Second
Five-Year

Development Plan.

A second similar program was launched in 1970, titled

"Uchaguzi Ni Wako" (The Choice is Yours), designed to educate the public
for their meaningful participation in the General Elections of 1970.

For these two campaigns, no data are given on women's participation, but
it is not surprising that women's participation was negligible.

The

third program was initiated in 1971 to commemorate the tenth anniversary
of Tanzania's independence.

The campaign, entitled "Wakati wa Furaha"

(Time for Rejoicing), focused on consciousness raising and also on

Tanzanian history.
for men.

Women's participation was encouraging; 38%, with 62%

The Health Program of 1973 attracted even more women.

"Mtu Ni

Afya" (Man is Health) was the title, and it dealt with the prevention of

common diseases.

It attracted 48% women and 57% men.

Participation in

the Nutrition Program of 1975 known as "Chakula Ni Uhai" (Food is Life)

was 50% women and 50% men (Institute of Adult Education, 1972, 1974,
1976)

8

The Functional Literacy Program has
been the most attractive to
women.

Between 1971-1975, the total known illiterate
population was 5.9

million.

Of these, 3.3 million, or 56%, were
women.

During the same

period 5.2 million illiterates enrolled into
literacy classes, among
them 2.9, or 56/0

,

were women.

When the campaign was assessed in 1975

a

total of 3.8 million participants appeared for
the National Literacy
tests.

Of these, 2.1 million were women.

the tests,

women!

Out of 3.8 participants in

1.9 million graduated in literacy and only
955,380 were

Again, performance in the literacy tests on various levels

revealed that although women's enrollment was higher than
that of men,
their performance was good only on the lower levels (Mbakile,
1976).
The data given on women's participation in various nonformal

education programs suggest that women have been active participants in
nonformal education, and that some programs have been more attractive
than others.

For instance, the Functional Literacy Program, and the two

mass campaigns on health and nutrition seem to have drawn women's attention.

On the other hand, despite their high enrollment in literacy,

women's performance was good only on the lower levels, i.e., Levels
II and III.

I,

Moreover, from the researcher's experience of working with

women in the rural areas, some programs may attract women as soon as
they are launched but after some time, women drop out or their attendance becomes irregular.

Sometimes women may not get involved in some

programs until those programs have shown results.

All these factors

should be investigated in order to find out what motivates women to join

nonformal education programs, what problems and constraints they encounter, and what constitutes their learning needs.

9

This study recognizes the need to pay
attention to the factors

which motivate or impede women’s participation
in nonformal education.

Knowledge of such factors would facilitate the
following:
a)

Women's varied learning needs could be identified
so that
planners of programs would know what kind of
programs meet
these needs.
There is need to sensitize policy makers and
planners in development to the special needs of
women.
Women in Tanzania are not yet included in the
planning
process. For instance, the Third Five-Year Plan for
Economic and Social Planning emphasized productivity in
cashand food-crop production and yet it ignored the role
of
women, which is essential in implementing its strategies.

b)

Problems and constraints hindering women's participation
would be identified and appropriate measures would be taken
to get rid of these problems.
Usually such constraints are
socio-cultural economic, political and technical.
,

c)

Practical information would be available to planners,
organizers, curriculum specialists and field workers in
nonformal education. Those who implement programs for
women must be trained to do that effectively. There is
need to learn some special techniques of organization and
instruction for conducting programs which involve women.
These special techniques are required because women are
surrounded by a unique set of social conditions and obligations that must be taken into consideration for planning
and organizing programs which involve women.

d)

The
and
the
not

necessity to involve women themselves in policy making
program designing would be recognized. So far, most of
programs available for women have been planned for and
with the women. The involvement of women in decision
making ought to be carried out from the village level all
the way to the national level.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to identify and analyze factors

which affect the participation of women in nonformal education programs
in Tanzania.

The study also identifies key issues about African women's

participation in development, how these relate to Tanzanian women and

10

what their implications are for planning
programs to increase women's

participation in nonformal education for
development.
In the course of identifying and
analyzing the factors which

affect women's participation, the following
questions will be addressed
in the study:
1.

What is the philosophy, policy and implementation
of education in Tanzania?

2.

What are the emerging issues on African women's
participation in development?

3.

What is the nature and extent of African women's
access
to education and training?

4.

What is the status of women's participation in nonformal
education in Tanzania?

5.

What factors affect women's participation in nonformal
education in the rural areas?

6.

What are the implications of the study for planning future
nonformal education programs to increase women's
participation?

7

.

What are the implications of the study for further research?

Significance of the Study

This study is significant and meaningful on four levels.
(a)

Nationally, the study is directly linked to the national

plans and priorities for rural development.

Tanzania is now seriously

engaged in mobilizing people for rural development through the use of

nonformal education.

The government ministries, institutions, voluntary

organizations, and international agencies are all setting up

a

of programs which involve women in the development process.

This study

variety

has some relevance to such development programs and it is hoped that it

11

Will contribute to improved policy,
planning, implementation, and evalu-

stion of these and future programs
(b)

Institutionally, this study will help the Institute
of Adult

Education in Tanzania and other similar institutions
in planning and
implementing educational programs which are based
on the needs and
concerns expressed by women themselves.
(c)

Internationally, it is hoped that this study will make

a

meaningful contribution to the general knowledge on
women and development.

Also, other countries, institutions and individuals
committed to

the improvement of women's educational status will find
this study

relevant and useful.
(d)

Professionally, the researcher is making an attempt to link

this study with her future work in women’s education and also with
her

professional experience as

a

trainer and organizer of nonformal educa-

tion programs.

Research Methodology

This study was undertaken in two stages

relevant literature and field work.

Review of literature

.

,

namely the review of

The fieldwork was done in Tanzania.

Relevant literature available on women and devel-

opment was reviewed in order to identify key issues and concerns on the

participation of women in development.

The focus in the literature was

on African women's role and status in society and how these affect

participation in development.

A review was also made of African women's

access to education and training, with emphasis on Tanzanian women.

The

12

review of literature was carried out
in libraries, institutions and

resource centers.

Primary sources included government policy
documents,

ministry circulars and directives, the Party
constitution and resolutions.

Secondary sources included research and
evaluation reports of

nonformal education programs, written materials
used in the programs and

tape-recorded materials.

Most of these data sources were available in

Tanzania

Fieldwork

;

A case study

.

When the proposal for this study was written,

it was indicated that participatory approaches
directed to obtaining

women’s own perceptions of their reality would be employed.

Women's own

explanations as to why they did or did not participate in nonformal

education would be sought.
The participatory research approach includes the involvement of
the people among whom the research is carried out.

The underlying

assumption of this approach is that people know their reality and their
local conditions better than the researcher coming from outside.

The

approach attempts to make the people involved in the research aware of
their potential in dealing with their environment and in solving their

problems (Muro:

1979).

The participatory research approach is therefore

problem-centered, aiming at solving problems facing the population being
researched

Among the people who have advocated the use of participatory
research is Paulo Freire, who, through the concept of conscientization,

believed that people's potential in the learning process and development
activities should be recognized.

Hall,

1976; Swantz,

1974,

1977;
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Kassam, 1978; and Callaway, 1976, have all
advocated the use of partici-

patory research.
Several attempts have been made in Tanzania to employ
the partic-

ipatory research approach.

The Jipemoyo Project of Bagamoyo District

(1975-1979) under the Ministry of Culture and Youth, the
Chiwanda Project
in Songea District (1976) under the Institute of Adult
Education, and the

Grain Storage Technology Project in Morogoro are some of
the projects

which have used the participatory research approach with success.

Again,

this approach is in accord with the national ideology, which
places men

and women at the center of all development activity.

People can only

develop themselves; they cannot be developed (Nyerere, 1974).

Despite its relevance and appropriateness in Tanzania, parti-

cipatory research requires much time on the part of the researcher, as
the researcher has to play several roles, including finding

a

research

partner, teaching him/her the required techniques, and also creating

structures through which to effect participation.

Besides, the par-

ticipatory approach does not only identify problems but also attempts
to solve them in the final analysis.

Another aspect of the approach is

that it tries to narrow the gap between the researcher and the target

population.

Given that participatory research requires

a

long time, and that

the researcher has to play several roles, for this study it was diffi-

cult to employ the approach in the whole process of the research.

However,

a

blend coexisted between the participatory approach and par-

ticipant observation.

For instance, the participant observation ap-

proach used for the study of Kabita Ward employed techniques such as
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group discussions, dialogues, living
in the community and participating
in community activities, techniques
generally used in the participatory

research approach.

Vertical and horizontal communication among
par-

ticipants was effected through these techniques.

The major objective of

using these techniques was to enable
participants to define and analyze

reality from their own perspective, using their
own words and ex-

pressions
a

)

.

Participant obs ervation

.

This research approach was employed

in order to establish a two-way channel of
communication between the

researcher and the community.

The participants of the study were

treated not as mere informants but as subjects.

They were made to feel

that they were part of the study and that both they and the
researcher
had something to learn from each other.
The community being studied was Kabita Ward, which is composed of
five villages all lying along the southern shores of Lake Victoria in

Mwanza Region (for
section 1).

a

detailed description of Kabita Ward, see chapter

4,

Although the study covered the entire community of both men

and women, the major focus was on women, whom the researcher sought to

interact with in their homes, in the farms, in their groups, in nonformal education classes and other women's activities.

villages, the researcher was able to participate in

a

By living in the

variety of social,

economic, political, cultural and educational activities organized by
the villagers.

The present village structure renders itself easier in

terms of who should be approached for what purpose (see chart on village

government structure in chapter

4,

page 160).
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During this time, the researcher took
the opportunity to attend
various meetings of village committees
and to hold discussions with the

committee members.

This kind of participation in village
life gave the

researcher an insight into the background
of the participants which
could provide an explanation for the
socio-cultural

,

psychological,

economical and historical factors which affect
the participation of

women

m

nonformal education programs (for details on
the techniques

used, see chapter 5, pages 152 to 155).
b)

Interviews

.

Interviews were undertaken on three levels: the

policy level, program personnel level, and participants
level.
On the policy level, selected personnel in the Party

(i)

and Government ministries in educational policy making
were interviewed.

The objective of these interviews was to find out if there were
any

policies concerning the participation of women in development, and
also
to get their perceptions of the causes of women's problems.
(ii)

On the program personnel level, interviews with program

planners, organizers, trainers and adult education coordinators were
undertaken.

Such interviews helped the researcher to obtain data on the

nature of the programs concerning their objectives, planning, implementation, evaluation and impact.

They were also meant to help in the

identification of some of the factors affecting the participation of
women as seen by the program planners, organizers and trainers.

Such

factors would be related to organization, content, methods, trainers,

group dynamics, motivation, and others.
(iii)

On the participants level, interviews were conducted

with group leaders in the programs, participants in general and women in
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particular.

People who did not participate in the
programs, too, were

interviewed.

The objective of these interviews was
to obtain data on

the personal experiences of the
participants as to:

what motivates them

to participate; what they learn from
the content of the programs and

also from the way the programs are taught;
what is put into practice and

how this relates to their daily lives; the
problems they experience in
the programs and their general feelings and
attitudes toward the pro-

grams

.

Dis cussion groups

.

Throughout Tanzania women have formed

various groups, both formal and informal.

The researcher took advantage

of such groups to involve women in identifying and analyzing
their own

problems and concerns and finally to suggest solutions to those
problems.

This in itself is viewed as an educational process, where women

can openly talk about their condition in
and suspicion.

a

free atmosphere without fear

An advantage of this participatory method is that it

does not require literacy; furthermore, it helps women to consciously

contribute to research.

Definition of Terms

Nonformal education

.

Throughout this study, this term refers to adults

and is therefore used interchangeably with the term "adult education."
It means any organized educational activity outside the established

formal system, whether operating separately or as an important feature
of some broader activity that is intended to serve identifiable learning

clienteles and learning objectives (Coombs, 1973: 11).
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Devel^ment.

In the Tanzanian context,

development means the giving to

the people power in deciding on
matters that affect them; that is,

freedom to manage their affairs.

material well being.

It also means increase in people’s

This concept has been expressed in the
TANU Guide-

lines as follows:

For people who have been slaves or who
have been oppressed exp oited and humiliated, development means liberation.
Anyaction
that gives them more control of their affairs
is an action of
development even if it does not offer them better
health or more
bread (TANU, 1971).

Rural development

.

In this study,

rural development will be taken to

mean rural transformation--that is, change not only
of the methods of

production and of economic institutions, but of social and
political
infrastructure as well, and transformation of human relationships
and
opportunities (Coombs, Prosser and Ahmed).

Mass campaigns

.

These are large-scale nonformal education programs

designed to fulfill short-term specific objectives.
a

These programs use

variety of media that can reach large numbers of people, including

many illiterates, at

a

low unit cost.

The radio is usually the major

medium backed up by the radio study groups.

Mass campaigns have been

carried out in Tanzania successively during the last eight years.

Participation

.

In this study, participation means involvement in any of

the stages of the program, namely:
(i)

planning--decision making about needs and priorities
affecting the people for whom the programs are designed;

(ii)

implementation--enrollment into the programs and attendance, acquisition of skills, knowledge and attitudes and
putting these into practice;
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(m)

evaluation-formative and summative, formal
and informal.
This is the process by which the
economy and super-

structure of

a

nation is incorporated into

a

worldwide capitalist

system, and its people dominated and
exploited by international capital.

Functional literacy

.

This refers to work-oriented adult
literacy

closely linked with vocational training,
particularly in agriculture (in
the case of Tanzania).

Participants of Functional Literacy are supposed

to apply the new knowledge and skills
to solve their basic economic,

social and cultural problems.

Organization of the Study

The study is organized into six chapters.

Chapter

1

states the

problem, the purpose of the study, significance and design
of the study.

Chapter

2

describes the philosophy and policies of development in

Tanzania and the role played by education.
Chapter

3

reviews and discusses various issues emerging from the

literature on the participation of African women in development and
factors affecting women's participation.

Chapter 4 discusses African women's access to education and
training, with

a

focus on Tanzania.

Chapter

5

is a case study which identifies and analyzes factors

affecting women's participation in nonformal education.
Chapter 6 gives the summary of findings of the study, implications for planning future programs, and recommendations.

CHAPTER

I

I

EDUCATION AND NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN TANZANIA

Introduction

The overall education and training system in
Tanzania is geared
to the development needs of rural people within
the larger context of

rural and socialist transformation.
is on rural development,

work in rural areas.

The major emphasis of development

as more than 90 percent of the people live and

Three conditions have been singled out as the

most critical determinants of development policy.

These are:

a)

the paramount role of the Party in decision-making;

b)

the stress on the reorganization of production;

c)

the decentralization of the government administration
(UNESCO, 1978).

Tanzania has placed much faith in education as

ponent of development, capable of making

a

a

major com-

substantial contribution

toward the attainment of the goals of socialism and self-reliance.

Nonformal education has been emphasized as one of the major strategies
in mobilizing people for national development.

In discussing the role

and nature of nonformal education, reference must be made to the na-

tional ideology which has guided all educational reforms and innovations over the past ten years.

Government actions in Tanzania are

guided and determined by political decisions.
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This chapter provides the context
of this study on Tanzanian

women's participation in nonformal
education.

The chapter discusses

the relationship between education
and development and highlights the

national ideology, the political commitment
and the various policies

which have guided development.
national ideology.

The educational policy is based on
the

The chapter also focuses on the role of
nonformal

education in national development.

The National Ideology of Development

Tanzania, one of the 25 least developed countries,
covers an
area of 937,972 sq. km. with

a

population of 17.5 million people.

About 95 percent of the total population lives in the
rural areas and
only about 6.8 percent of the total labor force constitutes
wage

earners and salary-employed.

Agriculture accounts for 40 percent of

the National Domestic Product while industry accounts for only 10

percent.

Agriculture, therefore, remains the basis of Tanzania’s

economy
At independence in 1961, the country inherited an economy which

was underdeveloped.
tion.

Production was largely subsistence for consump-

The cash crops were for export to meet the needs of the metro-

politan countries.
rural areas.

The majority of the people lived in poverty in the

The industrial sector was very small.

An infrastructure

for economic development was nonexistent, as the social and public

services were inadequate and underdeveloped.

The political economic

structure was based on racial divisions, namely Europeans, Asians and
Africans
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It was the government's
determination right from the
beginning

to improve the material and
moral well-being of the people by
mobiliz-

ing all human and material resources
to achieve the maximum
development

possible at the lowest cost in accordance
with the social and political
aims of the country.
For instance, the first comprehensive
15-year
development plan envisaged 1980 as
manpower.

a

target for self-sufficiency in

The first Five-Year Plan, 1964/69,
emphasized the develop-

ment of agriculture and livestock, secondary
and technical education.
In the second Five-year Plan,

given priority.

rural development was emphasized and

The role of nonformal education as

strategy for

a

development was also underscored in this plan.
The political commitment

.

Right from its inception in 1945,

the objective of Tanganyika African National Union
was to change the

pre-independence situation through the building of
socialist state.

self-reliant

a

This political ideology provided the rationale for

national priorities, and recognized that education had

play in socialist reconstruction.

a

major role to

The purpose of TANU was to prepare

the entire population for the desired socialist development, so that

people would acquire

a

greater understanding of the socio-economic and

political problems and the alternative possibilities to solve them.
For

a

nation undergoing

a

socialist transformation after

history of colonial domination, ideology plays

a

crucial role.

(1975) pointed out that ideology in Tanzania serves

a

a

long

Hall

dual function.

First, ideology is an instrument which TANU views as being able to

create national unity through an increased level of public consciousness and, second, it is

a

guide to individuals and organizations in
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planning and carrying out decisions and
policies.

In order to facili-

tate mass mobilization and political
consciousness among the people,
the National Executive Committee (NEC)
of TANU introduced the ten-

household cell system in 1963.
elect
ence.

a

Under this system, each ten households

leader who represents them to the Party branch
annual conferThe Party aimed at establishing

a

two-way communication channel

between the grassroot level and national level through
committees on
village, ward, divisional, regional and national
levels.
The objectives and functions of the cell system were
outlined
by the late Dr. Wilbert Kleruu (1966) and can be
summarized as follows:
a)

to enable people to express their views and opinions to
TANU and its government and vice versa;

b)

to consolidate people's unity and extend the leadership to
the village level so that leaders are accessible to ordi-

nary people;
c)

to obtain all sorts of information regarding social and
economic development within the cells;

d)

to ensure security and survival of the Party Government
and the Nation by seeing to it that all laws and regulations are obeyed.

The cell leaders have played key roles in the adult-education

movement, specifically in literacy work, by taking the census of the

illiterates in their cells.

They have also encouraged people to parti-

cipate not only in adult education but also in any other development

undertakings.

Through the grass-roots structure, TANU has been able to

motivate people for development.

Besides being the most important

communications link in Tanzania, TANU has been the source of ideology
for the nation.
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T he Arusha Declaration

commitment to build

a

Tanzania's statement of intent and

.

socialist self-reliant society is
contained in

the Arusha Declaration of 1967.

The Declaration stated the goals
and

indicated the direction of development
to be pursued by Tanzania.

It

demonstrated Tanzania's political willingness
to initiate fundamental
institutional change in pursuit of economic
and social objectives which
include
(1)

the transition to

(2)

self-reliance at regional and national levels;

(3)

a more equitable distribution
of wealth both between individuals and regions (TANU, 1967).

a

participatory socialist economy;

The strategy to achieve these objectives has
emphasized rural development, social ownership of the means of production
and distribution, and
the creation of economic institutions and administrative
structures

conducive to participatory decision-making.
strategy,

a

In order to implement this

number of specific measures and reforms have been under-

taken.

Immediately after the Arusha Declaration nationalization of the

"commanding heights of the economy" was effected.

For instance, large-

scale industry, commerce and finance were nationalized.

This was fol-

lowed by the creation of parastatal organizations to manage state

enterprises.
cluded:

a

Measures designed to reduce economic disparities in-

highly progressive tax system, the steady reduction of wage

differentials and
a dual

a

leadership code which prohibits leaders from having

source of income.

In order to promote rural development, an

attempt has been made to concentrate resources on the relatively under-
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developed rural areas.

The strengthening of the mass
grassroots pol-

itical party based on the
ten-household cell system has made
possible
the kind of mass mobilization
and political consciousness
which have
inspired social change.
The Arusha Declaration emphasized
the centrality of people in
development, and spelled out the four
prerequisites for development.

These are:

people, land, good policies and good
leadership.

The

Declaration made clear the fact that money
is not the generative resource for development.
Between money and people it is obvious
that the people and their
hard work are the foundation for
development and money is one of
the fruits of that hard work (TANU,
1967).
Success in developing socialism and self-reliance
is based on hard work
by the people, recognizing that they are
the basis of Tanzania's devel-

opment

.

Policies, Decisions and Actions

The subsequent policy statements following the Arusha
Declaration, interpreted the meaning of the Declaration in
respective fields

and provided the basis for action and implementation.

The policy

statement on "Socialism and Rural Development" of 1967 outlined the

strategy for rural development within the framework of socialism and

self-reliance

.

The policy is based on interlinked self-governing

communities (Ujamaa villages) of the people responsible for deciding,

controlling and running their own activities.

These villages are

intended to become social, economic and political units running their
own affairs, organizing and improving their own living conditions and
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becoming

a

community for all purposes.

living in such villages.

Over 13 million people are now

The Villagization Act of 1975, gave
these

villages legal powers to establish the
village government, which cons

is ts of a village council and the
following committees:
(1)

Finance and Planning

(2)

Production and Marketing

(3)

Education, Culture and Social Welfare

(4)

Works and Transport

(5)

Security and Defense.

Another major policy statement, the TANU Party
Guidelines
(Mwongozo) of 1971, concerned the purpose of development
and the concept
of liberation.

For the people who have been oppressed, exploited and
humiliated by
colonialism or capitalism, development means liberation (TANU
Guidelines, 1971).
The most important goal of development in this context is to
free

people from colonial ways of thinking, and to enable them to make
their
own decisions.

This development goal is better expressed in the fol-

lowing words:

Any action that gives the people more control of their own affairs
is an action for development, even if it does not offer them better
health or more bread. Any action that reduces their say in determining their own affairs or running their own lives is not development and retards them even if the action brings them a little
better health and a little more bread (TANU Guidelines, 1971).
In order to make the ideology of socialism and self-reliance a

reality, the planning and control of development had to be exercised to
a

greater degree at the local level.

matters of local impact.

People had to decide and act in

Decision making and participation by the
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people were crucial.

The policy of decentralization of
government

planning and administration of 1972,
basically aimed at stimulating
local initiative and giving more power
of decision to the regions to

formulate their own integrated development
plans.

policies provided

a

The decentralization

momentum and administrative framework to
facilitate

educational reform aimed at responding to local
needs and interests.

Another policy issued in 1972 was that on "Agriculture
in Politics."

This policy paper discussed the importance of
agriculture to

development and the crucial role played by farmers in
development in
Tanzania.

The paper summarized mistakes and failures, and provided

guidelines for action by leaders, the government, institutions
and

organizations in an effort to raise productivity and production
in
agriculture

.

Special attention was paid to the role of education in

agriculture
The 1973 policy paper on "Small-Scale Industries" provided

guidelines to people, government and institutions in the establishment
and strengthening of small-scale industries in the country, partic-

ularly in villages where they can make

a

substantial contribution to

the economy of the village and eventually the whole country.

The

policy paper directed that education should give more emphasis to
science and technical/vocational education, and that adequate training

programs of manpower needed for the small-scale industries should be

established
In 1976, a policy paper on "Everyone must Work" was published

by the Party.

This paper further interpreted the Arusha Declaration in

the context of work and provided guidelines on the steps to be taken by
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leaders and the people to implement the
directive that everyone must

work hard and intelligently.

The paper directed that Education had
to

ensure that students while at school, should
engage themselves in

productive activities, in preparation for active
participation after
completing their education.

Students should also take part in produc-

tive activities and development projects in the
village or in towns in

preparation for full absorption into these activities after
completing
their primary or secondary education.

AH

the policy papers which have been outlined above serve to

interpret the Arusha Declaration in the respective development
aspects
and provide guidelines for action in implementing the ideology of

socialism and self-reliance.

A great deal of emphasis has been placed

on rural development where the majority of the people live.

culture plays

a

key role in the economy.

Agri-

Education has been identified

as key to the development of socialism and self-reliance.

Socialism

and self-reliance are central to the planning and development of all

Party and government programs.
In terms of the impact on educational reform, the two most

important policies have been villagization and decentralization of

government administration.

The significance of villagization to the

education system is that the school and the village are now in "intimate proximity" and as such, the school can be geared to actual village
requirements.

physical reach.

Also, all children can attend school, as it is within

Villagization also has strengthened parents' partici-

pation in school affairs.
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The decentralization of government
administration, which vil-

lagization is

a

part, is aimed at adapting government
administration to

the needs of socialist and rural
development.

It also aims at facili-

tating planning and action on the local
level while also ensuring the

implementation of national policies.

Under decentralization, both

primary and adult education are under regional
control.

In other

words, all planning for primary and adult education
is part of indi-

vidual regional integrated development plans.
The e ducation policy:

Education for Self-Reliance

Education in

.

Tanzania is conceived in the broader context to include
formal, nonformal and informal education, and all three are considered
to be an

integral part of total development.

There has been

a

steady deliberate

effort to integrate formal and nonformal education by the government.
The blurred demarcation line between formal and nonformal education has

been also recognized by several writers.

It has been pointed out that:

Education in Tanzania is not easily analysed in terms of primary,
secondary, university and adult education.
In fact none of the
terms currently in vogue to describe adult education (nonformal
education, out of school education, continuing education) are especially helpful in separating the various components of the Tanzania
educational system (Mhaiki and Hall, 1972).

Following the policy of socialism and self-reliance, Tanzania began to
move in the direction of providing some form of planned education for

every citizen.

By stressing the importance of education for everybody,

rather than the few who manage to pass primary school examinations and

enter secondary school, the nation has begun to move toward "a nation-

wide learning system" (Mhaiki and Hall, op. cit.).
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The general purpose of education as
stipulated by Nyerere in
the policy paper of Education for
Self-Reliance was:
to transmit from one generation to
the next the accumulated knowledge of the society and to prepare the
young people for their future
membership of the society and their active
participation in its
maintenance or development (Nyerere, 1967).

Specifically for

a

country like Tanzania with the negative
influence of

its colonial past and neocolonialism,
"the primary purpose of education
is the liberation of man"

(Nyerere,

1974).

As such, education is seen

as a continuous process starting from when
we are born until the time

we die.

The conception of education thus includes all
forms and all

stages of education covering the entire life-span of
the individual,

being more informal when the child is very young,
predominantly formal
during the time of schooling, and all the various kinds of
learning in

adulthood--informal

,

formal or nonformal.

The policy statement, Education for Self-Reliance

,

which was

issued in 1967 following the Arusha Declaration, presented the educational philosophy of Tanzania.

The document set down principles of

education which conformed to the socialist goals of Tanzania and which
also served as

a

revolutionary influence in creating socialists.

Education for Self-Reliance pointed out four basic ills in the school
system, and also set forward suggested remedies.

The four ills were:

a)

that education was elitist in concept as very few people
went to school;

b)

that school was not a part of society but existed as
small isolated section of modern life;

c)

that education was seen from the point of view that all
knowledge which is worthwhile is acquired from books or
from educated people.

a
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d)

that the exploitative relationship
which existed between
those who were being educated and
their families and communities (Nyerere, 1967).

Some of the major issues raised in
Education for Self-Reliance

and the changes suggested are outlined
below:
a)

The need to develop a curriculum which
has the objectives
of meeting the needs of the majority.
It has been suggested that primary education must be
complete in itself
and that it must prepare children for
life in the villages
where the majority of them live.
Secondary education too
must prepare the youth for life and service
in the rural
communities.
Education must impart functional knowledge
and skills in agriculture, family life
and participation
in community development and maintenance.

b)

The need to integrate education with work and
production.
Schools ought to be social, economic and educational
commun
lties which practice the concept of self-reliance.
It is
vital that schools make a contribution toward their
upkeep
and the country's economy by engaging in productive
work.
By being fully involved in the planning process of
the
school projects, the students learn how to make decisions.

c)

Emphasis on the integration of education with life and with
the community.
Students must remain an integral part of
the community by having responsibilities in the community
and having the community participate in the school activities
.

d)

The need to instill in the students attitudes of selfconfidence, creativity, problem solving and scientific
outlook.
The three values that education must encourage
are:
an inquiring mind; the ability to think for oneself
and to make judgments on issues affecting oneself; the
ability to interpret decisions and to learn from others and
to reject or adapt what one has learned to the peculiar
needs and circumstances.

"Education for Self-Reliance" has been an historic turning

point in Tanzania's educational history.

The period before 1967 was

largely marked by the physical growth of the existing system.

Racial,

sex and religious discrimination in schools was abolished and more

schools were built.

Educational programs aimed at meeting the
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country's manpower needs were
instituted.

However, despite these

changes, little was done to change
the role and content of
education as
it had been inherited from
the colonial period.
The colonial system of
education was mainly designed to serve
the interests of the small

minority who entered the school system,
and it induced in them "attitudes of superiority and disdain for
manual occupations and skills."

Educational reform within the schools alone
could not cure the

existing ills unless it reflected the values
and attitudes prevailing

m

the society which it served.

As such, educational reforms had to
go

hand in hand with societal reforms.

The integration of schools into

the social and eocnomic life of the community
has been

aspect of educational and societal reforms.

become

a

a

very important

The primary school has

community educational center which provides educational
ser-

vices to both children and adults.

Emphasis is now placed on providing

knowledge, skills and the right attitudes needed for rural
development.
The years following the publication of "Education for Self-Reliance"

therefore have witnessed efforts towards

a

nationwide learning system

whereby each citizen receives some form of education.
conceived as being an integral part of development.

Education is
It is part of work

and living and therefore lifelong.

The structure of the educational system

.

is provided over a period of seven years.

The basic primary education
The curriculum is aimed at

the needs of the majority so as to prepare them for
in the rural areas.

a

productive life

With the implementation of the Musoma Party Resol-

utions of 1974 on Universal Primary Education, every child who is seven
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years or over must be enrolled in
school and must stay for seven
years.
The enrollment in primary schools was
over 70 percent in 1977 (Kinunda
et al.

,

1977)

.

Secondary education is
fourth year with

a

a

six-year period punctuated at the

national examination.

Intake into secondary schools

is planned in direct relation to the
estimated manpower requirements

which require

a

seondary education.

The present secondary school cur-

riculum has been adapted to the local environment
and needs, giving

priority to technical and practical content.
school is very limited.

Enrollment into secondary

For instance, in 1976/77 only 5.7 percent of

the primary-school leavers were selected to enter
Form

public schools.

I

in government

Again, primary school leavers have limited opportuni-

ties in the various training programs such as teacher-training,
voca-

tional training, rural medical-aids training and home economics.
The teacher- training program fulfills the requirements of the

schools and colleges in manpower.
are given much emphasis.

The practical aspects of training

An innovative teacher-training program has

been launched to cope with the expansion of universal primary education.

Thousands of trainees now receive their training as they teach.

Correspondence courses, face-to-face teaching radio programs and discussion groups are methods currently in use.
As for higher education, the University of Dar-es-Salaam is the

main institution offering higher education.

There are other institu-

tions under various ministries which offer specialized training

courses.

The goal of higher education is to meet manpower needs in all

sectors of the economy, and to emphasize programs which focus on rural
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development.

Following the Husoma Patty
Resolutions, afreet entry into
the university from secondary
school was abolished.
Consideration for
admission into the University
was given to qu alified
mature candidates
with a two-year minimum
working experience, and with
a strong recommendation by their employers and
Party branches regarding their
suitability in terms of character,
general work performance and
commitment for

further training at university
level.

However, women were allowed

direct entry after it was realized
that their enrollment was
diminishmg in those years following the Resolutions.
These changes were introduced to
match the national philosophy
as stipulated in the Arusha
Declaration and in Education for Self-

Reliance.

The Musoma Resolutions reiterated
the criticisms leveled in

Ed ucation for Self-Reliance that
selection to higher education was

based on paper examinations, and that
wrong attitudes were encouraged

which were against the socialist
principles (Mmari, 1976).

Society,

therefore, had to reorient its own definition
of higher education and
its role in a socialist-aspiring state.

Major emphasis was given to nonformal
education as
of development after the Arusha Declaration.

a

component

Even before then,

Tanzania had recognized that national progress
could not wait until
school children had been educated before the country
achieved economic
and social development.

vital

As such, education for adults was seen to be
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National Cval
The role of nonformal
education in „ ational
development> espe .
dally in the developing countries,
has been widely recognized.
It has
become obvious that development
planning, particularly rural
development, must emphasize the
significance of nonformal
education.

While addressing

a

conference in Abidjan, Ivory
Coast, the

director general of UNESCO
underlined the importance and
urgency of
nonformal education in the
following words:

dY^YlfricaYY^ ha^Y' Y**

^

h0ld

Present

•

can be made on the urgent
problems of society and essential nro*
S
U8ht ab ° Ut; AfriCa Cann0t Wait
3 § enera tion to mobilize
its rich human
hu
resources for the task of national
development
(Director-General, UNESCO, 1964).
The 1966 Conference on Education,
Employment and Rural Develop-

ment which met in Kericho, Kenya,
suggested that
a more significant contribution
to rural development can be
made by a much strengthened, more
clearly thought-out and effectively coordinated educational service
to adults than alterations
1
f t
Stin8
°f
and SeC ° ndary
s chooir(She«Lld
?967)|
.

•

.

,

In his discussion of the role of
nonformal education in the

development of East Africa, Lionel Cliff
e contended that
adult education in its various forms and
with the proper
is an essential mechanism through which
the knowledge and
attitudes necessary to development, and especially
rural developcan be communicated to the East African
populations (Cliffe,
•

•

.

e mp has i S

,

The crucial roles of nonformal education
in rural development included
the spread of development values, the mobilizing
of enthusiasm, and

instruction in the technical steps which should be followed
in
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particular circumstances.

Cliffe furthe r suggested that
the most

immediate priority was to educate
the de cision-makers about
nonformal
education in order to make them
realize its contribution to development
.

Recognition of the importance of
nonformal education has been
expressed by educational planners
and manpower experts.
In his work,
'World Crisis in Education," Coombs
stated that:
C ° UntrieS now face a
Priority task of nonformal education^hVh
tion
which years ago confronted today's
industrial countries.
It
is
o
ring the vast numbers of farmers,,
workers, small entrepreneurs and others who have never seen
the inside of a formal
classroom and perhaps never will— a
spate of useful skills and
knowledge which they can promptly apply
to their own and their
nation s development (Coombs, 1968).

During the 1970'
formal education as

a

s

there was an increased recognition of non-

priority in development.

This was expressed in

numerous studies on planning and financing of
out-of-school nonformal
education.

Emphasis on nonformal education stems from the
growing

disillusionment with the performance of formal education
in development.

High enrollment and expenditure on formal schooling
has not

resulted in increased economic productivity.

This has led planners to

question the investment approach to formal education.
Among the African leaders who questioned the wisdom of continued rapid expansion of the formal education system was Nyerere:
It is now time we looked again at the justification for a poor
society like ours spending almost 20 percent of its government
revenues on providing education for its children and young people
and begin to consider what that education is doing.
For in our
circumstances it is impossible to devote 147,330,000 shillings
every year on education for some of our children (while others go
without) unless its result has a proportionate relevance to the
society we are trying to create (Nyerere, 1967).
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Earlier, while introducing
the Five-Year Development
Plan
1964-69 to Parliament, the
President emphasized the need
to educate
adults.
He stated:

First, we must educate adults.
Our children will1
have an
impact on our own development for five r
P
^ve, ten or even twenty years
(Nyerere, 1964).
v.

The President went

a

step further by declaring
1970 as an Adult Educa-

tion year.

Every citizen during the year
was to be dedicated to learning and teaching others.
The most common criticism of formal
schooling which led to more

emphasis on the development of nonformal
education has been summarized
by Hall (1975) to include the
following:
1.

Formal schooling was becoming prohibitively
expensive.

2.

Large proportions of the population had
had little or no
access to formal schooling.

3.

Formal schooling had not proved as flexible
and open to
innovation as nonformal education.

4.

The benefits of formal schooling were
lost without nonformal education.

5.

Children in school were not in
to immediate use.

6.

Formal education had produced an ever-widening gap
between
the educated and the uneducated.

7.

Even the best formal schooling was inadequate for
time's education.

a

position to put new ideas

a

life-

It is important to note that the majority of the
adult popula-

tion in developing countries has never had an opportunity to
attend
formal schools of any kind.
1960 and 1975,

This is evidenced by the fact that between

less than 65% of the children aged 6-11 years were en-

rolled in school.

About 38% of the children aged 12-17 years were
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enrolled In schools and only
9% of those aged ,8-23 years
were enrolled
in developing countries
(Botkin et al.
,979).
W ome n for m the majority
of those who have not
had the chance to attend
school of any kind,
Africa, for example, 63% of
girls are not enrolled for
primary schooling; 80% never reach
secondary schools and 99% do
not qualify for
higher education. Out of
every
everv 100
rl
q/ are
iuu girls,
84
estimated to be
illiterate (UNESCO, 1975).
,

m

Besides the realization of the
shortcomings of the formal
education system, another reason
for increased concern with
nonformal

education was the growing emphasis
on agriculture and rural development.

Until recently, rural development
was considered synonymous with
agricultural output. A new and broader
view of rural development which
goes beyond agricultural output
has evolved.
This view is reflected in
the goals set for the United
Nations Second Development Decade,
which

equates rural development with the
far-reaching transformation of the
social and economic structures,
institutions, relationships and processes in any rural area.

The goals of rural development are
conceived

not simply as agricultural and economic
growth but as balanced social
and economic development, with emphasis
on equitable distribution as
well as the creation of benefits.

Given this broader conception, rural

development
calls for a massive and multipronged effort, not
simply to boost
production but to create and spread employment to root
out the
fundamental causes of poverty, disease, ignorance and
injustice
which continue to afflict more than half the world’s
population
(Coombs and Ahmed, 1974).

Education, if broadly conceived, can contribute to advancing
rural
development.

This kind of education must provide new skills and
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knowledge required by both
young people and adults.
Nonforrcal education with its flexibility
and adaptability can
play this lmp orta„t role
10 rUral deV6l
The question here is.
what hind of education
is
needed for rural development?

“-

The educational needs for
rural development have
been categonzed under four main headings,
namely:
(1)

general or basic education

(

2)

family improvement education

(

3

community improvement education

(

4)

)

occupational education (Coombs
and Ahmed, 1974).

The four types of education
listed above are needed by both
young
people and adults, male and female.
The formal education system
alone
cannot provide universal learning
opportunities.
The objectives and
curriculum of schools usually relate
to the first set of needs
listed
above.
Formal education thus very marginally
contributes to the other
three sets of needs.
Rural areas suffer from inadequate
formal educa-

tional opportunities.
rates highest.

Thus, enrollment rates are lowest
and drop-out

Thus, given the disappointing results
of formal educa-

tion and the increased emphasis on
agriculture and rural development,
the need to seek new approaches to
education became imperative.

There was also

beyond

a

a

need to widen the definition of development

narrow focus on economic production.

placed the people at the center of development.

The new definition

Solutions suggested to

remedy the educational crisis ranged from the
reform of curricula to
the complete elimination of the school
system from society.

More

attention, however, was directed to nonformal education
not as

a

ready-
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-de

solution but as one of the
practical approaches of reaching
and
mobilizing human resources for
development, especially rural
developmerit

Fun ctions of nonformal education

.

Hall (1975), in his discussion
on

the role of nonformal education
in national development,
identified the
functions of nonformal education
in three categories, namely:

Economic
Social
Political.

(1)
(2)
(3)

Economic functions
(a)

.

To upgrade the partially trained.

Nonformal education can provide for
in-service, on-the-job
training or follow-up courses for those
who have received some training
but who need more training for increased
effectiveness and productivity.

This includes industrial training and
in-service training for

teachers, rural development workers,
agricultural extension officers
and others.
(b)

To provide training for school leavers.

The problem of unemployed school leavers in
Africa has not been
solved.

Many young men take part in programs which lead to
some kind

of employment.

For the rural areas, such programs may include poultry

farming, agriculture and technical skills.

primary school teachers participate in

a

In Tanzania,

for instance,

two-year program in Rural

Technical Centers where they train in technical skills including
carpentry, masonry, welding and brick laying; for girls, training is

provided in home economics.
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(C)

To provide training for
agricultural improvement.

Tamers' training centers,
agriculture extension,
agricultural
study groups and rural
radio program for both
.e„ and women are some
of the methods being
employed now. Tanzania is
an agricultural country
where more than 80% of the
agricultural work is done by
women.
It is
therefore very important that
women receive training i„
agriculture for
economic development.
(d)

To keep the highly educated
up-to-date.

The knowledge and skills that
one gets in school cannot
suffice
lifetime.
There is need for up-dating
information and technical
skills for planners, educators,
economists, doctors and others.
(e)

To provide vocational and
technical education.

Vocational and technical training
need to be planned in relation to occupational possibilities
and economic goals.

Mature adults

who are immediately available and
able to apply their skills will learn
faster and thereby make possible
more rapid economic returns.
Social functions
(a)

.

To increase the capacity of change.

Nonformal education can allow individuals
and adults to make

a

more rapid adjustment to change if this
education is closely tied to
the needs of the society.

People in both the rural and urban areas are

being reached through the radio, newspapers,
organized classes and
study groups as ways of disseminating new ideas,
concepts and values.
(b)

To provide basic education for those who have never
attended school.
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The majority of the adult
population in developing countries
have never had an opportunity
to attend formal schools
of any kind.
It
is usually i„ the rural
areas where educational
opportunities are lacking.

The implementation of effective
nonformal education programs
in
the rural areas is partly
hampered by people who think along
traditional literacy lines.
For instance, many rural educators
rely on
classrooms, textbooks and other
written materials to explain
concepts
and skills.
There should be more thought
given to non-literate techniques since the majority of the
rural people are illiterate.
(c)

To re-educate the people so as
to correct the miseducation imposed during colonial times.

The miseducation imposed during the
colonial days creates a

serious obstacle to change.

There is need to introduce democratic

learning methods through nonformal
education to ensure the acceptance
of the equality of teacher, instructor
and students.

Radio study

groups, demonstrations, and audio-visual
aids should be encouraged as

learning methods.
(d)

To create an awareness of national goals and
the role of
the individual in fulfilling them.

Information about national development plans and
government
programs can be transmitted through nonformal education.

Botswana and

Tanzania are good examples where this has been done.
Political functions
(a)

.

To provide political education for motivation and responsibility.

Political education helps to motivate people to change.

Ex-

amples from Cuba, China and Tanzania have demonstrated the importance
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Of nonformal education
as a vehicle for political
education.

Another
political function of nonformal
education is that of enabling
people to
participate in decision-making.
The Radio Study Groups in
Tanzania
have facilitated people's
participation in decision-making
in village
development
(b)

To train leaders.

The emphasis on recruitment of
leadership from ranks of the
population should be based upon
recognized leadership skills and not
on
paper qualifications.
This is very important, especially
for countries
that are engaged in rural
development.
Tanzania for instance estab-

lished institutions on the national
and zonal levels to train leaders.
Coombs et al.

(1973,

1974) suggested a minimum package of

essential learning needs which nonformal
education should fulfill.
They are:
a)

Positive attitudes.

b)

Functional literacy and numeracy.

c)

A scientific outlook and an elementary
understanding of
the process of nature.

d)

Functional knowledge and skills for raising
operating a household.

a

family and

e)

Functional knowledge and skills for earning

a

living.

f)

Functional knowledge and skills for civic participation.

The means and methods of achieving these needs, however,
are to
be determined by individual societies, which should also
translate

these learning requirements into their own applicable terms.

It is

su 88 es ted that a combination of formal, nonformal and informal educa-

tion could be designed to meet these minimum essential learning needs.
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Non forma 1 education and socialist
development

.

After Tanzania declared

its determination to build
a socialist self-reliant
state, the need to

educate adults at all levels
became an issue of national priority.
With the Arusha Declaration in
1967, strategies for socialist transformation were laid down and consequently,
heavy emphasis was placed on
nonformal education as these strategies
became more clear.
It was

believed that nonformal education was
capable of creating conditions
conducive to socialist development.
be meaningful to the people,

opment through education.

For the newly won independence to

it had to be seen in terms of human
devel-

The people were identified as social
beings

who consciously organize their lives and
in doing so, learn and con-

tribute to the humanity of life.

Thus it was hoped that when adults

were educated they would freely and consciously
organize their social
life, transform their environment and lead
a happy life.

The task of

building socialism in Tanzania needed the all-round
development of all
the people.

The development of everybody in culture, social
consciousness, and
inner maturity of man is considered just as important for
the existence of the Tanzanian state as the development of material
and
technical aspects of society. Nothing is done for an end in
itself.
Nothing takes place without the ability of the people, for everything serves the well-being of the workers and peasants of this
nation (Nyerere, 1973).
In the above context, a new philosophy of nonformal eduation was pro-

nounced by President Nyerere in his New Year's Eve Speech to the nation
in 1969 thus, declaring 1970 as Adult Education Year.
To summarize the President's New Year message, nonformal educa-

tion had three objectives:
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a)

« !I^H"rS c™^L.T i8 “ tlon
,

t0 the kind ° £ life

b)

to learn how to improve
our lives;

C)

nderStand 3nd Practi " the
national
?
leology of socialism
ideoloL
and self-reliance.

e

ry0ne

The above objectives shifted
the emphasis in nonformal
education from
the universal aims of securing
employment mobility and of keeping
the
already educated labor force
oriented to new knowledge for
greater
productivity, to an instrument for
mobilizing the people for their
own
development. As observed by Kuhanga
(1976), in a country where 95
percent of the population lives
in rural areas and about
75 percent of
the population cannot read and
write, nonformal education is unthinkable without involving a developmental
approach. Also implicit in the

above objectives is the fact that
nonformal education can do more than
to train adults how to read
and write;

it must serve the entire soci-

ety, its unschooled as well as
partially or fully educated and trained

manpower.

There is no limit as to who can participate
in nonformal

education for it is
learning about anything at all that can help
us to understand
the environment we live in and the manner
in which we change and
enVir ° nment to im P rove ourselves (Elimu Haina
Mwisho,
1970)
•

.

.

While addressing the Third Conference of the
African Adult

Education Association in Dar-es-Salaam, the then Second
Vice-President
of

I

anzania underlined the role of nonformal education in
the following

words
T
have said that adult education is of paramount importance to
national development; it would be more true to say the two things
are inseparable.
For true development means the development of the
nation's citizens (Kawawa, 1971).
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The role of nonformal
education in mobilizing peasants
and
workers as human resources in
Tanzania was stressed by London
(1975).
An imaginative program of
nonformal education was vital
in order to
make peasants and workers aware
of the value of learning new
skills and
knowledge of immediate value and
interest to them.
London summarized
the role of nonformal education
as follows:
U

0

iS t0
l«"-g oppornitres for the
Junities
Jhe°h
highly educated to keep them up
to date
for the
p rtially trained to qualify them for
medium and higher level emp oyment, and for the formerly neglected
peasants, workers and
168 t0 reduCe the educat ion and
communication gap and
hel^the^h
productive and effective in their work,
in
theL
Personal relationships, and as citizens
(London,

1975)

f

.

Nonformal education therefore is very
crucial in the total

development planning of Tanzania.

All the major policy statements by

the Party and the government have
emphasized participation by the

people in their own development.

If people are going to make rational

decisions and participate effectively in
planning, then their consciousness about the nature of their world, their
power for change and
their skills for bringing about change, must
become increasingly artic-

ulate and sophisticated.

More recently in his address to the International
Adult Education Conference in Dar-es-Salaam, Nyerere pointed out
that the purpose
of education is the liberation of man from the
restraints and limita-

tions of ignorance and dependency.

He further elaborated that educa-

tion had to increase men's physical and mental freedom--to increase
their control over their lives and the environment in which they live.
The ideas imparted by education should be liberating ideas and the
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skills acquired by education
should be liberating skills,

Nonformal

education therefore
33 b ° be directed at helping
men to develop themselves
:
It
has to
contribute to an enlargement of man's
ability in evlrv'wav
1133
0
t0 deCide f ° r them ^lves-in
co-‘
operationperation wha^d
what development is.
It must help men to think
clearlv
ex min*
P ° Ssible alternative courses of’
action
tion, totak
to make a choice ?
between those alternatives in keeping
with
eir own purposes; and it must
equip them with the ability to
(1)
translate their decisions into reality
(Nyerere, 1976).
:

*

/

^

V°

In discussing the role of nonformal
education, Nyerere pointed out the

following functions which nonformal
education has to perform:
the liberation of man
(1)
(2)

promoting cooperation among men and

(3)

promoting change in men and in society.

In summary,

the role of nonformal education in socialist
develop-

ment can be broken down into the following
specific objectives:
To mobilize the rural and urban masses into
better understanding of our national policies of socialism and
self-

reliance

.

(2)

To provide leadership training in various aspects of
life
at all levels.

(3)

To eradicate illiteracy.

(4)

To give knowledge and skills in agriculture and rural construction; health and home economics that will raise the
people's productivity and standard of living.

(5)

To provide follow-up education for primary and secondary
school leavers with the view of settling them in Ujamaa

villages
(6)

To provide continuing education to professionals at various
stages in the form of seminars, evening classes, in-service
training programs, correspondence courses and vocational
training (Ministry of National Education, 1972).
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Org anization of nonformal
education

.

The importance of nonformal

education in national development
is reflected by the steps
taken by
the government to streamline
and reorganize the administrative
structure for its implementation as
well as by the massive financial
commitments (Mbakile, 1978).

One of the most significant
innovations in nonformal education

took place in 1969.

According to the Five-Year Development
Plan

(1969-74), every primary school was to
become a center for nonformal

education in addition to providing primary
education for children.

The

Directorate of Adult Education therefore was
established within the

Ministry of National Education on an equal
footing with Primary, Secondary, and Technical Education as well
as Teacher Training.
the main reasons for establishing

a

One of

directorate of Adult Education was

to integrate it with formal education so
that it would receive its

rightful status.

This innovation had consequences on the rapid devel-

opment of nonformal education in Tanzania:
(1)

1^ facilitated the provision of adult education
on an unprecedented mass scale;

(2)

It helped to integrate formal and nonformal education
in
number of ways;

(3)

It led to the establishment of a new and elaborate organizational structure for adult education.

(4)

It prompted the appointment of new cadres in adult education from the national to the local level.

(5)

It led to a better cooperation and coordination between
the various agencies of adult education.

(6)

It helped to raise the status of adult education and emphasize its importance in the eyes of the peasants and workers
(Kassam, 1978).

a
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Immediately after the
Directorate was for m ed, its
first step
was to appoint adult
education officers to ma„
regional and district
offices as Adult Education
Coordinators.
Presently, there are also
Divisional and Ward Adult
Education Coordinators. The
main responsibility of these coordinators
is to organic and
coordinate adult education programs and activities
in their respective areas.
The District
Coordinators also function as
political education officers.
In 1974
each District was supported by
the appointment of an Adult
Education
Evaluator and a Domestic Science
Officer,
Figure 1 shows the network
of Nonformal Education Officers
under the Ministry of National
Educa,

tion.
In addition to the network of
adult education field staff,

there is

a

committee structure which was set up
in 1970.

Its purpose

was to facilitate horizontal
coordination between various agencies of

nonformal education at the national,
regional and district levels,
while at the ward level it attempts
to coordinate and channel the
resources of formal education institutions
and other organizations for

nonformal education (Kassam, 1978).

All Adult Education Committees,

from the regional to the ward level, are
sub-committees of the respective Development Planning Committees.

Besides horizontal coordination,

it was felt that in order to make
nonformal education an instrument of

development it had to be integrated into the general
plans for social
and economic planning.

taken seriously.

In this way,

then, nonformal education would be

It was also necessary to secure the participation and

support of leaders in the Party and government as well as
leaders of
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the Ministry of National
Educatio^

Source:

N ° nf ° rmal Educa tion Officers
Under

0. Kassam, The Adult Education Revolution in Tanzania,
1978 (p. 22).

Y.
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voluntary organizations to
ensure success of the nonformal
educati.
Lon
program
The Second Five-Year Development
Plan placed the main responsibility for nonformal education
on the primary school which
was to
become a community education
center.
The primary school would
increasingly become a focal point for
the total education needs of
the com-

munity (United Republic of Tanzania,
1969).

The head teacher is

charged with the general responsibility
for nonformal education activities of the community center.
He or she has to identify community
needs, find suitable instructors
from various nonformal education

agencies at the local level and organize
classes.

The primary school

teachers teach adults in the afternoons
at no extra pay, as it is their

responsibility.

In order for the primary schools to
run adult educa-

tion programs, the school is given

a

small additional grant to buy

equipment and materials, but schools mainly
rely on existing resources.
Other than the primary schools, other places
like

a

church,

community center, Party office, marketplace,
dispensary, or the treeshaded backyard of an individual’s home all
function as centers for

nonformal education.

Usually these classes outside the community

center are organized by voluntary teachers most of whom
are primary
school leavers.
U.S.

$4) a month.

These teachers receive 30 Tanzania shillings (appr.

Secondary schools and teacher training colleges and

other institutions also participate in teaching.

Content of nonformal education

.

The emphasis of the Second Five-Year

Development Plan was on rural development.

Nonformal education
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therefore has focused on
staple training in agricultural
techniques and
craftsmanship, health education,
homecraft, simple economics
and accounting and political
education.
Literacy was to be included
in
response to popular demand
as people became aware
of its functional
importance (United Republic
of Tanzania, 1969).
Subjects taught at
nonformal education centers vary
from place to place depending
on
local needs and environment.
Table 1 highlights the kinds
of subjects
taught at centers and number
of participants enrolled in
each subject
in 1973.

The government directives on
workers' education have made it
compulsory for parastatal organizations,
factories and government

offices to organize nonformal
education programs.

The assumption is

that a working place should also
be a learning place.

Work and educa-

tion should be inseparable if
workers are to increase productivity.
Workers’ education committees have
been formed to organize programs and

any related activities.
a

The Tanganyika Textile Industries
(TANITA) is

good example of workers’ education
programs.

classes, discussion groups, drama and
ties (Kuhanga,

a

These include literacy

number of cooperative activi-

1975).

Nonformal educa ti on programs

.

It is impossible to discuss all the

numerous nonformal education programs in Tanzania
in this study.

How-

ever, the programs fall into the following
categories:
(1)

The Functional Literacy Program:
a nationwide program
aimed at complete eradication of illiteracy, and the
teaching of basic skills.
The supporting paraliteracy or
supporting programs include:
a)

The Rural Radio Education Program
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TABLE

1

SUBJECTS TAUGHT AND NUMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS
AT NONFORMAL EDUCATION
CENTERS UNDER THE
MINISTRY OF NATIONAL EDUCATION
IN 1973

Subjects

Political Education

Agriculture
Health

Kiswahili Arithmetic History
Typing

1,370,000

750,335

2,203,933
43,375

Technical Subjects

Source:

1,272,080

2,586,702

Home Economics

Economics

of Participant

1,171,606

Literacy

English

No.

81,046
224,701

81,999

Adult Education Statistics, Ministry of
National Education,
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(2 )

b)

The Rural Libraries
Services

c)

The Rural Construction
Program

d)

The Home Economics Program

e)

The Special Agricultural
Work-Oriented Projects

f)

The Special Home Economics
Program

g)

The Mobile film units.

Mass Education:
usually organized by the
Institute of
Adult Education in collaboration
with other institutions
Mass Education includes
3

)

b)

The Radio Study Campaigns

Correspondence Education

(3)

Professional training for Adult
Educators

(4)

Leadership training

(5)

Cooperative Education

(10)
(6)

Agricultural training

(7)

Workers' Education

(8)

Political Education

(9)

Folk Development Colleges

Community Education Centers
For the purposes of this study, focus
will be given to the first two

categories which have

a

particular bearing on women's participation.

These two programs, namely Functional Literacy
and Mass Education, will
be discussed at length in Chapter 4.
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Summa £Z

This chapter has attempted
to show the relationship
between
nonformal education and
national development.
It has outlined the
national ideology which is
central to all development
planning.
Policies, decisions and
political commitment to education
and development have been discussed and
the role played by the
polity in educational development has been
stressed.
Education in Tan Z ania is seen
as
being central to development
and as such all-round education
for the
whole society is emphasized.

CHAPTER

I

I

I

PERSPECTIVES ON AFRICAN WOMEN AND
DEVELOPMENT

Introduction

This chapter provides a general
background to issues and trends

related to African women and
development.

may seem diverse but it nevertheless
shares
and

a

Contemporary Black Africa
a

rich cultural heritage

similar system of social organization
based on kinship.

The

present states are the results of
artificial boundaries drawn by

European powers during the partition of
Africa in the nineteenth
century.

Since it would be difficult to analyze
Africa in terms of

regional divisions, an analysis of problems
and issues related to

African women and development should be based
on
spective.

a

historical per-

In order to understand the contemporary
African situation of

underdevelopment, it is essential to go back in
time beyond the
colonial period.

The effects of the last period in the history
of

Africa, that of colonization, have determined and
shaped the con-

temporary situation.
The roles and status of African women have also been
determined

by the process of underdevelopment during the colonial
and post-

independent periods.

A theoretical explanation of how the colonial

political economy contributed to the deterioration of the status of

African women is essential for providing the context in which African
women operate.

The necessity of analyzing the position of African
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women in
c

a

historical perspective was
expressed by Mbilinyi
1

u

position
L u^«^^:"'? h : conon,ic
economy is like

n:t c:^
was in the past and ho!
(Mbilinyi, 1971’ 2 ).

it

is

’

(

1971

):

«««.!

now, but how it
?
11 or ou 8ht to be in
the future

This chapter is divided
into two sections.

The first discusses

the roles and status of
African women as they have
been affected by the
process of underdevelopment.
In this section, factors
affecting wo-

men's participation in development
will be identified and analyzed.
The final section outlines
recommendations on how to increase
women's
participation in national development.
The discussion in this chapter
is based on the review of
literature.
The purpose of discussing issues
and trends related to African
women and development is to demonstrate
the crucial roles which women
play in development and the concomitant
need for education to promote
effective participation of women in

national development.

The Position of African Women in
Development

This section discusses the roles and
status of African women as

they have been affected by change in
African economies in the process
of underdevelopment.

The position of women is examined in three
per-

iods, namely, precolonial, colonial and
post-independence eras.

The

effects of underdevelopment on women which provide
the background for
the next chapter are documented.

The necessary changes required to

improve the status of African women are outlined at the
end of the
section.

The objective of this section is to provide

a

theoretical
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framework for the analysis
of the factors which
affect women’s participation in development,
and education in particular.
T he Pre-colonial Period
a)

Division of labor

In pre-colonial Black
Africa,

tween men and women.

a

division of labor existed be-

Women were and still are the
principal producers

of food crops in their
respective societies.

The economy in most of

Black Africa was based on
subsistence production.

The predominant

principle of social relations
especially before the fifteenth
century,
of family and kinship associated
with communalism (Rodney,

1972:36).

Land, the major means of
production, was owned or controlled

by groups such as family or
clan.
land was generally recruited on

a

Similarly, labor that worked on the
family basis.

A survey of the division of
labor along sex lines in African

societies revealed that men and women
performed specific and comple-

mentary tasks which (Boserup, 1970; Pala,
1976).

Both Boserup and Pala

emphasized the importance of women's role
in food production.

In her

review of earlier studies done by Baumann
(1928) on the Makonde, by

Meek (1931) on the Jukun-speaking people
of Nigeria, and by Edel (1957)
on the Chiga of western Uganda, Pala
observed that men's work was heavy

and seasonal, while women's work was
lighter but continued all the year

round

Among the Makonde of northern Mozambique and southern
Tanzania,
men cleared the bush before the land was cultivated
and they cultivated
fruit trees and perennial crops.

spices.

Women grew root crops, vegetables and

Similarly, among the Jukun-speaking people of Nigeria, the
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heavy work of clearing bush
and felling trees was done
by men.
Women
Planted, collected and harvested
crops and transported them
home.
helped men to clear grass,
to weed and to scare
birds from
the millet fields.
Threshing and winnowing the
millet, cultivating
potatoes, kokoyams and groundnuts
were solely women's responsibility.
The division of labor among
the Wachiga suggested that
the

entire responsibility of
agricultural production was in the
hands of
women who turned the soil, sowed,
weeded and harvested. Men cleared
the land, tended cattle and
doctored animals.

They also built stor-

ages, tanned hides and specialized
in iron-working or carpentry.

Among

the Lango group of northern Uganda,
whose social system was based on

age groups, men's work included
herding, hunting and military tasks

which necessitated being away from the
homestead for the greater part
of the day, or several consecutive
days.

Women's work included hoeing,

weeding, tending vegetables and food
preparation (Driberg, 1932).

Studies in West Africa among the Bamenda
of Cameroon (Kaberry,
1952), in South Africa among the Ama Pondo (Hunter,

1968), and in East

Africa among the Maragoli and Baluyia (Wagner,
1939) all underlined the
important role of women as food producers.

They also provided further

evidence on the division of labor between men and
women in which men
cleared the land, hunted, fought and cared for the
animals while women
planted, weeded, harvested, transported crops and prepared
food.
In her study of the role of Tanzanian women in
peasant produc-

tion, Muro (1979) pointed out that in pre-colonial Tanzania,
there

existed

a

division of labor between men and women.

Besides producing

and taking care of children, women performed important roles in
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society, producing food, doing all the household
chores and being

responsible for all household equipment.
the hunting,

Men, on the other hand, did

fighting, land clearing and cattle raising.

Among the

Wachagga, for example, food production in the
community was done by
women, each wife having her own hut to take care of
and her own piece
of land to cultivate.

food and surplus crops.

Each polygamous household had to produce its own
In general, women's agricultural position in

most African societies can be summarized as follows:

Women as wives, mothers and daughters, produce most of the
food and spend the greater part of the day on the farm.
In this
sphere of activity they enjoy considerable independence and have
well-defined rights.
Christian women, not to forget the
pagans, still accept in principle the division of labor between the
sexes.
The placing of agriculture in the foreground for detailed
analysis reflects then its importance in the life of women
.

(Kaberry,

.

.

1952: viii).

In pastoral societies livestock, especially cattle, camels and goats,

was economically and socially significant.

Though not always to the

same extent, nearly all economies combined pastoral with agricultural

production.

Pala (1976) identified three types of predominantly pas-

toral economies:
(i)

The first consisted of a permanent homestead and a
complementary dry-season camp. Women, children and
older men composed the former and it was here that light
agriculture was generally practised by women. This
pattern is represented by the Jie-Karamaj ong cluster of
Uganda, the Nuer and Shilluk of Sudan.

(ii)

The second pattern occurred when meager grazing and
browsing facilities determined livestock movement. The
Turkana of Kenya, the Hima of Ankole, Uganda, represented
this type.

(iii)

The third pattern was reflected in a society like the
Pokot of Kenya where society had one wing specializing in
Goods were
agriculture and the other one keeping cattle.
interchanged between the two groups.
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Whether in

a

purely pastoral or in

a

mixed economy, the role of

women was similar in the
allocation

—
her some kind of autonomy.

,

wuj.ni gave

Her husband had to consult her
to dispose

of animals from her household.

Men always owned cattle; women
held

cattle in trust for their children
while they were young, and con-

trolled the management of these cattle
and use of their milk.

Although in both agricultural and
pastoral societies work was
shared between men and women, the
question of access to the means of

production was not the same as the division
of labor.
to land and to cattle were only
usufructuary.

Women's rights
rieht

Men owned land and

cattle which they apportioned to their wives
at marriage to use for the

production of food crops for their families.

Cattle were allocated to

women for dairy needs and as such, women’s
access to land and cattle
was limited to consumption.

Women received their rights to use the

land or cattle through their relationship to
men as wives, daughters,

sisters or nieces (Mbilinyi, 1971).

Besides food production, women did all the household work,
which

included food preparation and food storage, fetching water and
firewood, raising and caring for children, and caring for the sick.

They

also made various handcrafts like pottery, baskets, cloth and jewelry.

Women were also involved in trade and commerce, controlling the
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marketing of certain crops or
goods.

Although in most areas men

handled the long-distance trade,
women were predominant in the
local
marketing, which could mean
journeys of several miles (Mbilinyi,
ibid).
Where women engaged in marketing,
their economic autonomy rose,
as they
could control their own marketing
income.
The basic economic unit of
traditional societies was the household, usually an extended family.

The family was nearly always
"patri-

archal,” even in matrilineal societies.

The concept of patriarch

relations refers to the production (and
reproduction) at the household
level.

It includes such questions as who
owns the means of production

of the household:

the land, the cattle, seed, labor
process, distribu-

tion and allocation (Mbilinyi and Bryceson,
1978).

The father was the

primary head of the household and had ultimate
authority with regard to
all its members.
dren.

The primary aim of the family was to produce
chil-

Likewise, the woman's most essential function as
wife and mother

was to have children.

Her economic function as

a

cultivator, trader,

housekeeper or jeweller came second in importance.

Children were

valued as members of the lineage, allowing its continued
existence
through the new generation, and as economic assets.
important sources of labor on the farm.

They were also

Sons were relied upon as

support for parents, whereas daughters brought in wealth in the form
of

brideprice, which was given to the bride's family and served several
functions.

The brideprice ensured the legitimacy of the bride's off-

spring as members of the husband's lineage.

It also gave the husband

rights to the wife's children and to her labor on the farm and in the
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house.

In return, the woman was
guaranteed security, stability
and
respect (Pala, 1976).
In patrilineal societies,

inheritance followed patrilineal

lines.

For instance, if the father
died, his wife and her farm
products, children and property
would be inherited by members
of his ex-

tended family unless he had
grown-up sons who could inherit
property.
The wife could return to her
kinsmen if she chose not to be a
dependent.

The only property over which she
had absolute rights were those

things she had brought to the
marriage or gifts from her husband.

In

matrilineal societies, property was
inherited along matrilineal lines.
If

a

father died, either his sister's
sons or his maternal uncle in-

hented his property (Mbilinyi,
b)

1971).

Traditional education

As in all societies, education in
Africa was a very important

aspect of life.

Traditional societies had to educate the young
members

in order to prepare them for the
appropriate roles they would play as

adults.

The education was relevant, practical and
lifelong, aimed at

survival of the society through the perpetuation
of custom, norms, and
the old and tried ways of doing things.

Traditional education was

largely nonformal, responding to the unique circumstances
in which

community found itself.

Every adult in society was

a

teacher.

a

Older

men and women decided what girls and boys should learn at
certain ages
These elders were regarded as the custodians of the cultural heritage

guarding the social values of the clans to be passed on from one generation to the next (Muro, 1979).
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Although traditional education
differed from one society to
another, in content it was in
all cases related to the
production
system of a particular society.

It also consisted in
building char-

acter, developing the necessary
skills and moral qualities felt
to be
an integral part of the life
lived in the society.
Many societies had
a formal initiation
system through which knowledge
and skills were
imparted to the young boys and
girls.
The skills between boys and
girls were distinguished at a very
early stage even before children
were enrolled into the initiation
rites.

Wemba-Rashid (1976) observed that in
the Masasi District,
Tanzania, boys were taught at an early
age how to use bows and arrows,
to trap and fish, and to identify
types of birds, animals, and fish,
to shoot, hunt or catch.

Girls on the other hand were taught things

which prepared them to become wives and
mothers.

For instance,

adolescent girls were prepared by their mothers
to know the tastes and
dislikes of men, the strengths and weaknesses
of husbands, the art of
housekeeping, the art of co-existence with
(Ishumi,

1976).

a

co-wife and the like

Besides the many household chores, girls also
learned

skills like beadwork, fiber weaving, hair braiding,
and making orna-

ments

.

Some writers have criticized traditional education for
its

segregative nature regarding sex.

Mbilinyi (1972) and Muro (1979)

pointed out how this segregation served to develop in boys

a

sense of

duty to defend the community while girls were molded as hard-working,

submissive future mothers.

However, it must be kept in mind that

traditional education in Tanzania and elsewhere responded to the
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conomic

social and political
conditions of that time,
and must be
examined and analyzed within
that context,
,

c)

Political participation

In the political
sphere, African women
played significant roles.

Paulme (1969) examined
the diversity of political
roles women played in
state and non-state societies
before and after the colonial
period.
The Aba riots in Nigeria
(Leith-Ross, 1939; Van Allen,
1972) demonstrated a political conflict
initiated by Igbo women when
the colonial
administration threatened their
marketing system.
In traditional Igbo
society women participated in
the village assembly, which
was open to
all adults.
They spoke on matters which
concerned them as a group.
The Mende and Sherbro
societies in Sierra Leone are other
examples of women's participation
in politics.
It has been reported by
Hoffer (1972) that in 1970, one
hundred and forty-six chiefdoms
in

Sierra Leone were held by women.

Swantz (1973) pointed out the impor-

tant roles played by mothers and
sisters of chiefs among the Wahaya
and
the Wachagga of Tanzania.
the Chagga

,

a

wife Mashina.

It was reported by Swantz
(1969) that among

Mamba chief at his death left his
chiefdom to his beloved
She was then known as the first of
the more powerful

chiefs who united several chiefdoms
under her rule.

In African soci-

eties where non-state forms of political
organization predominated, and

where role differentiation and specialization
were relatively limited,
politics, economics and social life were fused
into
whole (Lebeuf

,

1971).

a

single societal

Political functions as such were conducted by

non-political structures.

The position of African women in pre-

colonial period basically derived from their economic
role in
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subsistence production.

They may have lathed
culturally-defined authority, hut they
frequently had power which
cane through their
ability
to bear children,
their contribution to
food production and
distribution, and their trading
or craft activities.
Boserup (1 970 ) pointed
out that women's economic
activities meant that they
frequently exerted
political control, sometimes
directly, sometimes indirectly.
However, women's participation
in the political sphere
has been
largely ignored.
Political analysts, who normally
deal with societies
with differentiated political
structures, are not likely to
find the
usual paradigms in recognizable
forms in traditional African
societies.
They therefore tend to
overlook the non-political roles
played by women.
Exclusion of women in political
analysis is matched by their
exclusion
in research and planning.
One observation that can be
made about women's participation
in
the political sphere is that
political scientists have excluded
women
from the analyses of a political
life.
It is not only in the political
realm where women have been excluded,
but also in research and planning.
The dominant role of women in
agricultural production and household economy has been given scant
attention.
0 Barr (1975)

identified four assumptions by political
sci-

entists and practitioners which tended
to create

a

certain kind of

blindness to women's activities in the
political arena in African
societies.

All the assumptions are questionable.

The first assumption

was based on Western experience, that
politics can be neatly separated
from other aspects of social life.
tics,

A second assumption was that poli-

in the sense of goal-setting and seeking by
means of influence,
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occurred primarily in the interaction
of individuals and public
author
ities.
The third assumption discounted
women's political activities
even when they were overt and
in the easily recognizable
sphere, because they were viewed as less
important, less salient than those
of
men.

A final assumption was that
because there were relatively few

women prominent in the national life
of African countries, African
women had never had political prominence.
In summarizing the role and status
of African women prior to

colonialism, the following points can be
deduced.

First, despite the

fact that in traditional Africa work
was divided between men and women

and that there was complementarity in
production, access to the means
of production was not equal.

Land and cattle, the basic means of

production, belonged to men, while women were
mere users of these
means.

This unequal access to the basic means of production
has been

the root cause of inequality between men and
women which still exists,

not only in Africa, but in most parts of the world.

The question of

access to land and labor was made more complex when later,
during the

colonial period, these two were turned into commodities.
Secondly, at the household level, where men were dominant

whether in patrilineal or matrilineal society, women and children
provided domestic labor.

Wives in the household were supposed to

produce food to feed the whole household, usually an extended family.

Household maintenance was solely the responsiblity of women and girls.
Grown-up sons were allocated land which their future wives would use.
Wives were crucial for the biological reproduction of children who

would provide labor and also keep the lineage in continuity.

Although
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men did not own wompn

l

i
’

p
-*->
Ulves or daughters,
,

.

the bridepriee which
was paid gave a man almost
absolute rights over the wife.
He controlled her biological reproduction
and she bore children for
him.
The
fact that women do not have
control over their biological
reproduction
has limited their participation
in social and economic
activities even
today.
Since social, economic and
demographic factors are closely

interrelated,

a

change in one invariably involves
all of them.

Men,

more than women, are usually the
first to resist or oppose the introduction of family planning programs
which would help women determine
when and how often to bear children.
Thirdly, the education provided to
girls during precolonial days

prepared them to become good wives, mothers
and workers.

Girls were

socialized to become hard-working, obedient
and submissive to their
husbands.

Later, when colonial education was introduced,
education for

girls emphasized domestic roles.

Subjects like cookery, sewing, em-

broidery and childcare were taught in girls’
schools as they still are
today.

These subjects, which basically prepare girls
for motherhood

and housewifery, have had

a

limiting effect on girls’ career choices

and on their capacity to compete in the job market.

Even when non-

formal education programs are initiated for women, the
emphasis is
still on home-oriented subjects rather than on agricultural
skills,

even though most rural women are engaged in agricultural production.
What is interesting to note is that in all three periods--precolonial
colonial and post-independence

—

,

women have never been given

to decide on the kind of education they need.

a

chance

Men have in all cases

defined the norms of society and thereby determined the kind of
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education needed to serve
the needs of the
establishment
The kind and
amount of education offered
to women has limited
women's participation
in other spheres of
development.

lomal Period.

Recent writers on the economic
role of

women in African societies
have pointed out that the
process of underdevelopment which is rooted in
colonialism and neocolonialism
has
adversely affected female autonomy
and simultaneously disrupted
the
traditional patterns of the division
of labor (Boserup, 1970;
Pala,
1976; Mbilinyi,

1971; Savane,

1980; UNECA,

1977).

It has also been
observed that underdevelopment
has undermined the status of
rural women
throughout the African continent.
One basic finding which has
recurred
in many of these recent studies
on women in development is that
dual

economies exist side by side in most
Third World countries, both of
which are products of underdevelopment:

a

traditional sector with its

own mechanisms of production and
reproduction, and

a

modern sector

directly integrated into the national and
world economic system
(Boserup,

1970; UNECA,

1977).

In agriculture,

as opposed to commercial agriculture.

this means subsistence

In most Third World countries

women primarily produce subsistence crops,
while men more frequently
engage in export crop production.

What effects the process of under-

development had on women's roles in African societies?
As has been pointed out earlier, underdevelopment
is a product

of capitalist imperialist and colonialist
exploitation.

In Africa,

the

process of underdevelopment started with the onset of the
slave trade
and was intensified during the nineteenth century when the
continent

was partitioned by the capitalist colonial powers.

The colonial
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administration in Africa brought
about changes which often
had a negative impact on African
societies.
In her analysis of the
impact of
colonialism and modernization
on the role of women,
Mbilinyi ( 1970 )
argued that because of the
administrators’ assumptions of
male supremac y, no recognition was
given to
lo the
one ctnhic
5
status of women either in
the
economics or in the social-political
life of the community.
When
spokesmen or headmen were
needed, the administrators
had men in mind.
When the new need to develop
a class of semi-skilled
white-collar
workers arose, young men were
sought for schooling.
Because the political power of the woman was
usually indirect, a function
of her position as sister or mother in
many cases, this power was
not recognized.

Economic changes seem to have had
of women.

a

greater impact on the role

Smelser (1967) analyzed the
interrelationships between

economic growth and economic structure.

He described some of the

processes that characterize economic
development to include change
a)

from simple, traditionalized technology
toward the application of scientific knowledge;

b)

from subsistence farming to commercial
production of cash
crops

c)

from reliance on human and animal
power in industry
to the reliance on machines;

d)

from farm and village to urban centers.

the money sector increased in importance,
the role of women in the

economy correspondingly declined.

Where women once made

a

substantial

contribution economically, these contributions now are
often marginal
or nonexistent.
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An emerging school of
thought> to which scholars

^^

and Tinker belong,
maintained that in the
majority of cases, development had a negative impact
on women.
Boserup (1970) examined and
analyzed the traditional
patterns in the sexual
division of labor in
rural areas and the changes
which occurred in these
patterns as a
result of increased population
density, modernization and
urbanization.
Findings from studies in ten
African countries revealed
that women's

contribution to agriculture
represented more than one half
of the total
labor input in nearly all the
countries, and up to seventy-eight
percent in some cases.
Boserup then argued that with
modernization, men
monopolize the use of new agricultural
equipment and methods and predominate in the cultivation of
newly introduced cash crops.
Simultaneously, women continue to
farm subsistence crops using
traditional
methods.
As such,

^

grlcultural development men's labor
tends
increase while women f s remains more
tn'increase^hiSTw
or less static.
The corollary ° f the relative
1116

53)

in

decline in women's labor productivity
is a
rel3tlVe status within agriculture
(Boserup, 1970:

This phenomenon is attributed largely
to the discriminatory policy in

education and training practised by
the colonial administration and
technical advisors who overlooked the
female agricultural labor force

when introducing modern commercial
agriculture and extension services

Again when primary schools were introduced,
boys were sent to school
before girls and in larger numbers.

Tinker (1976), writing along similar lines about
the "Adverse
Impact of Development on Women," asserted that
by widening the gap

between incomes of men and women, development did not
help to improve
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women

s

lives.

In fact,

it had an adverse effect
upon them.

Tinker
argued that the introduction by
colonial regimes of modern farming
techniques and of cash-crop
cultivation favored men.
In some cases,

women were dispossessed of their
land.

She further postulated that

owing to the manner in which
national income statistics were
compiled
in terms of work being performed
for money in the modern sector,

the

economic contributions of women were
frequently not acknowledged.

Tinker also pointed out how training,
technologies and credit were
directed to men, often in areas in
which women were traditionally
active.

Development planners, misguided by erroneous
stereotypes

concerning the sexual division of labor,
neglect women in formulating
new projects.

Tinker's point is that rather than benefitting
from the

modernization process, women have mostly lost
out in comparison with
men.

The Impa ct of Colonialism on the Role of
Women in Tanzania

Like many other African nations, Tanzania inherited
at inde-

pendence

a

socio-economic structure which reflected

a

pattern of depen-

dence on external forces, primarily the need of the
foreign capitalist

markets for raw materials.

Tanzania was under colonial rule for nearly

seventy-seven years, first under the Germans (1884-1918) and second,
under the British (1919-1961).

Both Germany and Britain had acquired

several colonies in Africa for economic reasons.

With the emergence of

the Industrial Revolution in Europe, by the end of the nineteenth

century the slave trade which devastated Africa had disappeared.
Industrial Revolution created new demands for raw materials, cheap

The
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labor and markets tor
manufactured g oods.
the colonies to provide
these.

Europe, therefore, turned
to

After the partitioning of
Africa in the

late nineteenth century,
the colonialists introduced
new crops into the
colonies to be grown exclusively
for export to Europe.
Both cheap
labor and natural resources
were exploited.
Brutal policies were
effected and various institutions
created to ensure the production
of
raw materials.

The introduction of capitalist
economy as

a

whole undermined the

Tanzanian economy and at the same
time contributed to the
deterioration
of women's status.
Several factors were crucial.
C ash crop s.

The Germans and British
introduced industrial crops

which were grown on plantations,
settler farms and peasant smallholdings for export to Europe.
Such crops included cotton,
coffee,
rubber, sisal and simsim.

The introduction of cash crops
affected the Tanzanian society as
a

whole.

One of the effects was the alienation
of the best peasant land

to provide for plantations and
settler farms.

With the best land taken

over by cash crops, women were being
pushed to the marginal unproductive
lands.

The division of labor between men
and women was upset, as the

subsistence sector was largely left to women
while men turned increasingly to export production.

Men slowly turned from their major respon-

sibilities for defense, hunting and local crafts
to become migrant
laborers.

Women, on the other hand, remained behind in
the rural

areas, taking on new tasks formerly performed
by men, in addition to

their own.

They continued to use poor tools and technology while

export oriented agriculture was mechanized.

Dual economies developed:
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the traditional
subsistence sector,
predominated by women and
the
modern sector. Even today
this picture is still
the same in most

African countries
A number of studies in
Tanzanian communities have
showed how the
introduction of cash crops
affected the roles of women
in the economy.
Bryceson and Mbilinyi
(1978) revealed in the
Shambala co^unity how the
introduction of cash crops
resulted in women working
on their husbands'
cash crop farms as well
as their own subsistence
plots.
Among the
Parakuyu of Bagamoyo District
(a pastoral group)
cattle and other stock
became a major source of cash,
acquired through selling the
family
herds.
Men had the final say over
the disposal of the herds
while
omen had no say over such
transactions (Bryceson and Mbilinyi,
1978).

Muro (1979) observed that in
the Kilimanjaro Region, women
had
to shoulder more responsibilities
than before.
In many parts of the
region, land which was formerly
used for growing food crops was
now
taken over for coffee production.
Land available for food crops
became
more and more scarce, thus forcing
women to travel long distances in
search of land.
La bor migration

for plantations,

.

The capitalist economy demanded
labor supply

farms, mines, industries, and other
capitalist enter-

prises, all of which were basically
restricted to men.

The process of

obtaining cheap labor for the above
enterprises from men was described
by Amin (1975) in the following words:
In order to obtain this proletariat
quickly the colonizers dispossessed the African rural communities--sometimes

by violence-and drove them deliberately back into
small poor regions, with
no means of modernizing and intensifying
their farming.
They
forced the traditional societies to be the supplier
of temporary
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or permanent migrants
on a vast scale
th„ c
proletariat for the European
mines and
manufacturing industries of
South Africa,
Africa Rhodesia
Rh a
1972: 519).

cheap
for the
and Kenya (Amin,

^

a

One of the coercive methods
of getting African labor
referred to by
Amin “ aS tHe in,I>0sition
hut and poll taxes which
required Africans
to earn cash with which
to pay these taxes.
80 to work in plantations or
mines.

Men had no option hut to

In Tanganyika,

for instance, men

migrated from the western
regions of Kigoma and Tabora
to the east to
work on sisal plantations
in Tanga.
The wages they received
were
hardly enough to support them.
In one case, the wages
totaled six
shillings a year while the taxes
were seven shillings (Kokuhirwa,
1978).

In such cases women in the
rural areas,

in addition to their

burdens, had to support their
men.
This migration process resulted
in the underdevelopment of
the
subsistence economy because it removed
from the villages able-bodied

young men whose labor was needed
in agricultural production.

The

women, children and those men left
behind in the villages had diffi-

culty in maintaining previous levels
of agricultural productivity.
Lack of essential labor power caused
traditional irrigation and culti-

vation practices to fall into disuse.
were overused, worn out and eroded.

Soils in lands already cleared

Deteriorating conditions of nutri-

tion and health, at times coupled with
natural disasters, led to serious nutritional deficiencies in children
and mothers.

Colonial attitudes.

The colonial attitude that men rather than

women should be required to enter into the
"productive work"— meaning
the production of raw materials for export—was
fostered by the
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ideology underlying the
colonial policies which barred
wo.en fro.
wage-earning jobs and entry
into urban or industrial
e.ploy.e„t.
Pa l a
and Seid.au 0976) have
identified four levels on which
this ideology
operated
(i)

The assumption that women's
intellect is inferior as
illustrated by the limitation of
the number of women in
r edU atl ° n an<3 rele
8 ation of women to routine
unskfn
J
itedH jobs
in Europe, was carried over
to Africa to
e eXC USi
°f
fro " 311 but
-st
menial
^enLTa;d
and least
i
i paid.
°a

^

(ii)

Although Africans did not consider
pregnancy an "illness w ich necessitated leaving
employment, colonial
employers placed women on temporary
status to minimize
responsibility to mothers and their
new-born.

(iii)

Colonial architecture limited the
size of servants'
quarters and migrant laborers' huts
on big estates so
that male workers were forced to
leave their wives in
the rural
reserves" to look after the land and
children and to provide security for
their husbands when
they lost their jobs.
(The small quarters referred to
here still exist in East Africa and
in other former
colonies
.

(iv)

The hut" tax was levied on the man
who was required to
pay for each wife's hut reducing her
in law from the
status of an equal sharer in family
responsibilities to
his
chattel" (Pala and Seidman, 1976: 11-12).

The attitudes and practices of the
colonialists contributed to

limiting the role of the female labor force
in the modern sector.

Missionary influence.

One of the byproducts of social change

was the relative decline in significance of
traditional rituals.

Swantz (1960) in her study of the role of women in
magical and religious rites pointed out how such rites served

a

crucial function in

safeguarding the dignity of women and their role in society.

Within

the sphere of female rituals, women asserted ultimate authority.

These

rites also ensured that men fulfilled their obligations to women.

With
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the introduction of
Christianity,

This is strll true today:

lost their religious and
magl-

women have no leadership
roles in the

Christian religion, especially
in the Catholic Church
where women
cannot become priests or
bishops.
Swantz further claimed that
social
change has led to a relaxation
of different rituals and
with this
change a lack of powerful
sanctions to ensure the fulfillment
of men's
obligations to women.
Education.

The importance of agricultural
productivity in the

determination of female status was
also offset by the effect of
education on status. (Mbilinyi
1970).
Education now became an important
source of social prestige and also
essential for entering the wage
earning structure.

However, women were largely excluded
from the

education system and so were also cut
off from most available job
opportunities
When educational institutions were
established to teach skills
and techniques required for productivity
in the export enclave, it was

mostly men who were enrolled in these
institutions.

Africans were

recruited to operate the lower echelons of
the colonial administration
and these, of course, were expected to be
men, i.e., messengers, junior
clerks, agricultural extension officers and
primary school teachers.

The aims of the colonial education, as observed
by Nyerere (1967),

stemmed from the need for local clerks and junior officials;
on top of that, various religious groups were
interested in spreading literacy and other education as part of their
evangelical
work (Nyerere, 1967: 3).
.

.

.
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Even secretarial and
clerical jobs which are
increasingly being taken
over by women, especially
in the Western nations,
were reserved for
men.

Only

a

few girls whose families
were economically sound
were

enrolled into schools.

They were, however, typically
trained for

^^^

"women's work" in „ ursing>
elementary school
nomics.

These skills could not
contribute much to rural
development in
their own countries.
Very few women were ever
educated for jobs as
agricultural extension agents and
although women did and still
do most
of the agricultural work
in Tanzania.
The following figures in
Table 2
of enrollment of African
girls and boys in the years
1956-1961 give
evidence that the girls were left
behind.

These figures not only reveal the
difference in enrollment but
also show a marked contrast between
the two sexes in the higher
grades.

When Tanzania became independent
in 1961, only four girls had
finished
Higher School Certificate (HSC) while
the boys numbered eighty.
Girls
had only nine secondary schools in
1961.

Of these, all but two were

boarding schools, which were quite
expensive, and only
could afford to send their daughters.

The idea of

a

a

few parents

boarding school

was a calculated measure to separate
the learners from the communities
in which they were to live.

This made it easier and more convenient

for colonial educators to teach girls
subjects which had no relevance
to their possible future roles in society.
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Emphasis in the schools was
on domestic science
subjects, while
vocational and technical skills
like agriculture, local
crafts,

planning and budgeting, leadership,
cooperative management and
marketing
were neglected. For instance,
in African co-educational
primary
schools (standard I- IV the
)
curriculum included: Reading,
Writing,
Swahili Language, Arithmetic,
History, Geography, Hygiene,
Nature
Study, Handwork/Art, Physical
Education, Religion and Singing.
In
African girls' middle schools
(standard V-VIII) the subjects taken
were: English, Swahili, History,
Geography, General Science,
Arithmetic
and Practical Geometry, Domestic
Science and Needlework, Singing
and
Art.

The curriculum in girls'

secondary schools included the
following

subjects which were common to all:

English, Swahili, History,

Geography, Math, Biology and Needlework.

alternative to Domestic Science.

Physics with Chemistry was an

These are

a

few examples which

clearly show that colonial education
did not prepare girls for their
future roles in society, whether in
agriculture or in employment.
The technical and vocational education
at the Technical Insti-

tute in Dar-es-Salaam offered courses
in secretarial work, typing,

clerical and designer-draftsmanship.

Opportunities for employment for

women were available in the following occupations:

teaching, nursing,

clerical and secretarial work, police, medical
assistance, social

development work and radio programming.

The inappropriateness and

inadequacy of the educational curriculum for girls continued
long after
independence.

Unequal educational opportunities exist even today, and

the proportion of girls decreases with each successive
level of education.

It is only on the primary level where the gap seems to be
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disappearing.
equal.

For instance, in rura 1
Moshi, the ratio is now
nearly
One of the aims of Universal
Primary Education is that
it will

bring the girls to par
with the boys
In summing up the colonial
impact on the status of
women, the

following pictorial model
formulated by Pala and Seidman
0976) illustrates how the development
of underdevelopment in
Africa simultaneously undermined the status
of women in rural areas
throughout the
continent.
The model depicts the way
the typical African economy
has
been incorporated into the
world commercial system in the
last 80
years.

A narrow so-called "modern"
sector was created to specialize
in
the production of one or two
low-cost raw materials for European
factories, i.e., minerals like copper,
gold and diamonds, and agricultural crops like coffee, cocoa,
sisal, cotton and vegetable oil
seeds
Local production of manufactured
goods was discouraged by the

colonialists to ensure that African
countries provided markets for
their goods manufactured in Europe.

Giant mining, trading and banking

firms under the colonial protective
umbrella dominated the exchange of

raw materials for manufactured goods.

These firms sent back home the

major share of the investible surplus in
the form of profits, interests
and high salaries.

African labor was coerced to make possible this
trade, which was
based on "unequal exchange."

Thousands of able-bodied men were forced

to migrate into mines and plantations where
they worked for very low

wages to produce raw materials for export.
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The colonialists

'

ideology of Keeping women
in the home

^

^

coupled
wtth the preexisting
division of labor> served
to
proluce food to support
themselves an d their children
and also to
,

^

were thus forced to perform
tasKs formerly performed
by men, who now
were absent. Women had
to manage all these
tasks without any improvement in technology or tools.
Soil became overused and
eroded, as women
could not handle the clearing
of new land.
As a result, productivity
declined.
A distorted pattern of
income distribution accompanied
the

integration of African economies
into the world commercial
system.
A
class of traders, large
export-crop farmers, civil servants
and in some
areas, businessmen, emerged
in the modern sector.
This emerging class,
dominated by men, constituted about
ten percent of the population
but
captured one-half to two-thirds
of the cash income remaining
in the
country.
wealth.

Most women were excluded from
access to the actual sources of
The vast majority of women and
their children remaining in the

rural areas did not benefit from
the entry of the national economy
into
the world commercial system.

On the contrary, they have increasingly

become the primary victims of rural
poverty.

The Post-Independence Period

Most African countries are now politically
independent.
them at independence inherited

flected

a

a

All of

socio-economic structure which re-

pattern of dependence on external forces, primarily the
need

of the foreign capitalist markets for raw
materials.

Not much has been
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done to alter the
fundamental institutions,
ciass rotations or the
ed status of women,
all of which had
emerged by the end of
the colonial period.
Effort was made by the
new governments to
expand
the social and economic
inf rastrncture
Roads, schools, hospitals
water supply and electric
power facilities were
constructed.
These
facilities were demanded
popularly as features of
"modernization” and
W6 E*6 also 3 fcf lprt
k
l nn
ection
of the
economrc theory that
construction of
infrastructure was essential
to the creative conditions
attractive to
foreign investment. The
building of manufacturing
industries would
create employment and spread
economic activities throughout
the economy
.

The neglect which characterized
colonial policy toward women
continued into the post independence
period.
It is only very recently,

especially since 1975, the
International Women's Year, that
significant
attention is being paid to altering
the situation of women in
Africa.
Many African governments are
now busy creating national
machineries and
setting up programs for the
advancement of women and their
integration
into development.

Given the economic importance of
agricnltnre and

subsistence farming for the economy
of African countries, and also

considering the role women are called
upon to play in rural transformation, it is vital to look for
ways in which women may contribute
to the modernization and development
of the rural sector.

Since it is not possible to cover all
the aspects of women's

involvement in development in this study, this
section focuses on

Tanzanian women’s participation in rural development,
especially in
agriculture.

The purpose of this section is to show how the
economic
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position of women has not
improved substantially
despite the policies
introduced to bring about
equality between »en and
women.
The section
focuses on rural development
because the majority of the
women in
Tanzania live and work in
the rural areas.

The official Party and
Government policy in Tanzania
recognizes the important
contribution made by
women in national development,
especially rural development.
Women
provide the principal labor
force in agriculture, as
97.8% of economically active women are
engaged in agriculture.
In 1967, 98% of
total agriculture in Tanzania
was in small-holdings, the
remaining 2%
consisting of large-scale farming,
primarily estates (Egero & Henin,
1973).

This disproportionate labor
input by women was fully acknowl-

edged when socialist policies
were outlined.

President Nyerere in

S ocialism and Rural Development,
stressed the crucial contribution
that

women make in the country’s economy:

V

the Vllla 8 es the women work very
hard.
At times thev work
on Sundays and public holidays.
Women who live in the village work
harder than anybody else in Tanzania.
But men who live n villages
vflUges
are on leave for half their life
(Nyerere, 1968).

The division of labor by sex among
people in the rural areas may

vary in detail from one area to another,
but generally women have the

responsibility of providing their families with
food, water and firewood, besides the childcare and other
household responsibilities.
some areas, women are heavily engaged in
pastoral activities.

In

Women’s

involvement in monetized production, which is mostly
unskilled, is very

significant in providing for their families' needs in basic
subsistence items.
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Agriculture.

The many tasks which women
perform in the rural

areas have been documented
in

a

number of writings.

Swantz (1970), in
her study of Ritual and
Symbol among the Zaramo,
reported that among
the Zaramo, women grow all
the rice.
In her more recent study
of
peasant women in Bukoba and
Kilimanjaro, Swantz (1977) observed
that
among the Haya of Bukoba,
women generally worked longer
hours than men
and were engaged in field
work much longer. Women were
engaged in both
food and cash crops, and were
busy the year round.

The women have a very tight
schedule, although the work oattern
varres following the local variation^
in different parts'of tte
a
a S0 aC
rdln8 to the dr V a " d wet seasons,
both being§
busy.
bus^
In fhe
the house
J
the woman looks after preparing
and cookine^
food and cleaning the house
(Swantz, 1977).

"

Specifically, Swantz listed the following
tasks as being the woman's
work:
a) wake up very early to prepare
breakfast,
b) prepare noon and evening meals,
c)

cut grass to be laid on the floor
for sitting and remove the
old weekly or when needed;

d)

hoe and weed the farm as often as every
3 months,

e)

plant annual crops like beans and maize once
or twice

f)

a

year,

cultivate bambara or groundnuts, yams and potatoes
outside
the village area and this often involves a
long walk to and
from the fields. Nuts are cultivated once a year,
and the
potatoes depend on the women's time and strength and
the need
in the family.
She may do it up to three times a year and
she may have 2 or 3 fields.

The cash crop production in which women are engaged
includes coffee and
tea, the latter having been introduced very recently
in only a few

areas of Bukoba District.

Food crops are bananas, yams, potatoes,

cassava, beans, millet, sorghum and nuts.
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In studying the role
of women in agricultural
production, Muro

(1979) pointed out that the
Wahwere women of Diozile

I in Bagamoyo
District have traditionally
been responsible for growing
maize, millet,
cassava, beans and sorghum
for subsistence.
Women also grow cash crops
on their individual farms,
and they participate in
the village cooperative farms for cash crops.

Among the Waarusha, women
plant and harvest maize with
the men
but do all the weeding
themselves.
the family cows (Fortmann,

1978).

Women are responsible for milking
Mbilinyi (1970, 1975, 1978) has

discussed the crucial roles of
women in agriculture, household
maintenance, childcare and commerce.
Wives have always been responsible
the provision of cultivated
food for their households.

volves farming, processing and
preparation of food stuffs.

This inAt the same

time, women are responsible for
childcare and general housekeeping.

Women's role in agriculture is not
limited to food crop production.

They perform various tasks in cash crop
production, usually the

tedious tasks like weeding, picking,
and winnowing.

However, cash

crops are normally considered the
property of men since men also control the money received from the sales
(Mbilinyi, 1972).

In the

cotton-growing regions, i.e., Mwanza, Mara,
Shinyanga and Kigoma, both

women and men work together in the cotton
fields.

Among the Wameru of

Arusha, women do most of the cultivating, weeding
and harvesting of
coffee.

Men do the selling and keep most of the money.

In communal

cash crop production in villages, women provide most
of the labor.
was observed by De Vries and Fortmann (1974) that in
the tea- and

tobacco-producing villages of Mufindi and Njombe Districts, women

It
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comprised as high as
90 percent of the village
members, hence providing
most of the labor.
A study „ as initiated
by the
,

Organization the U moja wa Wanawa
k e «a Tanzania (UWT)
to assess
the degree to which
rural women were engaged
in money-earning activity. The study was carried out in
six of the 22 regions
in the coun-

try.

The findings revealed three
main categories of women's
moneyearning activities (Bryceson,
1980).

a)

Commodicized agricultural
production:
(i)

(U)

sale of crops--i e., maize,
rice, vegetables, beans
or alternatively export
crops such as cashew, coffee
etc
e

f

a"d pig s
b)

UVeStOCk Pr0dUCtS ~ i--

Ilk, cattle

Petty commodity production:
(i)

(n)

.killed crafts production-!.
e.
pottery, weaving and knitting

mat making, sewing,

,

unskilled production or processing
of products for
trading purposes--! ,e
beer brewing, bread and bun
making, sale of other prepared foods,
sale of firewood, hawking of small items
purchased for the
purpose of resale.
.

c)

W,

,

Sale of labor power:
(i)

permanent waged employment especially
in village
services such as teacher and medical
aid.

(n)

casual seasonal employment-^ e
picking cloves,
sorting coffee or harvesting crops for a
more
affluent neighbor.
.

.

,

The above activities constituted the
general scope of women's

cash earnings.

The range of these activities clearly show that
men

have the monopoly over money-earning
opportunities in the rural areas
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through the sale of cash
crops and through engaging
in skilled crafts.
Srnce women lack appropriate
education and training
opportunities, they
are limited in the kind
of activities they engage
in.
The study of

women's activities in Kabita
revealed that women's
cash-earning activit-ies included beer
brewing cpiiino8
f ish,
bread and bun making, mat
and basket weaving and
the sale of food crops and
vegetables. The
money that was earned was
spent in buying the daily
household necessi,

*

’

ties like soap, kerosene,
salt, sugar, food, etc.

Given the central role which
women play in agricultural
pro-

duction and all the policies
aimed at promoting women's
status, it
might be expected that
agricultural policy would consider
women's
needs.
In several respects, however,
this has not been the case.
Various factors which have been
excluded from agricultural policy
have
constrained women’s production.

Fa ctors Constrain ing Women's
Agricultural Production

Ac cess to land
culture.

.

Land is the most critical factor
in agri-

It is also one of the factors
which have shaped the struc-

tural position of rural women in
the various ethnic societies (Swantz,
1977; Fortmann,

1979).

Because of the monetization of the economy
and

the breakdown of traditional support
systems, women’s access to land in

their own right has become increasingly
important.

money to meet subsistence and other needs.

Women now need

The breakdown of

traditional forms of social security has left women
economically vul-

nerable in the event of losing

a

spouse (Fortmann, 1979).
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Theoretically, every citizen
in Tanzania has the
right to use
land, as all land belongs
to the nation.
In practice traditional
land
rights have considerable
influence over the allocation
process. The
traditional right of women to
hold land varies significantly
from one
ethnic group to another. For
instance, among the Zaramo
and Luguru,
women have traditronally had
the right to inherit clan
land.
Among the
Haya, women do not inherit
their husbands' land (Swantz,
1970,

1977 ).

The policy of Ujamaa provides
women with independent access
to land but
this is only in theory because
they use the land as family.
Women can
only have land registered in
their own names when they are
single or
widowed. Thus the inability to
hold land reduces the production
potential of women and keeps them
economically powerless. The fact that

women's need for land is not perceived
as

a

problem was expressed by

the village chairman of Shimanilwe
in Kabita Ward when he posed the

following question during

a

discussion with the author:

What would women need land for when
their husbands already have
and
Is it not the husband’s duty to
take care of his wife while
she ^Itivates his land?
In our culture, it is sons who
need iand so that when they marry their
wives can produce food for
the family.

Domestic activities

.

Women spend

a

lot of time engaging in

domestic activities which directly or indirectly
contribute to production.

These activities however are not recognized
as being facilita-

tive to production.

This non-recognition is evidenced by the poor

traditional outmoded technologies which women still use
in subsistence
production.

There is

a

need to recognize women's domestic activities

as an "enabling function for agricultural production."

This recogni-

tion would lead to the provision of appropriate technologies and
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faciHties which would save „
omen

,

s

Wme

and

eMrgy

for mofe

activities

A££ess_t o agricult u ral
informatio n.

The prevailing image
of

female agricultural producers
is often that women are
ignorant and
passive traditional cultivators
(Fortmann, 1978). The
agricultural
extension programmes have
traditionally concentrated on
educating the
«le farmers in modern agricultural
practices. The underlying assumption is that if changes
in agricultural practices
are to be made, it is
basically men who would be
concerned with these changes.
Generally,
new information is conveyed
through male officials to male
farmers,
assuming that the male recipients
of the new knowledge will
pass it on
to their wives.
Recent studies have proved that
this does not always
happen.

Data from

a

study of the National Maize
Project (NMP) in

Morogoro Region revealed that
extension agents visited 58 percent
of
the men participating in the
project but only 20 percent of the
women
(Fortmann, 1976).
Reliance on indirect communication
runs the risk
that the information may not be
transmitted accurately.

This is of

particular importance to women since they
usually implement their
husbands’ decisions made on the basis
of the extension officers’ advice.

Those women who are heads of households
(25 percent of the

population) may never get information at all.

The extension service is

mostly male, as women have not been admitted
to agricultural training
in large numbers.

For instance, in 1975 only 25 percent of the

graduates of Agricultural Training Institutes were
women and 25 percent
of these were studying Nutrition (Fortmann,

1979).

There is

a

great
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need for female extension
agents through whom women
can obtain technical information
The need partly arises
from the social constraints
on
male/female interaction which
reduce the likelihood of
male agents
talking directly to female
farmers.
Credi t and input supply
programs
do not usually reach women
producers.

Fortmann (1976) found that only

8 percent of the participants
in the National Maize
Program in a sample

of 27 villages were women
(60 percent of these being female
heads of

households).

Because most cash crop inputs
are distributed through the

Cash Crop Authorities to the
owners, women tend to be excluded,
as they
do not own cash crops.
The list of factors affecting
women's agricultural production is

not exhaustive.

The factors outlined are intended
to demonstrate the

gap which exists between policies
and practice.

Despite the govern-

ment's good intentions some policies
or lack of them run counter to the
interests of women.
The nationwide villagization program
aims at reducing women's

workload by reducing time and labor spent on
tedious activities (such
as carrying water and firewood) and
offering better health, childcare

and educational activities.

In order to implement the policy of equal

opportunities in the rural areas, the Party stipulated
that all members
of Ujamaa villages aged 18 years and above
should be registered as

independent village members.

This would allow women to have

share in both village leadership and economic benefits.

a

full

The question

here is whether villagization has affected women's position
vis-a-vis
the land.

After villagization the village government controls the land
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in the village then
allocating land to each fa m
il y unit.

In the family
unit the head is either
the father or the eldest
son, and the women in
this case are not considered.
Widows and divorcees may be
given a
Piece of land to produce food
for their children and
so to some extent
may become economically
independent. On the other hand,
in Ujamaa

villages when it comes to working
in the communal plots,
everyone
regardless of sex is rewarded
according to the work they perform.

This
works in favor of women, most
of whom for the first time are
able to
earn cash on a regular basis.
But again this cash is spent
on buying
essential commodities for household
consumption.

The villagization program has
had some positive results on the
lives of women.

However, this does not imply that
women are not being

exploited and overburdened in villages.

While women do contribute

labor on the cooperative farms, they
are still responsible for all the

subsistence farming and household chores.

Women may have more confi-

dence now to speak in public, but they
do not participate fully in

decision making.

For example, when an emergency meeting was
held in

Kabita on how to prevent the spread of
cholera, it was only men who
were called while women were completely left
out (an observation made
by the author).

The measures which were to be taken against the
spread

of cholera involved food cleanliness, house
cleanliness and general

hygiene, all of which are women's major areas of
involvement.

example is that of village leadership.

Another

Among the five villages of

Kabita Ward, only two had women on the village council.

All the three

elected women in the two villages were members of the Education, Culture and Social Welfare Committees.

The fact that there were no women
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on the Planning and
Finance Co^ittee pco.es
that women only implement
Plans and decisions made by
me n in which case their
needs and concerns
may not be addressed.
;

Besides the villagization
program, the Party has constantly
made
a deliberate effort
to focns on the needs of
women.
The National
Women's Organization or the
Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanzania
(UWT)
an
,

affiliate of the Party, was
created for the pnrpose of
mobilizing women
for development.
The UWT has undertaken a variety
of activities
throughout the country, all of which
are geared to meet women and
children's needs.
Programs and projects are carried
out in the teaching of skills and handicrafts,
cottage industries, gardening,
poultry
farming, cooperative farming and
literacy.
Daycare centers for chil-

dren and hostels for working girls
have been set up to help women

participate in production.
However, despite this effort, it has
not been easy for rural

women to get more involved in the UWT
activities because of several
constraints.

Koda (1979) cited the following to be
the most critical

problems
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

lack of access to education

transportation
heavy workloads.

In order to improve the effectiveness of
UWT as a tool for liberating

women and also in order to increase women's involvement
in UWT activities, several suggestions have been made.

Emphasis has been laid on

the membership, i.e., that there should be no age
distinction in

membership as is now the practice.

Younger women should be encouraged
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to join the Organization
while at the same ti m e
educating rural women on
the value and potential
of UWT.

Tanzanian women have played
crucial roles in the rural
economy
Nevertheless, policies and
decisions regarding rural
development do not
always work for women because
of the constraints they
must deal with.
Women in Tanzania and in Africa
as

a

whole have always made

significant contributions to the
economy of their societies and
to
their own households. However,
despite these significant roles,

women’s work in agricultural
production and household maintenance
through domestic labor is consistently
undervalued especially with
regard to agricultural policies.
If Tanzania is to be
self-sufficient
in food production by
1981, it is imperative that women’s
contribution
to agriculture be given due
recognition in policy and planning.

Rural development policies aimed at
bringing more equality be-

tween the sexes are influenced to
norms and practices.

a

great extent by the traditional

For instance, the allocation of land
under vil-

lagization does not consider women as individuals
in their own rights
but as members under male heads of
households.

This practice is a

continuation of the customary land tenure whereby
women had usufructuary rights but did not own land or cattle,
the major means of production.

Because of the traditional practices of land tenure
relatively

few women are able to undertake cash crop production
in their own
right.

Those who work on their husbands' cash crops rarely receive

proportionate share of the proceeds.
monetary income, women are kept in

a

a

Being automatically excluded from
state of economic dependency.
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considering the crucial
roles that women play,
there is a critical need to provide
them with equal access
to information, a
resource
that would make them
more productive.
For women to have direct
access
to agricultural
information rather than through
male intermediaries as
at present will require
major institutional change
(Fortmann, 1979 ).
The enrollment of more
women in agricultural-training
institutions at
all levels could be an
initial step,
The provision of daycare
facilities in the Folk Development
Colleges would enable women
to attend

agricultural courses.

In addition, teaching
materials containing

practical agricultural information
could be incorporated into
literacy
programs.
There already exist Literacy
Primers based on information
about mostly cash crops. The
study of Kabita Ward revealed
that women
wanted agricultural information,
not on "cotton,” but on the
food crops

which they produce.

Women in Kabita admitted that they
gained some

knowledge on cotton production but
in monetary terms, they did not
benefit from cotton because it
belongs to men.
The inclusion of women in positions
of decision making and power
at every level of government is
a must, if greater equity is
to be

achieved

Summary

This chapter has attempted to review and
discuss issues related
to the participation of African women
in the development process.

A

theoretical explanation has been provided on how
the colonial political

economy contributed to the deterioration of the status
of African
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Most African countries
are now independent,
but little has been
done to alter the economic
and political institutions.

Tanzania provides

a

unique example in her
effort to break away

from capitalism through
the policy of socialism
and self-reliance.
The
Party and the Government
have from the outset
recognized the crucial

contributions that women make
to the national economy.
Deliberate
effort therefore has been
made to promote the status
of women through
variety of measures. However,
despite the good policies and
inten-

a

tions, there are several
constraints which affect the
implementation of
these intended policies.

CHAPTER

I

V

AFRICAN WOMEN'S ACCESS
TO EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Introduction
This chapter discusses
and reviews various
perspectives on
women
access to education and
training with specific
reference to
Tanzania. The chapter
explores the relationship
between education and
training and the other
areas of development where
women participate.
Factors affecting women's
participation in education are
identified in
order to provide a framework
for a case study presented
in the next
chapter.
The chapter is divided into
four sections:
1.

2.

General perspectives on African
women's position in education
and training;

African women's participation
in education and
training

3.

Obstacles to women's access to
education and training;

4.

Tanzanian women's access to education
and training.

Status of Women in Education

Education and training are critical
social factors influencing
women’s work both in traditional areas
and in wage-employment.

Female

qualification affects the output of national
production and strongly
influences national development (UNECA,
1975).
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However, on the African
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tinent women still constitute
the vast majority of
illiterates.
It
is little wonder that
they n^ericaUy donate
literacy classes i„ most
countries.
Less than half the girls
in Africa receive a
complete
primary education and a
much smaller proportion
have access to secondary, tertiary or vocational
education.
The number of girls in
school decreases sharply as
one goes up the ladder of
education.
Sex
disparities are marked at every
educational level.
Drop-out rates are
higher among girls than boys.
The dysfunctional ism of the
formal education system
inherited
from the colonial powers by
the developing countries has
stimulated
concern not only among the
governments of the developing
countries, but
also among international agencies,
economists, planners and development
experts.
Coombs and Ahmed (1974) pointed
out that the important needs
of children and adults outside
school, who constitute the great
majority of the rural population,
were being seriously neglected.
It is in

the rural areas where women are
the majority numerically.

It has been

estimated that two-thirds of the world's
one billion illiterates are

women (UNESCO, 1978).

Women in the developing countries have
been

systematically discriminated against in
education in terms of access to
schooling at all levels, number of years
educated and vocational training and entry opportunities for many
professions.

According to the

United Nations demographic forecasts of
1973, 70% of the world's women
live in the developing countries and more than
60% in the rural areas.

Women who live in the rural areas play crucial roles
in agricultural
production, the backbone of economic development in most
developing
countries, especially in Africa. Yet it is these women who have
been
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denied one of the important
tools of development-education.

It has

rates are high, mostly
among girls.
In Africa,

female illiteracy is over
80%, the highest rates are
found in rural areas.
Table 3 shows illiteracy
rates in ni „e selected
African countries. Countries
with particularly high
rates of illiteracy in Africa include
Morocco, 98.7 percent, and
Liberia, 97% (UNESCO,
1977).
Illiteracy is usually linked
with poverty. The Central
African
Republic, Chad and Mali are
some of the very poor
countries with high
verall rlliteracy rates:
over 99% for women and over
95% for men
(UNICEF, 1975).

Since more girls are now
enrolling in primary schools, it
can
be assumed that adolescent
females tend to be more literate
than their

mothers

.

However,

a

major problem is that cultural
and social forces

can hinder the retention of
literacy skills because women lack
informal
learning situations beyond domestic
duties as well as opportunities to
read and write.

The author of this study found
the lack of reading

materials and conducive environment
to be the major constraints in
literacy retention.
The content of both formal and
nonformal education available to

women is for the most part home-oriented
and does not usually offer

women competitive market economy job skills.

As a result, women's

participation in the labor force and employment
options are very limited.

The work of the majority of women outside
agriculture is con-

fined to teaching, nursing, clerical and social
work.
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TABLE

3

ILLITERACY RATES IN SELECTED
AFRICAN COUNTRIES

Country

Year

Algeria

Illiteracy Rates in Percentages

1966

Libya

1964

Malawi

1966

Mali

1960-61

Sierra Leone

Somalia
Sudan

Swaziland
Tunisia

Source

Men

Women

10.1

92.0

62.5

95.8

66

87.7

.

91.0

99.5

1963

90.4

96.1

1964

85.0

95.0

1970-71

72.4

82.0

1966

68.7

72.5

1966

53.6

82.4

Women's Program Unit of the United
Nations Commission for
Africa, "Out-of-School Education
for Women in African Countries." Convergence. Vol. VT Nn<=
^
1973.
,

/,

Many African countries have taken steps
toward improving the
educational status of women by enrolling
more girls into schools and by

establishing training programs in nonformal
education and training.
However, because of historical, economic and
socio-cultural reasons,

women

s

educational status still lags behind that of men at
all levels.
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Genera l patterns and trends
Female enrollment on the
African continent
has increased since i960.

crease
rtses.

However, females continue
to comprise de-

percentages of the total
enrolments as the level of
education
There are variations among
and within countries
but at the sa m
e

time, there are patterns
and trends which are

co*on

to most African

countries
1

.

38

Udder of Education"

°" e
‘‘V",”""
enrollment

!

at the primary level
,

"P the
is highest

l°«eat at ’n
the unrversity level.
On the
average, girls constitute
°
3
iUren
°
enrolled
in
primary
schools in Africa
f
At the
,

*t the university level the
number is even
£11 C
lower
° f Universit y enrollments
in
Africa (UNECA %80) ^Tab ““i ?n
f
3le
enrollment^ in Africa between
the decreasing percentages
at the secondary and
university°ievell
’

^

1

!

?

“

TABLE 4

PROPORTION OF FEMALES IN SCHOOLS IN
AFRICA
BY LEVEL OF EDUCATION 1960-1975

Year

Primary Level

1960
1965
1975

39 %

S ° UrCe:

Secondary Level

37%

29%
29%
34%

41%

University Level
18%
20 %

26%

Deyelopme nt of School Enrollment: World and
Regional Statistical Trends and Projections 1960- 1975, UNESCO,
ED/BIE/
CONFINTED/ 36/ 4/Ref 2 Tables 4 & 17.
.
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The low female rates
of enrollment in
formal education in
Africa have been attributed
to:
early marriage, seclusion
and oppormty costs of schooling (Bowman
and Anderson, 1980).
Mbilinyi (1969)
found that attitudes and
financial problems were the
major factors
affecting girls' enrollment
in formal education.
A further discussion
of obstacles to women's
access to education and
training will l ater
illuminate these factors.
9

dUC

from tharof°men

"^

U

Ac«ss

C

?o ^hI

lrlS reCelVe ls usuall
y different

6"
S Wl
S and m ° therS
M ° St
a re'conf ined'to^l
iberal
as o
° PP °
os
se d Lo the har d sciences;
commercial and clerical
Skills ° UrS<>S as 0 0se d
to industrial-training
PP
courses (Derryck,
1979).
S

-

Such courses limit career
choices.

An example from Tanzania would

illustrate this limitation of
career choices for girls.
schools in Tanzania have four
biases:

Secondary

Home Economics (for girls only),

Commercial Studies, Agricultural
Sciences and Technical subjects.

Most

girls take Home Economics, and
there are no technical schools for
girls

While many surveys have revealed
that girls prefer to take

home-oriented subjects, it should be
remembered that girls’ preferences
are influenced by socio-cultural
attitudes toward women’s roles and

socialization practices.

Traditionally, girls are expected to get

married and to take care of their husbands
and children.

The sociali-

zation of girls therefore emphasizes the
roles of wife and mother as
being the most important.

On the other hand, boys are expected to be

the future patriarchs of their households.

They get the kind of
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education which will enable
them to obtain

a

good job and earn money
to

support their families.

than
to

olass, gender, and race
(Elliott and Kelly,

-JSSV2SS
11163

igM)™”*

In recent years, other
factors such as class size,

lnClUde

level of teachers'

education, amount of time
spent on subject instruction
and expenditure
per student have been
given attention.
In most African cultures,
it
has been observed, girls
who are in school are not
spared from also
performing household chores.
As a result, they are usually
physically
exhausted.
Boys, on the other hand,
are not required to participate
in
household activities. For example,
girls help their mothers in the
fields and in the house and
also run

a

variety of errands.

boys, they do not have time
to do their homework.

Unlike

A study on differen-

tial performance in schools
in Kenya (Somerset, 1980)
showed that
girls' performance is not as
good as that of boys because of
work

constraints at home; this is especially
true in the rural areas.

A

second reason given for differential
performance is that teachers

usually do not expect girls to perform
as well as boys, and this in
turn is internalized by girls, who
then perform below capacity
(Derryck,

1979).

Along with work constraints and teacher
expectations

another reason for the sex differences
in performance may be found

within the schools.

Differential interaction between teachers and

female students, messages implicit in
curricular materials about wo-

men’s roles, and the lack of female role
models within the authority
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structure of the school may
all work t0 dlscourage
achieve (Finn et al.,

glrU

,

ambltion

t<>

1980).

Technical and vocational
training, too, is limited
for girls.
Very few technical schools
offer places to girls, and
even in the few
schools that admit them,
girls tend to gravitate
toward traditional
subjects (UNECA, 1979).
According to 1968 statistics
on African girls'
enrollment in technical and
vocational education, Upper
Volta had 3% of
the enrollment composed of
girls; Ghana had 10%; Malawi
had 24.5%; and

Dahomey had the highest figure
of 37.5% (UNESCO, 1968).
The vocational
courses offered to girls and
women are most often in
"feminine” fields
like sewing, handcrafts,
childcare, and embroidery.

Such courses can

seldom be utilized in the labor
market.

UNESCO officials observed in
1979 that in many developing
countries, vocational education is
the weakest sector of the education

system.

The link between education, training
and employment, which

gives the rationale for parents'
investment in education, is conspicu-

ously absent.

In this respect,

girls are more disadvantaged than boys

since the cultural demarcation of the
labor market into "masculine" and

"feminine" jobs confines them to

a

narrow range of conventional pro-

grams and traditional skills which are
inadequate to meet emerging

economic needs.
However, this situation seems to be changing,
although slowly.

With the assistance of international
organizations, several countries
have initiated programs aimed at giving
technical education to women
and girls.

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has

assisted Gambia in providing women with special technical
training in
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well-digging, improvements
or
of simnle
simple irrigation systems
and production
of garden tools (UNECA
19701
9)
Natlonal governments, too,
have taken
’

‘

t

initiative in enrolling girls
in agricultural courses.
d

t
0rie " ted
curricula, women Tlabor
£orcrpartiSpItion irthr m odr"

sector°is between
are .ostly found in
loweVsUtus
centratron „f women is usually
ln th£ services se^^r
such as
eaching, nursing, social work
and clerical inhc
\i
found in the managerial and
**7^
executive positions'
In Tan/^
1aa zania, for
example, women in managerial
and executive P
10nS com P rise only
2% (Rugumyamheto
1980).

‘XT

’

1
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In

summing up the status of women’s
access to formal education,

it can be observed that
despite the effort made by
governments to

increase women’s opportunities,
women’s education both in quantity
and
quality still lags behind that of
men.
Formal education, which was

introduced as part of the colonial
package, has for the most part
ignored the important role of African
women in agricultural production.
Instead, formal education has
emphasized the role of women as wives and

mothers.

As

a

result, women's participation in
agriculture and

industry-crucial to economic development--has
been limited.
N onformal education

.

Since formal education programs have

often failed to involve rural women, in
recent years increasing attention has been given to nonformal education
programs.

These programs

are tailored to address the practical needs
of rural populations and to

surmount the obstacles which prevent the people
from acquiring the

necessary skills to improve their lives.
Some nonformal education programs are designed to impart
to

women the needed skills that will facilitate their entrance
into the
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modern market economy and
generally help to integrate
then, into development activities (Derryck,
1979).
One goal of nonformal
education is
to equalize opportunity.
However, in many cases, nonformal
education
programming has been used to
further emphasize existing
inequalities of
opportunities and access for women.
For instance, while women in
Africa perform about 70% of the
agricultural work, they only receive
about 15% of the agricultural
training.

Moreover, whenever agricul-

tural training programs are
introduced, women are included only
for the
home economics extension work
or as assistant extension agents.
This
trend was noted in the nonformal
education program of the Chilalo

Agricultural Development Unit in Ethiopia
(Coombs and Ahmed, 1973).
Women's nonformal education mostly
concerns subjects such as health,
hygiene, childcare, nutrition, handcrafts,
hairdressing and cookery,
all of which do not offer marketable
skills.

On the other hand, men

continue to acquire new skills in
agriculture, commercial and industrial expertise, new knowledge about
cooperatives, loans and credit.

Table

5

illustrates the gap between women's
responsibilities and their

training opportunities
Ef fec ts o f nonformal education on labor
force and employment

Q£tions.

As has been noted in the case of formal education,
the dis-

parities in content in nonformal education pose

a

danger of

a

dual

system in which women are tracked in home-oriented
courses that do not

offer them competitive market economy job skills while
men learn market

economy skills and enjoy higher income and earning power.

When women

are trained for specific categories of jobs or are streamed
into par-

ticular training programs, often there is

a

tendency to identify these
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TABLE

5

EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN
SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
(FAO/ECA,

Agro-Economic and
Household Responsibilities

1974)

Percentage of
Responsibilities
(Approximately)

Agriculture
Animal husbandry

Cooperatives
Arts and crafts

Nutrition
Home Economics

occupations as women's work,

Percentage of
Access to NFE
Programs
(Approximately )

80%

15%

52%

18%

60 %

10 %

70%

50%

95%

90%

100 %

100 %

This identification may have two
out-

comes
a)

a

b)

depressed wages in the specific industry
or occupation so
identified.

sex-segregated labor market and

Both of these conditions depress
female wages, thereby defeating one of
the major benefits of education--increased
income.

Nonformal education projects, particularly
handcraft programs,
also are segregative.

With the increasing interest in women and de-

velopment, the initial stages of nonformal
education programs for women

involved the transformation of informal household
handicraft operations
into nonformal education.

Traditionally, these operations were an
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economic outlet

availed

to women.

The

utiU 2 atio„

of

avaUaWe

com-

munity resources was sound,
but again many of these
programs continue
to teach skills with
limited marketability,
little transferability

and

little income-generating
potential.

This trend has been observed
in

Tanzania (Sijaona, 1979) and
Kenya (Huston, 1,79), where
women are involved in handcraft production
but have limited markets
for their products

Labor-force participation and
employment options for women with
nonformal education experiences
are very limited.
Among those women
seeking employment are:
illiterate and semi-literate women,
drop-outs
from the formal system and
adolescent women who completed the
first
level of the formal system.

Since the modern sector in which
employ-

ment is sought requires formal
qualifications, these women with nonformal education experience do not
usually qualify.

During the last ten years, many
African countries have made an
effort to expand nonformal education
and training opportunities through

vocational training and literacy programs.

These opportunities are

developing slowly compared with those for
men.

Moreover, these pro-

grams tend to be domestic-oriented without
much gainful economic activity.

The following examples from various African
countries serve to

demonstrate this point.
Ghana

:

The Mancell

's

Vocational Institute in Kumasi offers the follow-

ing courses to women:
1.

six-month introductory courses for newly appointed community development and rehabilitation assistants;
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2

.

refresher courses for
field officers;

3.

T~

4.

-L
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Gambia

With the assistance of
UNICEF, the Department of
Community
Development was set up in 1975
and is now organizing village
women
training programs in improved
methods of cooking, nutrition,
childcare, gardening and first-aid
(ECA,

1979).

Botswana

On-the-job training is provided
for girls in silkscreen printing, tie-dyeing, weaving
and dressmaking.
A textile mill at Serowe
gives girls a two-year course
in spinning, weaving and
dressmaking, and
another one at Shashi River gives
instruction in printing and dyeing.
The Brigades aim at training
girls for both self- and wage-employment

(Sheffield and Diejomaoh, ibid.).
Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia

:

There are voluntary organizations
like the YWCA-run training
courses in various African countries
which upgrade women and girls'
skills and productive capacity to enable
them to participate more fully
in the development process of their
countries.

Zambia, courses are run which include:

In Tanzania, Kenya and

domestic science, poultry-
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Ping, dressmaking, basket
weaving and shorthand.

These courses to
some extent serve some
needs but have limited
employment opportunities
(Sheffield and Diejomaoh, op.
cit.).

Upper Volta

:

Since 1967, with the assistance
of UNESCO and UNDP, there
have
been attempts to identify
the problems facing girls
and women in access
to education.
Pilot projects have been set
up to introduce laborsaving technologies such as
grinding mills, carts and solar
stoves.
These projects have been spread
with the aid of women trainers
chosen
from the villages (McSweeney,
1979).

The above examples indicate that
various African countries are

making efforts to provide education
and training opportunities to
women.
While these programs serve a need,
they tend to be domestic-oriented.
Instead, implementation of training
programs should be preceded by

identification of new and promising economic
sectors where women will

eventually be absorbed.

For nonformal education programs to be

economically functional, they should:
a)

teach job skills that may be quickly and
actively utilized
in the market economy and

b)

offer training that can interface with advances
in intermediate technology by providing periodic
opportunities for
upgrading skills in resonance with changing labor
market
demands

Ill

Mjects_ofJ<o m en's Limite d Access
to Ed.,ct, „„ on
Participat
ion in Development

The low participation
of women in both formal
and nonformal
education, as well as the
lack of relevant education
and training,

have affected the participation
of women in the labor
force, in both
rural and urban sectors.
Women's participation in the
planning process,
in policy making and
in political life have
also been affected, as have
the health and nutrition
standards of their families.
As regards women's labor
force participation in the
rural

sector, women still form the
largest proportion of rural
dwellers in
Africa.
They do the bulk of the
agricultural and household work,
and
also engage in food processing,
animal husbandry and handcrafts.
They
trade in agricultural produce,
crafts, poultry and other items.
In
spite of this, rural women continue
to be ignored in the mechanization
of agriculture and agricultural
extension services. Agricultural

education and appropriate technology,
which would ease their workload,
increase their productivity and
generally upgrade living standards, are
still lacking.
In the commercial sector, women
traders do not have the

management education and credit facilities
necessary to expand their
business
Women employed in the urban areas can be
grouped into four main
categories (UNECA, 1979):
(a)

The majority of them have missed formal
education and are
unskilled workers. Many of them engage in small-scale
trading; some may be wage-earners; others are full-time
housewives
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Most of these women have
migrated from the rural areas
to towns to
search for jobs.
Because they are forced to
support themselves and
their children, they must
earn cash to meet various
needs and thus will
take any job at low wages,
sometimes with very poor conditions
and
little job security.
(b)

There are those with primary
school education considered
Th6y W ° rk ln offices shops
industries,
etc
’

,

(c)

s °me are fortunate enough
to go through secondary school
and have had some kind of
professional training, They are
mainly found in the teaching, nursing
and clerica professions, and other sectors of the
economy.

(d)

Some have had university education
or other advanced
professional, training.
These can work their way up and
reach administrative or executive
levels where they can
get involved in planning and decision
making.

The majority of the women in the last
three categories could be classified as salaried employees, their
progress depending on their compe-

tence and qualifications.

However, lack of managerial and administra-

tive skills have denied many highly
educated women chances for promotion.

The subjects which girls study lead them
into employment in the

traditional fields of nursing, teaching and clerical
work.

Technical

institutions continue to enroll male students.
Women's participation in the planning and policy-making
process
is limited by their low educational status
as well as by the colonial

legacy of discouraging top-level services from women,
however qualified.

This legacy is reinforced by traditional customs which assume

male supremacy, from the family unit to the societal level.
The level of educational attainment also affects women's parti-

cipation in political and public life.

Despite the fact that women
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have the same political
rights as men to vote and
to be voted into
power, women participate
mainly as voters.
It has been suggested
that
an individual’s educational
level is the best predictor
of politicization and that recent increases
in the levels of education
attained by
women correlate with their
increasing politicization (Lynn
et al.,
1976).

Health and nutrition standards
are also affected by education.
Knowledge of health and nutrition
by women is crucial for combating
illness and disease.
High rates of child mortality,
the spread of
communicable diseases and malnutrition
and its effects are all linked
to the high illiteracy rates
among women.

Lack of education, both

formal and informal, is a barrier
between the women and health services.

It was estimated in 1978 that
of 122 million children born,

between 10 and 12 million died before
their first birthday.

About 77

percent of these deaths occurred in Africa
and South Asia (IMECA,
1979).

Many African governments have effected
changes and are increasingly introducing various measures to uplift
the economic, social and

political status of women in order to enable them
to participate more

effectively in the process of development.

Such measures include

policies, legislations, reforms, creation of women's
bureaus, research
and education.

Women themselves have formed associations, task forces,

cooperatives and informal groups in order to work together toward
their
own improvement.

The implementation of all these measures, however, is

slow, and there are many obstacles to overcome.

The condition of
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African women in relation
to their educational
and training opportunities can be summarized
in the following
words:

chief
the non-existence of technical
specifically for them
The ap
almost totally directed to
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Obstacles to Women

Obstacles which affect the
participation of African women in
education, and eventually in the
overall development process, have
been
identified by several conferences,
institutions and individuals. The
two Africa Regional Conferences
held in Rabat, Morocco, in 1971
and in
Lusaka, Zambia, in 1979, identified
such obstacles as being cultural,

religious, social and economic.

The Economic Commission for Africa

(1975) underlined the persistence of
attitudes as the underlying cause
of women’s limited opportunities
for participation in development.

Individual studies on women's access to
education carried out by
Mb i liny i (1969), Chabaud
(1970), Huston (1979), Rothschild (1979), to

name

a

few, pointed out that attitudes were
a major constraint to

women’s participation in education.
cultural, economic and religious.

Other constraints are socioTable

6

gives

a

summary of the

various obstacles to women's access to education and
training.
OL all the factors that have been identified as affecting

women

s

participation in the development process before, during and
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after the colonial period,
attitudes

sees, to be

factor around which other
factors revolve.

the most central

Many of the prevailing

attitudes of both sexes
create barriers to realistic
planning.
As a
result, planners and
policy-takers "ay overlook or
misjudge women's
work.
Traditional attitudes have been
considered a major obstacle in
rural development and to
women's education and training
opportunities.
The attitude that there is
little value in subsistence
labor
and production leads to the
depression of economic productivity.
In
Africa, where women contribute
about two-thirds of agricultural
labor,
their means of production,
processing and distribution remains
rudi-

mentary because of lack of technology,
training, extension services,
and opportunities for credit
and cooperative activities.
tasks and poor working conditions

Women's heavy

make the hope of improving the

quality of life difficult to realize.

There is

a

need to place value

on subsistence labor and production,
where all activities are directed

toward survival and

a

decent human life.

This will consequently lead

to the provision of the necessary
services and facilities in order to

increase women's productivity.

Such services include:

water and fuel,

labor- and time-saving technology; education
and training.

The notion that "women's work is in the home"
has been proved

unrealistic, as shown in the studies revealed
earlier.

In Africa,

women have always worked both inside and outside
their homes.

However,

most of the training programs and the school curricula
for women have
concentrated on feminine subjects such as sewing and embroidery,
cookery, childcare and knitting, suggesting that these are
the only areas
of work for women.

The nature of women's training programs therefore
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perpetuates the attitude
that women’s work is
i„ the ho m e.
But ironical ly> weaving,
tailing and sewing are often
tasks done h y men who
learn these trades
through apprenticeship.
The fe ra ini„e subjects
offered to women have
been a determining
factor in their labor-force
participation.
Women's employment in
the m oder„ sector is
concentrated
an the services such
as teaching, nursing,
clerical and social work,
lowly paid jobs which
do not lead to opportunities
to take part in
policy and decision-making.
The decision to educate
children and the amount of
education
ailablt to boys or girls
is dictated by the
attitudes toward women's
traditional roles in the home.
Preference is usually given to
boys,
who are supposed to get
jobs and earn money to
support families.
Investing in a girl’s education
is often considered a
waste since the
benefits to her parents are
lost once she is married.
Attitude-related
reasons for not sending girls
to school often include:
the need for
girls’ labor at home; fears
of pregnancies and misbehavior
of schoolgirls; the fact that women do
not support families, hence
have no need
for employment; and the
assumption that girls are not as
intelligent as
boys
The other factors which affect
women's participation, such as

policies, lack of basic services and
facilities, time constraint, heavy
burdens, poverty and so on, depend
to some extent on attitudes which
are a barrier to realistic planning.

If women's subsistence work was

given the value it deserves, and if
women's vital roles were given due
recognition, the necessary services, facilities,
knowledge and skills
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“ OUld

^

Pr ° Vlded

^

t0

““-le women

to make a more effective

contribution to development
as human resources.
countries have made strides
in recognizing women's
contributions, and measures
have been taken to
alleviate constraints
which affect women's
participation. Tanzania for
instance has introduced policies geared to
improving women's status so
that they can
participate as equal partners
in the struggle for
liberation.
Educational policies in particular
are aimed at providing
equal opportunities.
However, Tanzanian women are
not yet free to participate
fully
in the liberation struggle.
Women's education still lags
behind that
of men, primarily for
economic and socio-cultural
reasons.
These
factors will be further explored
in the light of Tanzania's
socialist
policies

lMgMMl__Worne

^

to Education and Training

The policy of Education for
Self-Reliance, which was adapted to
match
the aspirations and objectives
of a socialist state, is clear
evidence
that Tanzania has much faith in
education as being central to development.

system.

The policy has made great strides
in reforming the educational

For instance, changes have been made
in the content and organ-

ization of formal education, especially
at the primary level.

In

addition, educational opportunities have
been expanded to provide basic

education to everyone, both children and adults.

Attempts have also

been made to alter relations of work, rote
methods of teaching and

authoritarian teacher-student relationships.
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As in many developing
countries,

educaUon

^

Tan2Mia

primary means to wage
employment, „ hich ls the
sucest way
steady income. The more
education one has, the more

^

^

a
’

income one earns

and the more prestige,
status and power one ac
qu ires.

Educational and

occupational structures are
closely related.

I„ Ta „ Z a„ia fo rmal educational opportunities are
still limited and the
situation gets worse as
one goes up the ladder
of education
or
education.
The pyramid of formal
schooling
can only accommodate a
limited number of elites.
Mbilinyi (1974)
argued that the education
system acted as an agent of
stratification
which could only be upset by
changing its pyramid structure
and ensuring equal access at all
educational levels and for all
subjects of
specialization.
In order to transform this
educational structure,

need to also change the
occupational structure, as the two
are
closely related.
The educational system with
its pyramid structure, while
favoring men, has almost excluded
women despite the crucial roles
they play
in the economy of the country.

Women's access to schooling so far
has

not been equal to that of men, a
factor which affects women's partici-

pation in overall development.

Fo rmal Education

.

been cited as being

Unequal access to schooling at various
levels has
a

major obstacle to full participation of
women in

Tanzanian society (Mbilinyi, 1974; Munuo,
1979; Mvungi, 1980).
The reasons advanced for the limited
participation of women in

education range from traditional beliefs and
cultural practices to
lack of interest among women themselves.

a

The East African Royal Com-
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mission of 1953-1955
identified the following as
being obstacles to
girls’ education in Tanzania:
(i)

early marriage,

(ii)

parent^ 86neral

t0 Send their daughters
to

(iii)

teachers’ tendencies to pay
more attention to boys than

(iv)

preference given to boys whenever
financial constraints
forced parents to make a choice
between boys and girls,

(v)

predominance of agriculture, which
required that girls
8
stay at home to do the farming,

(vi)

^

0
0
ValU6S (f ° r exam P le Moslems
did
not
not^ant
want their children converted
to Christianity),

(vii)

>

initiation rites,

(vi i i )

desire for bride price.

These factors contributed to the
backwardness of women, and many of
them still persist, as confirmed
in a study carried out by Mbilinyi
in
1969 on parents

and girls' attitudes toward girls'
education.

They

have endured for centuries and
continue to affect women's participation
in education and national
development.

Mbilinyi (1970) pointed out that traditional
attitudes toward

women were

a

major constraint on rural development.

In her study on

attitudes toward women and education in
Tanzania, she found that fathers of both schoolgirls and non-schoolgirls
who were interviewed

shared

a

basically traditional orientation to women.

For instance,

when responding to questions on the decision
to educate girls, very few

mentioned early marriage and brideprice as the most
important reason
for not educating their daughters.

Yet this idea is often expressed
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informally and can be observed
in practice when
schoolgirls are polled
out of school before
they complete their studies.
As regards the level of
edncation for girls as compared
to
boys, standard IV was
considered ideal and adequate.
At this level,
the girls knew how to
read and write and were at
a marriageable age.
If a parent has limited
funds, he must often make
a decision as

to who among his children
should be educated, in which
case he chooses
to educate a boy.
The reasons governing that
choice relate to woman's

expected roles and social
identities, as compared to those
for males.
The reasons given by parents
for not educating girls included:
a)

fear of pregnancy and misbehavior
by schoolgirls;

b)

lack of benefit for parents
after investing6 in girl's
s
education;

c

fear that girls will not marry
or will marry late, thus
little or no brideprice will be
paid;

)

d)

expectation that girls will not pass
exams or complete
their studies;

e)

need for girls' labor at home.

Boys are preferred to girls because
they assume major responsibilities
and as such need jobs to earn money
to support their parents and their

own families.
All the above reasons conform to the traditional
role of women
as wives and mothers.

Even if financial constraints were removed, as

long as parents value education only for its
job-getting potential,

girls will continue to be excluded because they
will get married and be

supported by their husbands.

If instead, value in education was placed
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on the learning of
practical, technical

^

value would be enough
to outweigh negative
attitudes.

^

Socio-eultura! factors continue
to affect the
implementation of
educational policies which
are geared to the
equalization of opportunities between the sexes.
The Universal Primary
Education (UPE) program
is a case in point.
The Ministry of National
Education (1979) commended the program for
increasing girls' enrollment
in primary schools.
For instance, in
75
t he number of girls
in primary schools was
644,025 out of a total enrollment
of 1,532,953.
In ,978, the number of
girls had risen to 1,361,600
out of 2,990,361.
By 1979 the enrollment
of girls was 47% and it
is hoped that by 1985
the proportion of girls
will have reached 50%.
However, despite the encouraging
progress on
the part of girls, the
Ministry also pointed out the
various constraints affecting the implementation
of UPE in terms of keeping the
girls in school.
The main constraints pointed
out were:

„

,

a)

parents' preference of boys to
girls,

b)

agricultural and household activities,

c)

brideprice,

d)

early marriages,

e)

early pregnancies, i.e., in 1979, among
1,490,614 primary
school girls, there were 5,187
pregnancies (MNE, 1980).

Mvungi (1980) attributed limited
educational access to factors

basically related to economic and socio-cultural
aspects.

In this

sense, economic factors would include
buildings, teaching materials,

teachers, communication systems, equipment,
uniforms, etc., socio-
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cultural factors basically
concern attii-nH*
k
ltudes about
women and their
roles in society.
The colonial attitudes
toward African women s
roles
society
reflected the Prevailing
Western attitudes toward
roles.
Wom e„
lfl
WeSt n W ° rld
C °"^«ed as playing
two major roles:
namely those of wife
and mother.
This attitude was
demonstrated by the
quality and quantity of
education offered to „o m en
during the colonial
perrod. Emphasis was
given to Domestic Science,
particularly cookery,
childcare, needlework and
handicraft.
The central economic
role of
women as producers was
completely ignored.
Such attitudes, coupled
with the already existing
sexist attitudes, further
deteriorated the
status of women. The purpose
of colonial education was
to facilitate
the recruitment of
semi-skilled manpower to work
in the newly established institutions such as
mining, industries, estates
and communication systems.
For this purpose, the
colonialists were only interested
in male manpower.
They set up boys' schools
to meet this need.
During
German period, for example,
not a single government girl's
school
existed (Mbilinyi, 1974).
,

^

^

“

During the British colonial era,
girls' opportunities for
formal education were restricted
to mission schools, where they
received minimal education. This
usually consisted of one or two years
of literacy training and
catechism.
The little that existed of higherlevel mission education was mainly
oriented to boys.

Government girls'

schools were later established, but
the gap between girls' and boys’
access to formal schooling remained
and persists up to this day.
1961,

By

the year when Tanzania became independent,
out of 228 graduate
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secondary- school teachers,
only 89 were Komen
.

^^

government secondary schools
for g irls whereas there
were thirteen
schools for boys (Ministry
of National Education,
1980).

Nearly all secondary
schools were boarding
schools, a factor
which further denied women
educational opportunities.
Religious ethics
and social norms did
not permit co-educational
schooling, and since
girls' boarding schools
were few girls
pirlc' enrollment
n
remained low in
comparison to that of boys.
The few girls who managed
to get into the
school system received an
education irrelevant to their
future roles in
socrety.
Vocational and technical
subjects were neglected, while
emphasis was given to home
oriented subjects which did not
offer women
marketable skills, as was the
case with men. This trend
’

continued in spite of the
educational policies and innovations
introduced after independence.
The first two Five-Year Development
Plans stressed the expansion of secondary education for
manpower requirements.

New secondary

schools were built in favor of
girls, i.e., between 1964 and
1969 out
of nine schools built, five
were for girls (MNE, 1980). Despite
the
expansion, the number of girls in
secondary schools remained low at the

secondary level.

Table

7

illustrates the low enrollment of girls
at

secondary school level.
As a result of low enrollment,
participation in higher educa-

tion by women is also low, since
university intake depends on the

secondary school output.

Not only is entrance into university by women

limited by low enrollment at the secondary
level but they are also
limited by the subject combinations which
exclude them from entering

TABLE

7

ENROLLMENT IN PUBLIC SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
IN TANZANIA 1961-1976
(Fo rm
I-VI)

Year
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

8,504
10,625
12,731
15,135
16,463
17,891
19,207
20,955
22,391
23,148
24,223
25,286
25,923
26,791
28,266
28,638

Girls

Total

3,238
3,550
1,444
4,762
5,452
5,945
6,344
7,088
7,597
7,969
8,380
8,002
8,579
9,135
10,061
11,309

11,832
14.175
17.175
19,897
21,915
23,836
25,551
28,043
29,958
31,117
32,603
33,288
34,502
35,926
38,327
39,947

Ministry of National Education, 1979.
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the science fields.

Secondary schools, -l.c.,
i.e
rorms
For
ras I-iV
I-IV fall
f n into the
’

following biases:
(i)

Home Economics (offered
only to girls)

(ii)

Agricultural Science

(iii)

Commercial studies

(iv)

Technical subjects.

Most girls' secondary schools
therefore do not offer the right
subject
combinations for entrance into
university science fields. For
example,
all science faculties
require mathematics, and yet
only one girls’
school offers mathematics.
This affects the kind of
employment women
will have:
the majority of employed women
today are concentrated in
the social services.
Table 8 shows the subject
combinations in sec-

ondary schools.
Given the few secondary schools
available for girls, coupled

with biased subject combinations,
it is obvious that the proportion
of
women at the university level is
relatively small, most of these in the
Arts.

Table

9

shows the number of students enrolled
in East African

universities since independence.

The number of women enrolled has

always been low.
The fact that women are predominantly
found in the Faculty of

Arts and Social Sciences is illustrated
by Table 10 below, which shows

enrollment at the University of Dar-es-Salaam
by areas of specialization.

Women's participation in higher education was made
worse by the

Musoma Party Resolution which abolished direct entry
from secondary
schools into university, requiring an interim period of
work.

This

TABLE 8

FORM IV SUBJECT
COMBINATIONS IN SCHOOLS

Subject combination

Art 1

# of boys'

schools

# of girls'

schools

History, Geography,
Economics
7
1

Art

History, Geography,
Literature in English

7

2

Art

Mathematics, Geography,
Economics

Art 4

History, Kiswah,
Literature in Engl.

5

2
1

Science 1

Physics, Maths,
Chemistry

7
1

Science 2

Physics, Chemist.,
Biology

Science 3

Pure Maths, Appl.
Maths, Physics

Science 4

11

3

3

Chemistry, Biology,
Geography
1

Science

Source.

5

Pure maths,
Applied maths,
Engineering,
Physics

2

1

Chem-Chem UWT University Branch Newsletter
No.

2,

1975

The requirements for university
entrance into Science faculties are as
follows

Course
B.

Sc.

Agriculture

Subject Combination
Chemistry, Biology, Geography,
Physics, Mathematics
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TABLE

8

(continued)

Subject combination

B.

Sc. Forestry

* 0f b0ys

'

Schools

* of girls' schools

Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology

Medicine
Physics, Chemistry, Biology

Engineering

Physics, Mathematics

Hydrology
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry,
Geography

Geology
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry

Source

Mvungi M. Women’s Access to
Higher Education:
Experience p. 7.

Tanzanian
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TABLE

9

TANZANIA STUDENTS ENROLLED
IN EAST AFRICAN
UNIVERSITIES FROM 1961/62 TO
1974/75

1961- Year
196219631965- 1962
1966- 1963
1967- 1964
19681946-1965
19691970- 1966
1971- 1967
1972- 1968
1973- 1969
19741970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

TOTAL

Source.

Males

Females

Total

71

3

73
130
185

9

23

287
385
570
482
546
602
587
803
837
831

20
94
96
96
99
70
98
68
88

701
657
901
905
919

6,389

813

7,202

8

41

74
82
138
208
328
405

664
578
642

Ministry of National Education Comparative
Statistics on
Higher Education, 1961 to 1976.
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worked to the disadvantage
of women since they had
to stop and work
first, and then later
after not less than two
years join the university.
During the first two years
of implementation, there
were hardly
any females to enroll.
For example, during the
1975-76 academic year,
the total first year
intake was 708 students, of
which only 68 were
The low enrollment of women
was basically a result of
the
socio-cultural norms which dictate
that a women is expected
to get
married and have a family.
Most girls were married by
the time they
qualified to go to the university.
This situation was later
corrected
by the government as a result
of the Lindi Resolutions made
by the
Women's Organization (UWT) in
1977.
Today, women are allowed direct
entry to the university from
secondary schools. This is a
positive
measure in an effort to provide
women with equal educational opportunity
The structural relationship between
education and occupations

established during the colonial period
continues today.

Wage employ-

ment is still determined by one’s
level of education, particularly by

paper qualifications.

Since it is only

a

limited number of women who

receive formal education, women’s access
to wage employment and higher
level occupations is minimal.

As illustrated by Table 11, women par-

ticipate in wage employment mainly in the
service sector, i.e., primary
school teaching, nursing and clerical work.

At the managerial levels,

the number of women is nearly non-existent.

Thus, the quantity and

quality of education to which women have access determine
the nature of
their occupations.
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The Fifteenth Biannual

TAW

Conference of 1971

Passed two major resolutions
co„cernin g education.

The first caUed
for an extensive functional
iit Q „
unctional literacy
campaign in order to make
everybody in the country
literate.
For those who had never
received any

education, this was seen
as an important part
of basic education.
The
second resolution emphasized
the necessity of merging
work with education in adult life in
order that education would
be an integral part of
any work program throughout
the nation
(Mbunda,

1975).

The first resolution had
major implications for women,
for they
were the majority among
those who never had an
opportunity for formal
education during and after the
colonial period.
During the colonial
period, education for adults
was neglected. The
Phelps-Stokes Commission (1924), for instance,
made recommendations which
emphasized "relevance" in education, the
education of women, adult mass
education and
family-life education for both
boys and girls.
However, the colonial
administration did very little to
implement these recommendations.

Adult education was left in the
hands of voluntary organizations
and
religious groups.
Two major nonformal education
programs existed for the rural

farmers during the colonial period
and before the Arusha Declaration of
1967.

These were:

development.

the agricultural extension services
and community

The former aimed at increasing the
output of the peasant

farmer through instruction in improved
farming techniques.

The latter,

which operated in urban areas, had social
objectives, which included

preparation for the introduction of modern techniques.
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Agricultural education
through
extpnc^ services was
g
extension
primarily
oriented towards cash
crop production.
Because men owned the
cash
crops, they were the
ones who received
agriculture! trai„i„ in
neu
g
farming techniques.
The extension services
followed the British and
American model which
assumed that men were
the farmers,
reality, it
was women who did,
and still do, most of
the agricultural wort.
Women's basic role in
agricultural production was
neglected, a trend
continued to this date.
There has been much
emphasis on agriculture and rural development
since independence, and
especially after
the Arusha Declaration.
Despite these policies and
directives, not
n.uch effort has been
made to teach women new
agricultural skills and
technology

m

Community development originated
as an effort of the
colonial
government to resettle the World
War II veterans. This already
suggests that women were initially
not part of the program.
However,
as

the concept of development
began to gain ground, the
Department of

Social Welfare was replaced
by the Department of Social
Development.
The community development
approach was described in the first
five year
plan to include
311 the Processes whereby the
efforts of the people them6S are uni ted with those of
both central and local governments
i
nd voluntary
agencies to improve the economic,
social and cultural
life of communities (Rutashobya,
1958: 3).
*

*

i

,

The programs in community development
were mainly concerned with literacy, women’s groups, youth and
self-help projects (Hall,

which literacy was the largest.

1976), of

In addition, women's education was

started under the social welfare division
to provide training in
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sewing, hygiene

handcraits.

nutrition, chiid care,
household organization and
The content of women's
education in community
develops
,

confirms the argument made
earlier by Derryck (1979)
that women's
nonformal education programs
were domestic-oriented and
that they

did

not offer women skills
leading to employment.
In the women's groups,

the emphasis on handicraft
was expanded

to a "mass education"
approach, which stemmed from
an experiment in
Singida (Hall, 1,75).
In this

project attempts were made
through

women's groups to raise the
minimum standards of health,
child care and
nutrition. Emphasis was placed
on the feeding of young
children.
Self-help was central to the
women's groups.
The spread of women's groups
was accelerated also through

UNICEF's sponsorship in training
women group leaders and providing
transport and equipment.

By 1962 over 40,000 women were
reported to be

participating in various women's subjects
in 922 clubs.

By 1960 there

were 2,910 women's groups with
over 155,630 women (Hall, 1975 ).
on,

Later

in cooperation with Umoja Wa
Wanawake, women's groups established

day-care centers, poultry keeping,
literacy classes, gardening and
handcrafts
The two nonformal education programs,
established for the

peasant farmers during the colonial days
and later continued long after
independence, did not benefit women.
The community development program did not train
women in
skills, but, like the formal education program,
it emphasized the roles
of women as wives and mothers while completely
ignoring their central

role in agriculture.

The few literacy classes which existed under
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community development were
mainly attended by men>
and
women remained illiterate.

^

^

Kvidence of women's limited
access to education and
training is
contained in the 1,67
population census data, which
indicated that 94%
of the women ,0 years
and above did not have
more than four years of
schooling, 80% having no
schooling at all. For men,
86% had no more
than four years of schooling
and only 57% had no schooling
at all.
Overall illiteracy rates were:
80% among women and 54% among
men.
The war against ignorance,
poverty and disease was intensified
alter the Arusha Declaration
of 1967 when the political
ideology of
IJjamaa and

Self-Reliance was formulated.

As a consequence the role
of

nonformal education was defined
and various nonformal education
programs were launched to help attain
developmental objectives. From the
inception women have been active
participants in nonformal education
programs.

More specifically, they have been
exceptionally responsive

to the mass education programs,
namely the mass radio campaigns and
the

National Literacy Program.

Women's active involvement was partly

stimulated by the realization that they
had to catch up:
run while others walk."

"they must

Women's participation in nonformal education

has taken different dimensions at
various stages of the programs.

What

can be observed is that women's
participation increases with each

successive program, particularly in the case of
mass-education programs. Two of these programs will be outlined.

The

which cover

r adio
a

study group campaigns

.

The mass education progams,

range of subjects, i.e., politics, agriculture, health

and nutrition, have been directed to the people
in genera], especially
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the peasant farmers.

The use nff

mao,,
SS

a
medla
supported by study groups
-

has proved to be effective
and cheap, especially
in a country Uke
Tanzania where financial
resources are scarce.
Between 1969 and 1975 a
total of five campaigns
were launched. The first
two campaigns were on
a small scale,
and the subjects tackled
were mainly political.
For
these two, no data is
available on women's
participation.
However, it
is not surprising that
women's participation was
negligible. Traditionally, politics was not
a women’s concern.
It was only after independence that women began to
get involved in politics
and even then
on a small scale.
The third campaign, titled
Wakati Wa Furaha (Time
for Rejoicing), was launched
in 1971 to commemorate the
Tenth Independence Anniversary.
The campaign was aimed at
consciousness raising

among the citizens.
and 62% men.

In this campaign the
participation was 38% women

The health campaign that followed
in 1973 attracted 48%

women and 57% men.

The nutrition campaign of 1975
was the most en-

couraging, with women's participation
at 50% (Institute of Adult Education, 1978).
It appears that the choice of
subject for study in a campaign

affects the sex composition of
participants.

Women seem to be at-

tracted to subjects that are directly
related to their problems and
concerns.

This implies that any educational program
designed for women

must relate to their everyday life
realities.
Mbunda (1976) noted the liberating effect of
nonformal education on women as they participated in the
radio study-group discussion.

For centuries, women had been colonized by
men and relegated into the

background of the home and kitchen.

In the study groups, women sat
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together with men to discuss
and t0 plan proJects
equal footing.
The following quote
demonstrates raised

^^^

consciousness
among women concerning
the exploitation and
oppression of women h men:
y

^

ak la

°“
Tukuyu
children could organize
them^fh
A chorus of
women's voices reiected thp iH
f
their
that such a group would
reasons
be dominaterbv^lf
nated by the ' polygamous
T'
man (Mbunda,
1976: 5).

-“LralL'fwh^f Ho?"

am

Uhai in
.?i te
a "d
"
1S OWn stufl
Y group.

t

1

Besides raising consciousness,
the radio mass campaigns
have
xnstil led self-confidence
among women. This was
demonstrated by the
group leadership roles taken
over by women during the
campaigns.
The
Institute of Adult Education was
a good example where
women took up a
leadership role:

eXtremel y surprising to note how
well our
ladv
^
a
ean r conducted
y clean
the sessions when she happened
to
be
the
hairperson and could assign follow-up
duties to our group members
the Director not excluded (Mbunda,
1976:
’

6).

Women also gained knowledge and skills
in food production, poultry
keeping, how to improve the diet,
how to set up canteens and day-care
centers.

The number of women attending clinics
went up and traditional

taboos and practices were abandoned.
seem to have

a

On the whole, the mass campaigns

great potential for educating women and
the public in

general

The_fimctiona l Literacy Program

.

The role that functional

literacy plays in national development and its
contribution toward

uplifting the social economic and political status
of women cannot be
overlooked.

The National Literacy Campaign in Tanzania evolved
from

"the political ideology of Socialism and Self-Reliance
and the national
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VU1

for socio-economic
development" (Kassam,
1978)

.

The campalgn

of illiteracy according
to 1967 population
census was as follows-

TABLE 12

ILLITERACY FIGURES IN
TANZANIA 1967

Male

1

.

2.

3.

Adults 10 years of age
and above
Illiterates 10 years
of age or above

Illiteracy rate for
10 years of age or above

Source

Female

Total

3,948,353

4,206 ,736

8,155,089

2,118,333

3,327,526

5,445,859

54%

80%

67%

* 1
P R
and Sin 8 h B N.
"Performance in Literacy
,
T ests at
; f/
Various Levels in 78 Districts"
in Final
-

,

:

.

tion_Report, July 1973-JnnP 1976

Evalua-

.

The specific objectives of
the Pilot Project were to:

he words used
b)

m

the agricultural and industrial
practices;

ParUCiPantS aPPly thS neW kn0
h!sL economic, social and cultural " led « e and skills to solve their
basic
problems;
efflclent participation in the development
a° f
of their^v^Tl ages, districts,
regions and country;
**

d)

r

integrate adult literacy and adult
education programs with the
general agricultural and industrial
development of the country;
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e)

^
care aud ho m e economils,
whllh
and avoid

t„

Zld Te pTtLTtT^

apse into illiteracy
reUpsHuZInlrZ

lmpart the
Chlld

f ° r conti " ui
"8 education
(Singh & Mbakile, 1976).

AH

the above objectives
had special relevance
for women, as
they were the majority
among the illiterates.
Literacy was viewed as a
necessary tool for acquiring
more knowledge and skills.
The Pilot
Project, however, was only
limited to a small area in
the Lake Regions.
When the National Literacy
Campaign was launched in
1972, there
was a total of 5.9 million
known illiterates throughout
the country.
Of these, 3.3 million, or
56%, were females.
During the same period
about 5.2 million illiterates
enrolled in literacy classes;
among
these, 2.9 million, or
56%, were women.
In 1975, when the campaign
was

assessed,

a

total of 3.8 million participants
in literacy classes

appeared for the national literacy
tests.
women.

Of these, 2.1 million were

Among those who appeared for the
tests

people graduated in literacy.

a

total of 1.9 million

Only 955,380 were women.

By 1975,

therefore, the illiteracy rate had
been reduced to 39%, that is 44%
among women and 34% among men
(Mbakile, 1976).

There is no doubt that women responded
with enthusiasm to the
of Functional Literacy, as indicated
by the figures above.

Through

functional literacy, women were able to
achieve literacy and numeracy
skills, some agricultural knowledge,
knowledge about home economics-

including health and hygiene, nutrition,
child and family care-

vocational skills and political education.

On the other hand, the

enrollment for literacy tests does not reflect the
enthusiasm which
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women had at the beginning
of the program

For instance, returns
from

78 districts in 1975
showed the following
pattern

TABLE 13

ENROLLMENT FOR LITERACY TESTS
IN 1975
(78 DISTRICTS)

Males

1

.

3.

4.

5.

Total

2,561,221

3,299,216

5,860,437

2,287,921

2,897

5,184,982

297,200

378,255

675,455

1,738,406

2,066,062

3,804,468

830,999

1,380,514

The recorded cumulative
figure of illiterate

population
2.

Females

By 1975, enrollment into
literacy classes was

Non Enrollment
Those enrolled and
appeared at the test

Those enrolled but did not
appear at the test

Source

549,515

Mbakile, E.P.R. and Singh, B.N.
July 1973-June 1976.

,

Final Evaluation Report,

Women's initial enrollment was higher
than that of men but their

performance in the literacy tests was only
good at the lower levels,
i.e.

levels 0-111

Tables 14 (a) and (b) reveal that
37 percent (42% males and 33%
females) of those who appeared at the tests
were in Levels III and IV.

According to the national definition for literacy,
these are considered
as literacy graduates.

Among these, 15% comprising Level IV were
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TABLE 14 (a)

PERFORMANCE IN LITERACY TESTS
AT VARIOUS LEVELS
IN 78 DISTRICTS

Level

Males

Below Level
At Level

I:

I:

At Level II:

At Level III:
At Level IV:
iota!

Females

Total

162,489 (40%)

244,175 (60%)

406,664 (100%)

273,485 (42%)

372,308 (58%)

645,793 (100%)

579,485 (43%)

768,541 (57%)

1,348,026 (100%)

416,403 (50%)

412,706 (50%)

829,109 (100%)

306,544 (53%)

268,332 (47%)

574,876 (100%)

1,738,406 (46%)

2,066,062 (54%)

3,804,468 (100%)

TABLE 14 (b)

PERCENTATGE-WISE PERFORMANCE IN THE
LITERACY TESTS
AT VARIOUS LEVELS IN 78 DISTRICTS

Level

Males
(1,738,406)

Below Level

I:

Females
(2,066,062)

Total
(3,804,468)

9%

12%

11%

16%

18%

17%

33%

37%

35%

At Level III:

24%

20%

22%

At Level IV:

18%

13%

15%

100%

100%

100%

At Level

I:

At Level II:

Total

Source.

Mbakile, E.P.R. and Singh, B.N., Final Evaluation
Report,
July 1973-June 1976.
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functionally literate.

(See Figure 3 on page
146 for the definition
of

various levels.)
On the basis of the ,975
assessment the objective
of eradicating illiteracy had not
been achieved and as a
consequence the

attain the objective of the
campai g n continued.

The pro-

jection is that by 1981 the
illiteracy rate will have been
reduced to
the range of 10-15%.

IjjC__im£a£t_of__fu nctional li
t^c^onj^men.

Although Tanzania has

long way to go before complete
literacy is achieved, the
Functional
Literacy Program has made a
positive impact. Kassam (1979)
in his

dialogues with the new literates
pointed out that:
1
h
n in’ entS p rce tions and
P
feeling which have so forcefil ly
li a„r
^
f
and eloquently
been
expressed by
,’

the new literates indict
dramatic changes in the quality of
their lives.
"g *
d
of their former state of
marginality, alienation and fear
feel more self-confident and
have begun to be self-assertive
they
6K auarenes " o£ self the have
become politically
v
consciouLLv h Ve e 8 1
com lete hu™n
they cannot
be exploited and
!nd humiliated
h
M f a in theP same way asdignity,
before thev have
become self-reliant in many ways, they
now'feel like let iJe subjects rather than manipulable objects
and they have begun to demystify social reality (Kassam, 1979:
58).

Ly

>

Among the eight new literates who were
interviewed by Kassam, three
were women.

The following statements are an
expression of their new

political consciousness,

a

feeling of liberation and an acquisition of

new knowledge:

Now that I am literate no one can ask me just
to sign blindlv"
(Rukia Okashi)
"If V° u don't know you are like
(Mwansiti Hamisi).

a

man who is handcuffed"

"Our eyes sparkle now and they can see"
(Paulina Paulo)
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positive effects from the
program included:
(i)

the acquisition of
literacy and numeracy
skills,

(ii)

(iii)

Obstacles Limi ting Women's
Particip ation
The general constraints
limiting women's participation
in the

Functional Literacy Program
were revealed in the national
evaluation of
the program in 1976 (Mbakile,
1976).
The most frequent constraints
mentioned for non-participation
were:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

(vii)

sickness and ill-health
deaths in the villages

farm-oriented activities
j

ourneys

eyesight problems and old age
fear of the literacy tests

lack of understanding of the

1

The above reasons specifically refer
to non-participation in the liter-

acy tests of August 1976.

Other reasons included:

lack of materials,

i.e., pencils and notebooks, lack of
transport, lack of well-trained

literacy teachers, poor leadership, lack of
basic services and facilities (Mbakile, 1976).
In spite of the above-mentioned constraints
women have managed

to participate in the literacy program.

This is an indication that
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WOmen aCe
ate available.

t0

adVa " ta

^

°f

« h ^ver educational
opportunities

What is needed is the
relevant education which

win

enable women to participate
effectively in building a
new Socialist
society.
Such education would
include agricultural training,
SOC i al
and political education,
rural development, planning
and management,
skills leading to income
generation and employment.
Advantage should
be taken of the existing
facilities such as the Party,
the mass media,
the decentralized system
of decision making and
the various government
institutions for nonformal
education.
A further discussion of
these
issues will be presented in
the case study.

Summary

This chapter has reviewed the
various perspectives on women's

access to education and training
on two levels:
and the national level.

the continental level

The chapter has also explored the
relationship

between education and other aspects
of development in an effort to
show
that education is one of the major
determinants of women's level of

participation in development.

In analyzing the factors which
affect

women's access to education and training,
it was observed that the

attitudinal factors were the strongest to
overcome.
educating the whole society toward

a

This calls for

better understanding of the impor-

tant roles played by women in the development
of the nation.

The situation of women in Tanzania is basically
similar to the

situation of women in other countries in Africa.

For instance, there

are some discrepancies in education which Tanzanian
women share with

other countries in Africa:
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CHAPTER
A CASE STUDY:

V

WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION IN
NONFORMA1 EDUCATION
and training

Introduction
The last two chapters
provided a general background
on issues
and trends related to
African women and develops
with a focus on
women
access to education and
training.
The discussion in the
earlier chapters was based
on a literature survey of
studies carried
out by scholars and researchers.
This chapter focuses on a
villagelevel study of women carried
out by the author in a community
of which
she was a part.
The findings in this chapter
are derived from the author's

first-hand experience of living,
working and communicating with the
people in Tanzania, and particularly
with the women of Kabita Ward.
Issues and trends outlined in the
previous chapters are reflected in
this case study.

The chapter is divided into five
sections:

1.

Research procedure

2.

The socio-economic setting

3.

Women's participation in nonformal education

4.

Factors affecting women's participation.
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Research Procedurp
The study of Kabita
Ward took p lace between
April and September
The researcher proceeded
to Mwanza Region, where
contacts were
ma de “ ith
Pe ° Ple
*»«*«*1. District, Divisional
and Ward
levels.
Mwanza Region was purposely
selected because of its
long-time
involvement in the National
Literacy Program. Mwanza
was one of the
Lake regions where the
UNESCO/UNDP Work-Oriented
Adult Literacy Pilot
Project was carried out from
1968 to 1972.
Busega Division, of which
Ward is part, was the actual
sample area for the Pilot
Project.
Besides the experience in
Functional Literacy, Mwanza is
mainly an
agricultural area where women
perform crucial functions. For
these two
reasons the researcher found
Mwanza Region attractive for the
study.

^

“

Among the key people contacted
in the Region were:
a)

The Regional Adult Education
Coordinator,

b)

The Director and staff of the
National Literacy
Center
y uencer
located in Mwanza,

0
Sor^nator^^

Ad “

U

EdUCaU ° n Coordinat « and Assistant

d)

The Magu District Party chairman,

e)

The Magu District Women’s Organization
Secretary,

f)

The Divisional Adult Education Coordinator
for Busega,

g)

The Kabita Ward Adult Education Coordinator
and Party
y
Secretary,

h)

The village chairmen for all the five villages
in the ward.

During the initial contacts with key people,
the purpose of the
research and the method to be used were explained
by the researcher and

authorization was granted.

Originally, the study was to focus on one
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Village, but after detailed
discussion with the Ward
Adult Education
Committee it was decided
that the study should
include all the

five
The rationale for this
decision was that since
the researcher was the first woman
to carry out a study
on women in that
particular ward, it was
important that women in all
the five villages
have a chance to participate
in the study.
The Co^ittee felt that
the
study could stimulate women's
interest in participating in
development
programs and projects. The
Committee's decision that the
study reach
all the women in the five
villages was supported by the
women themselves, who were more than
eager to participate in the
discussions and
interviews

villages.

The five villages to be covered
by the study did not differ
substantially from one another in
terms of socio-economic and
sociocultural setting.
In most cases, the basic
services and facilities

were commonly shared among the
villages.

One major limitation was that

the researcher did not have
enough time and resources to conduct
an

indepth study of all five villages.
a

As the five villages stretch over

distance of fifteen miles, and the
researcher had only

transportation, complete coverage was not
possible.

a

bicyle for

The researcher

spent some time in each village but
her main base was Kabita village,

which also contained the Ward headquarters.
Sa mpling and resea rc h techniques

.

Four women were selected from each

village to participate in the interviews and
discussions.
represented

a

These women

range of variables, i.e., age, educational background,

religion, occupation, ethnic background, marital status,
type of
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household and economic status.

The selection of these
»o.e„ Ka s based

on the recommendations
of the village committees
for Education, Culture
and Social Welfare.
After the researcher had
spelled out the required
variables, ten women were
chosen from each village.
Out of ten, four
were purposely selected
so that the required
variables were represented.
Besides the twenty women,
other groups of women as well
as

nonformal education class
members and women and men leaders
also participated in the study. As the
study proceeded, more men
showed interest in the study and wanted
to be included in the
discussions. This
interest was stimulated through
initial consultation with men
right
from the early stages of the
study.

Information concerning women’s
participation in nonformal education and development was generated
through the following techniques:
a)

Do cumentation
Documents which related to the study
included
village written records available at
the village secretaries’
ices or homes, adult education data
kept by the Ward Adult
ucation coordinator, Ward population
data, meeting reports,
nd actuai materials used in adult
education classes. Published and unpublished materials were
available at the National
Literacy Center in the town of Mwanza.
:

b)

In terviews
Formal interviews were held mainly with
leaders
coordinators and teachers who could read.
Questions were
written in Kiswahili and handed to the
interviewees usually
two or three days before the interviews
took place.
An appointment was made and the questions were
discussed.
Information was either written or tape-recorded.
Informal interviews
were held with village women and men; the
questions posed were
non-directed and the atmosphere was kept very informal.
Women
usually expressed their concerns more effectively
when the
atmosphere was informal and nonthreatening. During the
interviews and discussions, participants, especially men,
insisted
that their information be recorded so as to make sure
it
"would be channelled to the proper authorities." Interviews
with individual women were done at their homes or in the
fields
where the environment was familiar and informal.
:
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e)
d
he eSearCher beCOmin
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h
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All interviews and discussions
were conducted in Kiswahili

unless the participant could not
express herself in Kiswahili, 2 as
was
the case with some elderly women,
especially those who had just en
rolled in literacy classes.

They spoke their vernacular Kisukuma,

which the researcher could also
understand.
Factors which affect women's participation
in education and

development were identified and analyzed
on the following levels:
a)

national level--policies and directives,

b)

community or ward level--socioeconomic
activities and sociocultural practices,

c)

program level--environmental press and participants'
perceptions.

The Socioeconomic, Cultural and Political Setting

Tanzania is administratively divided into twenty regions which
are further divided into districts.

subdivided into wards.

A district has divisions which are

A ward is made up of villages, each village
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comprising 250-600 households.

For each ten househofds
there is

leader Known as the "ten
ceil leader."

a

A cell leader
represents his

cell on the village level

The Kabita Ward in which
the study took place
is composed of
frve villages, namely
Bukabile, Nyakaboja, Kabita,
Nyamikoma and
Shimanilwe. All the five
villages lie along the
Mwanza-Musoma Road on
the shores of Lake Victoria
about sixty miles away from
Mwanza Town.
Kabita is one of the six wards
which comprise Busega Division,
which is
part of Magu District. Magu
is one of the seven
districts in Mwanza
Region.

Population

The ward has a total population
of 10,677 people.

.

total number of households is
1,840.

The

The major ethnic group is the

Wasukuma, who constitute about
13% of the total population of Tanzania
The other ethnic groups found in
Kabita include the Wajita, Wakerewe
and Wazinza
Traditionally, the Wasukuma lived in
isolated households
.

(Kaya) but after the introduction
of Ujamaa policy and the declaration

of 'Operation Vijiji,” people now
live together in villages.

Operation Vijiji brought about profound
changes in the settlement pattern of the Wasukuma.
region is very much

a

The present pattern of villages in the

result of the Party Policies.

size of villages has increased.

Since 1975 the

The Villages and Ujamaa Villages Act

of 1975 stipulated that all villages be
registered as economic and

administrative units.

Under this Act only those villages with 250-600

households qualify to register.

Some villages therefore were joined
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together to form the present
size villages.

Table 15 gives the
break-

down of the total
population in all the five
villages.
In the previous
chapters,

it was observed that
women form the

majority of the labor force
in the rural areas.

males.
is

The population statrs-

Table 15 show that the
female population is higher
than that of
In Nyamikoma village,
for instance, the number
of female adults

1,090 while that of male
adults is only 420.

This imbalance could
be explained by the fact
that Nyamikoma village was
formed in 1974 by

people who moved in from the
surrounding scattered homesteads.
Women
y have moved in larger numbers
than men. Moreover, in
Nyamikoma
several households are
polygamous, thus adding to the
number of women.
Women in Kabita Ward therefore
re^re form aa larger proportion of
the labor
force, and their contribution
to the economy is crucial.

The proportion of all children
under fourteen years is nearly
half the population of the
entire ward.

This has implication for the

roles of women as mothers and
teachers of children.

Since there is no

day-care center for children in the
ward, it is not unusual to find
little girls taking care of their
younger siblings instead of going to
school

ViUa^Administration.

Each of the five villages in Kabita has

a

government which was formed after the 1975
Villages and Ujamaa Villages
Act.

The structure of the government in the
villages is as follows:
(i)

The Village Council:

Each village has a village council democratically
elected
by the Village Assembly.
The village council deals with the
overall administration of the village.
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(ii)

The Village Committees:
In order to facilitate
the smooth running of
the village
administration each village
council has five committees,
namely

(iii)

a)

Planning and Finance

b)

Production and Marketing

c)

Education, Culture and Social
Welfare

d)

Security and Defense

e)

Works and Transport.

The Village Chairman and
Secretary:
1386

haS a “ eleCted
and secres P°nsible for the day-to-day
adminxstration
is^ration of
o? the
thf village.
-n
In all the five villages
the
C
rman
SGCretary Were also the Party
Branch
chairman and secretary, respectively.
The following chart
StrateS
detai1 the structu re of the Village
govern-

^i

retard

^

'T'j

1

^

ment

Figure 4 shows the village government
structure.
Eco nomic activities

.

The major economic activities of
Kabita fall into

three categories, namely, agriculture,
livestock and fishing.

The

other activities such as crafts,
shopkeeping and petty trading are

generally carried out as part-time occupations
in addition to the major
activities

Agriculture

.

Agriculture is the most important activity not

only in Kabita Ward but in the whole of Mwanza
Region.

The major cash

crop is cotton, which is grown by almost all
the households in the
ward.

Rice is grown basically for subsistence but, to

a

certain ex-

tent, some farmers earn some cash from the sale
of rice.

Millet and

sorghum were the indigenous grains among the Wasukuma, but
over the
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structure.

government

village

The

4.

Fig.
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years the higher yield
cassava and maize have
taken their place.
Potatoes, peanuts, beans and
peas are grown for local
consumption.
Rainfall distribution is
uncertain but the major rainy
season is between November and May.
The drought conditions
are reflected by the
predominance of the two subsistence
crops-cassava and sorghum-,
which
are more drought-resistant.
The household is the main
source of labor.
in agricultural operations,

household activities.

Labor is required

cattle-rearing, house-construction
and

The two peaks of high labor-demand
occur during

the cultivation operation
in November and December
and the harvesting

operation in June and July, when
cotton and rice are harvested.
There is no marked division of
labor between men and women in
agriculture. Usually, the household
fields are a joint responsibility
of the family, all of whom work
together on the same operations at
one
time.

Individual fields of cotton and other
favored crops are culti-

vated independently by members of
the household.

For instance, the

younger members of the family cultivate
their own cotton fields for
cash income.

They may also grow other crops for both
subsistence and

cash.

During the time of the research, the author
observed young men,

mostly primary school leavers, harvesting onions
and cabbages which
they sold at the local markets.

While men are mostly engaged in the

production of cotton and some food crops like rice and
cassava, women
are engaged in the production of all food crops.

labor to cotton production.

Women also contribute

The head of the household, or patriarch,
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Food preparation and
preservation, fetching
water and
firewood, earing for
children and the6 sick
cleaning and washing
are
women's responsibilities.
•

>

IiZ££tock.

Cattle-keeping among the
Wasukuma is

enterprise.

a

joint social and

The value of livestock
among the Wasukuma has

been described by Collinson
in the following words:
inherit able "obligations to'
the
reaching.
With the uncerta^t
prices, livestock have an
fence crop
(Collinson, 1972, pp. 1-2)
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Besides cattle, other animals
kept in the Ward include
goats and sheep.
The following table shows
the distribution of livestock
in the ward
Eilhing.
Victoria.

Fishing activities are carried
out by men on lake

Fish is the major source of
protein in the area, as meat

tends to be more expensive.

Women petty traders buy fish either

directly from the fishermen or
from the fish mongers for re-selling
purposes.

The fish may be either fried or
smoked and is eventually

sold to consumers in the local
villages.
Ot her activities

trading and gardening.

.

These include crafts, poultry keeping,
petty

Besides agricultural and household work,
women

raise chickens and ducks mainly for
household consumption.

Vegetable
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TABLE 16

DISTRIBUTION OF LIVESTOCK IN
KABITA WARD

Village

Owners

Bukabile
Nyakaboj a
Kabita
Shimanilwe
Nyamikoma

Source:

Cattle

57
56
41
113
102

1,189
1,526
621
1,480
1,238

369

6,204

Ward Party Secretary'

gardening is on

a

s

Goats

Sheep

481
649
222
573
498

467
404
45
451
230

2,423

1,597

Office, Kabita, 1980.

very small scale.

With the introduction of health

and nutrition programs in
Adult Education, people are
being encouraged
to eat vegetables, fruits
and eggs.
Crafts include carpentry, masonry,
brick-laying, mechanics, pottery,
weaving, sewing and basketry.
There
are also a few shops in the
ward where people buy consumption
items

including clothing shoes and hardware.
Bas ic services and facilities

.

Kabita has the advantage of being

located along the main road which runs
between the two regional head-

quarters of Mwanza and Musoma.

Each village has

a

bus stop but this

does not guarantee transporation
from one village to another.

The few

buses that are available usually serve
people traveling long distances

Apart from the major road, there are other
smaller roads running
through the villages.

These are mainly used by landrovers and motor-

cycles carrying officials from the District
headquarters.

A more
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frequent and

r el labl e

m ea„s of transport
both for people and
luggage
remains the blcy e le
During the harvest tfme
for cotton, i.e.,
f„ June
and July, women and
children could he seen
carrying bundles of
cotton
on their heads in rows
heading for the cotton-buying
posts located in
each village.
Men use bicycles
moree often
nft-on t-u
y
than women especially
in the
case of transporting
luggage.
.

The lake (Lake Victoria),
popularly called the "ocean"
by the
local people, is the only
permanent and reliable source
of water supply
for all purposes.
Pipes had been installed
in Kabita village to
provide running water, and
this facility was to be
spread to all the five
lages.

During the time of the study,
the pumping machine had
been
out of function for six
months, no repairs having been
made due to lack
of finances.
Some villages, such as
Shimanilwe, are located far from
the lake; women and children
thus walk for four miles to
fetch water.

Bicycles may be used to transport
water from time to time but, in
most
cases, women carry water on
their heads. The containers mostly
used
are buckets, plastic jugs, clay
pots and gourds.

During the rainy

season, water is available in
abundance in wells, ponds and streams,
but all these sources dry up
in the dry season thus forcing
people back
to the lake.
One of the commonest waterborne
diseases in the area is

bilharzia whose origin is attributed
to the poor quality of water, including water from the lake.

According to the data obtained from the

dispensary, bilharzia is one of the top
five diseases attacking children in the area.

Medical and health services in the ward are scarce.

There is

only one dispensary (Nyashimo) located at
the Ward Headquarters.

The
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same dispensary serves
the whole of Buseea
ega Division, composed
of six
wards.
The dispensary therefore
eaters to a population
of 49,336
people.
The dispensary has the
capacity of twenty-six
beds
thirteen
general ward, ten in the
maternity ward, two in the
private room
and one for the isolation
room.
There are twenty- four
workers altogether, including two
medical assistants, nursing
assistants, and
ward attendants. Only
minor operations can he
performed in this dispensary.
All serious cases are
referred to th*
reierred
the p
Regional „General Hospital, which is located in
Mwanxa town, about sixty
miles away.
:

•

n

Dispensary records revealed
that more women than men go
to the
dispensary. This is because
women, besides being treated,
take their
children and relatives for
treatment.
total of 12,377 patients were
treated.

For example, in April 1980

a

Of these, 8,530 were women.

The commonest diseases
treated at the dispensary are:

malaria, hook-

worm, measles, bilharzia,
dysentery, and anemia.

Religious worship in the ward is
organized through Christian
churches.
There are two Roman Catholic
churches and two Protestant
churches belonging to the African
Inland Church.
is quite small;

koma village.

education.

The number of Moslems

there is only one mosque in the ward,
located in NyamiThe Catholic church is quite influential,
especially in

The nuns, for instance, run several
women's projects of

handcrafts, childcare and religion.
The Party offices for both the Ward and
Division, are located

m

Nyashimo on the Mwanza-Musoma Road in Kabita
village.

The Party

chairmen and secretaries handle day-to-day
political and administrative
issues
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The post office, primary
court and shopping
center are all
located at the ward head
q uarters
Cotton-buying posts are
available in
each village. There
are only two flour
.ills for the whole ward.
The
Nyanhanga shopping center
was formerly donated
by Asians, and a few
of the. are still around.
Ite.s lihe clothes, hardware,
food and daily
baste commodities can be
found here.
Apart fro. this shopping
center,
each village has a cooperative
shop run by the villagers.
During the
time of the study, there
was an acute shortage of
basic commodities,
including food items. Table
17 shows the distribution
of basic services and facilities.
.

—

UCati ° n

The declar£>tion of Universal
Primary Education (UPE) has
obliged parents to send their
children to school. Children who
were
seven years and above were
enrolled in the seven primary
schools available in the ward.
Out of a total of 4,732 children
aged up to fourteen
years, 26% were enrolled. No
secondary school exists; those
pupils who
get selected to go to secondary
school have to go to other regions
-

depending on the specialization for
which they have been selected.
Figures for secondary school students
in the Ward were not available.
Table 18 shows the enrollment in
primary schools by sex.
It can be noted from the enrollment
figures that girls'

ment at the primary level is nearly
equal that of boys'.

enroll-

In some

cases, the number of girls exceeds that
of boys, i.e., in the case of

Nyashimo, Mwamayombo and Kabujaja.

This supports the assumption made

earlier that the enrollment of girls is highest
at the primary level.
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TABLE 17

KABITA WARD:

Services and Facilities

BASIC SERVICES AND
FACILITIES

Distribution

Primary Schools
7

Rural Technical Center
1

Dispensary
1

Primary Court
1

Police Station
0

Shopping Center
1

Post Office
1

Flour Mills
3

Cotton-Buying Post

6

Churches
4

Mosque
1

Party Offices (CCM)

2

Bus Stops
4

Source:

Observation by the author, April 1980.

(for primary
school leavers)
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TABLE 18

PRIMARY SCHOOL ENROLLMENT
IN KABITA WARD

Name of School

Kabita
Nassa
Nyashimo
Mwamayombo
Nyamikoma
Kabuj a j a
Chumve

TOTAL

Source:

Male

Female

265

262

161

153

276
126
252

284

Total

135
174

138
182
140
130

527
314
560
264
434
275
304

1,370

1,275

2,645

Ward Education Coordinator's
Offi ce, Kabita, 1980.

The schools have seven
grades each which are split
into several
strea,„s.
The total number of teachers
for all the seven schools
is only
sixty- two.
It should be noted here
that the same teachers are
also

responsible for adult education
with the assistance of volunteer
teachers.

The subjects taught in primary
school are not sex-biased

except at for the seventh grade
level where there is emphasis on
Domestic Science for girls. However,
these days boys, too, opt to take

Domestic Science.
The only post-primary institution
available in the ward is the

Post Primary Rural Technical Center
at Bulima, about four miles from
the ward headquarters.

The center has

a

two-year vocational program,

enrolling twenty boys and twenty girls

a

year.

clude carpentry, ironsmithery

,

Subjects for boys in-

masonry and handicrafts.

English, math,

Kiswahili and political education are subjects
taught to both boys
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and girls.

The subject combination
for girls is as follows:

childekeeping, cookery, nutrition,
needlework, knitting, laundry
and handwork. All these
subjects can only prepare
girls to become good
wives and mothers. As
suggested earlier, vocational
education for
women does not offer them
competitive employment-oriented
skills.
In
the case of Bulima, it was
noted that the female
graduates usually go
back to their own villages,
which do not offer them any
employment.
The villages do not even
have the resources which the
girls could use
for self-employment.
As a result, girls become
frustrated and go to
towns looking for whatever
jobs they can get. Most of
them are em-

ployed as baby-sitters, cooks or
house-keepers.
Nonforma 1 education activities in
the ward are centered on
literacy.
Other programs include political
education and women's
groups.

The women's groups are conducted
by the Roman Catholic Mission

through the nuns.

Literacy and political education are
organized by

the Adult Education centers.

Every primary school is an Adult Educa-

tion center, and the headteacher is
the coordinator of the center.

A

further discussion of the various nonformal
education programs in the

ward will be presented in the next
section.

Women's Participation in Nonformal Education
By 1976 the five villages in Kabita Ward had
formed governments
and the Ward Adult Education Coordinator had
been appointed.

Nonformal

education activities mainly focused on functional literacy
training.
The focus on functional literacy has not been

a

question of choice but

the result of lack of resources to initiate other programs.

However,
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there had been other
program prior to 1976, some
of whcch „ ere
going on. Such programs
lncluded agricultural

study campaigns

^

,

stm

women's self-help groups
and political education.

I„

order to identify and
analyze factors which affect
women's participation in nonformal education,
the above-mentioned
programs will be
briefly reviewed insofar as
their impact on women was
concerned.
However, the major focus
will be on the functional
literacy program in
which women participated more
actively than in any other
program.
The following factors will
be examined:
(1)

facilitative factors;

(2)

reasons for attending the literacy
program;

(3)

problems and constraints.

It should be mentioned that
emphasis will be on those factors
which

specifically relate to women's roles
and status which help to give
women their identity.

Ag ricultural training

.

Training in agriculture through
extension per-

sonnel goes far back to the colonial
days when attempts were being made
to increase cotton production.

Several women, most of them now in

their late fifties and early sixties,
revealed that during the colonial
days, they learned on the spot through
demonstration how to plant

cotton in rows, how to space plants and
to select good seeds.

However,

the same women also revealed that the
Bwana Shamba (extension per-

sonnel) usually talked to men who were
expected to pass on the informa-

tion to their wives
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The subsistence crops
such as cassava, maize,
potatoes, mlUet
and beans, which were
primarily a woman's
responsibility, were not
covered by the extension
services.
Close observation indicated
that
the agricultural trainrng
may not have had an i mp
act on „om e„ because
they were still using
the traditional ways
of farming.

With the introduction of
the Ujamaa policy it
was assumed that
women would have access
to agricultural
gricuitural land,
lanrl
training and credit input
on the same level as men.
In the case of Kabita,
women could use the
land as members of
households while it was
registered in men's names.
Only single women had land
titles.
The majority of the women
received
information about agriculture
through literacy classes. For
those who
did not attend classes, only
a limited amount of
information was available from the extension
personnel on an irregular basis.
Credit inputs
were unknown to women, since
they did not own any cash
crops.
Moreover, available extension
services were still concentrated
on cotton
while subsistence crops did not
receive much attention except in
the
•

case of rice, which is both

a

•

cash and food crop.

The agricultural training
experience in Kabita substantiates

several assumptions made earlier
about African women:
a)

They have been left out of agricultural
training and their
crucial role in agricultural production
has been neglected;

b)

Agricultural training and extension services
are still focused
on cash-crop production while
subsistence crops primarily
grown by women are not given attention;

c)

Agricultural input, i.e., credit and loans, are
directed to men
who are essentially household heads and
owners of land and
therefore cash crops.
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In short,

there is an urgent
need to train women
in agriculture as
they
continue to be the mai
„ producers of both cash
and food crops.
This is
-re so in Tanzania, where
develops efforts are focused
on rural
development and where
agriculture is the bacKbone
of the economy.
The Ward Adult Education
coordinator

revealed that nearly half
the adult education in
Kabita had participated in the mass radio-study
campaigns carried out between
1973

and
The most popular, which
women still remembered for
its impact

1975.

was the

(Man is Health) of

1

973

.

for those women and me!

who had participated in
the campaign, its positive
impact was demonstrated in the following
acquired practices:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

boiling or filtering drinking
water
building and using latrines
cleaning areas around houses
cleaning areas around water
sources

abandoning traditional taboos
affecting women and chilren s nutrition, such as
restricting women from eating
mg
eggs and chicken

women attending health and maternal
clinics.

Besides acquiring the practices,
women talked about the acqui-

sition of knowledge of certain
diseases and how to prevent them.

They

also revealed that their participation
in the discussion groups had

helped them gain self-confidence.

Women could express themselves in

public, and they could argue with their
menfolk.

This point is very

important to note because traditionally
among the Wasukuma, women are
not supposed to be vocal in the presence
of men.
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There was

general agreement among
those women who had
participated that campaigns
were effective toois of
disseminating informa

these campaigns was that
they lasted for too short

a

time.

Since mass radio campaigns
do not reqnire literacy,
they have
great potential of reaching
a large number of
rural women who are
ususally semi-literate or
illiterate. There is need for
further research into the possibility
of reaching rural women
through mass
radio-study campaigns.

Women

s

self-h elp groups

Kabita is not new.

.

The concept of women’s self-help
groups in

Traditionally, the Sukuma women
have formed groups

of neighborhoods for the
purpose of helping each other with
agricul-

tural work.

objective.

These informal groups still exist
to fulfill the same

Formal women’s groups were introduced
in Tanzania in the

nineteen forties under the community
development program.
Women in Kabita had formed groups
to meet
but these collapsed as soon as they
had started.

a

variety of needs

During the time when

the study was carried out, there
was one group which seemed to have

lasted for several months.

This was the Nyashimo Women’s Handicraft

group, which was started on January
15, 1980, under the auspices of the

Roman Catholic parish at Nyashimo.
The group was initiated by the church in
order to provide

Catholic women with opportunities to improve their
families through
training in childcare, cookery, sewing, pottery, mat
and basket weaving,

religion and nutrition.

The group started with

a

total of fifty

a
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women under the leadership
snip of

a

who were p rimary school
leavers.

mittee composed

„f

Pat-w
Catholic
nun assisted by two
teachers
•

The

^^^

^

^

two men and one woman,
a chairperson and
a sec-

retary
The group met every
Monday and Wednesday from
three to five
o clock in the
afternoon in a small building
which had been reserved
by
the parish for the
group.
The building also
contained a couple of
shelves stacked with
religious books for those
who could read.
Litercy was not a prerequisite
for joining the group
and as such, many
women were attracted to the
group because they could
learn through
demonstrations. The women in
the group ranged from
seventeen years to
seventy-five. The younger women
were mostly literate, while
the older
women were either attending
classes or had not enrolled in
literacy
classes.
In terms of interests, the
younger women were more attracted
to sewing, embroidery,
childcare, cookery and reading.
The older women

concentrated on pottery, weaving
and cookery.

There were no special-

ists to teach the crafts, but
women learned from each other.

When asked why they joined the
group, the women expressed three

major objectives.
sell to earn cash.

First, they wanted to make products
which they could

Such products included children’s
clothes, school

uniforms, bedsheets, tablecloths, mats,
baskets and decorations.

Un-

fortunately, the market for these products
was difficult to find.
Secondly, women wanted to learn how to
sew their children's clothes as
these were becoming too expensive for
them to afford.

Thirdly, they

wanted to learn how to improve the nutritional
standards of their
families through better cooking, childcare and
nutrition.
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Despite these interests
and enthusiasm to join
the group,
several constraints were
experienced. The number-one
problem was the
lack of resources, both
financial and material.
The secretary of the
group informed the researcher
that essential materials
like cloth,
thread, needles, dyes,
notebooks, pencils, sugar,
flour and cookilg oil
were difficult to get.
The shortage of these
materials resulted from
the general shortage of
essential commodities in the
country at that
time.
Another problem was the lack
of markets for the products.
Items
like school uniforms and a
few well-made children's
clothes were sold
easily, but the rest of the
products were still not sold.
The problem
of lack of markets was
identified as being one of the
major constraints
faced by the many women's
economic groups, not only in
Tanzania but in
other countries too, i.e., Kenya
(Huston:

1979 ).

The problem of leadership was
also observed, although women
did
not want to disclose it.

After attending four sessions, the
researcher

could observe growing tension
between the parish personnel and the

group members over decision making.

while the women implemented them.

The parish made all the decisions
For instance, women resented the

idea of having the parish keep all
the money earned from the sale of

products made by the group.

The nun would collect and keep all the

money as well as decide what to do with
it.

Some women felt they were

being cheated.
The parish worked hard to keep the group
in action, but un-

fortunately, by October the group had disbanded due
to lack of good

leadership and organization.

To a certain extent, the group had served

to meet some of the women’s needs, but on the
other hand, the
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neighborhood groups which
women have always
utilized for communal
work
were still strong.
This calls for furthe;
study of existing
informal
groups in order to find
out how these could
be utilized for
nonformal
education activities.

£5ii^^ucati02.

Political education was
organized for those who

wanted to become Party
ambers.

A three-month training
program was

a

prerequisite to obtain the Party
membership card.

The content of the
progran, included the
origins and history of the
Party, feudalist,

capitalist and socialist.

The course was taught by
teachers selected

by the Party.

Woten dotinated the political
education classes.

For instance,
in the two classes that
were observed, in one class
of twenty students,

thirteen were woten, and in the
other of twenty-two students,
fifteen
were woten.
Discussions with the participants
of the program revealed
that both men and women joined
the classes only because it was
a re-

quirement to obtain Party membership.

The women went further to ex-

plain how crucial it was these days
to have

a

CCM card, as it was

a

very important identification
document.
In terms of content, the program
focused on the origin, objec-

tives and functions of the Party.

literacy was not

a

requirement.

The teaching was done orally, as

Considering the age of the partici-

pants, their other work and family
pressures, it was not easy to assess

how much knowledge was gained or retained.
felt literacy should be made

a

that learning could be easier.

Those who were literate

prerequisite for joining the program so
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When asked by the researcher
what kind of political
educat
would be appropriate, women
participants expressed interest
in the
following areas:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

human rights
women's rights in marriage
and inheritance
how the government works
the policy of Ujamaa and
self-reliance

(v)

laws and how they are made

(vi)

how to campaign for leadership
positions

(vii)

about Ujamaa villages

(viii)

about other people in other parts
of the world.

Women considered these subjects
to be very important and necessary to them if they were to
progress. However, neither the
political
education program nor the other nonformal
education programs covered
them.

Some of the listed subjects may have
been available in books and

other reading materials, but the literacy
level for the majority of the

women was still low.
In summary, a brief review of the
four programs outlined above

indicated that women's needs and concerns
have not been addressed.

Considering the crucial roles which women play
in agriculture, in the
household and community in the rural areas, it
was expected that nonformal education programs would take these into
consideration.

All

nonformal education programs except for the women's
self-help groups
have been directed to whole populations, with the
assumption that women
are going to benefit too.
pen.

Women

s

From experience, this does not always hap-

unique learning needs, which are dictated by the roles
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they play, should be taken
into account in the planning
stages of the
programs
It appears that women are
attracted to programs whose content relates to their daily
lives and concerns.
The women's self-help
groups, short as they may last,
seem to attract women as they
usually
include remunerative skills in
handicrafts and small-scale industries
as well as knowledge about
home improvement, childcare and
nutrition.
While women acquire skills and
knowledge, they also earn cash by
sell.

ing what they produce.

Practical skills and knowledge are
very impor-

tant considerations in planning
programs in which women participate.
The Functional Literacy Program

An overview of Tanzanian women's
participation in the National

Literacy Program was given in Chapter

4.

Here

a

brief background of

the implementation of the Pilot Project
is necessary, as Busega Divi-

sion, of which Kabita Ward is part, was
involved.

The UNDP/UNESCO Work-Oriented Adult Literacy
Project, which

preceded the National Literacy Program, became
operational in 1968-1972
in the lake regions of Mwanza, Mara, Shinyanga
and West Lake.

The

Project was planned for illiterate peasant farmers in four
pilot districts of the above regions.

The main purpose of the Project was to

assist the government of Tanzania in organizing and implementing

a

work-oriented adult literacy pilot project closely linked with vocational training, particularly in agriculture, and to train the national

counterparts, supervisors and trainers of literacy teachers in the new

approach and techniques of functional literacy.
tives, see Chapter 4.)

(For specific objec-
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The Project was implemented
through three phases:

preparatory phase covering the first
year (1968); an operational phase
of two
years (1969/70), dnring which period
functional literacy was introduced
in well-defined and specific,

a

limited pilot areas in order to gain
the

necessary experience before extension
on

a

wider basis; and an expan-

sion phase (1971/72) covering the last
two years of the life of the
Project.

The pilot areas included the following
divisions:
a)

Busega Division in Mwanza Region

b)

Nansimo Division in Mara Region

c)

Negezi Division in Shinyanga Region

d)

Ihangiro Division in West Lake Region. The Lake
Region in

general was selected for the Project because it
is an area which produces and processes the country's most important
cash crops such as
cotton, coffee and tea.

Other cash crops are rice and bananas.

same area is important for fishing and cattle keeping.

nized that the existence of
area was

a

a

The

It was recog-

high percentage of illiteracy in this

bottleneck to further economic expansion, as it was diffi-

cu lt for farmers to understand and apply new methods and
techniques in

agriculture
The Project started with twenty-seven literacy classes with 490

learners in Busega Division in 1968, using the national primer "Jifunze
Kusoma, Kitabu cha Kwanza" (Learn How to Read, Book One).

By 1971, the

first year of the expansion phase, 4,462 functional literacy classes

with

a

total 177,367 learners had been started in the pilot districts

(Ministry of National Education: 1972).
duced for the following programs:

Reading materials were pro-
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

cotton

bananas
rice

fishing

(v)

cattle keeping

(vi)

home economics

(vii)

politics.

The teaching of literacy was
divided into theoretical and
practical courses each lasting for
a period of about two
years.

Kiswahili, the national language,
was the medium of instruction.

The

majority of the teachers were voluntary
teachers (primary school
leavers).
Primary school teachers and extension
personnel also participated in the teaching.

A substantial majority of literacy
parti-

cipants were women who continued to
dominate numerically in the

National Literacy Campaign of 1972.
During the time of this study, the majority
of the women who

participated in the literacy program in Kabita
had enrolled in the
program during the National Campaign after
1972.

However, there were

a

few women who had been on and off the
program from the time when it was

still

a

pilot project.

Wo men and funct io nal literacy

tion census, Kabita had

men and 1,521 women.

I

According to the 1978 national popula-

total of 3,622 literate adults, that is 2,101

The number of illiterate adults was 2,323, out of

whom 1,452 were women.
classes, levels

a

.

to IV.

The ward had

a

total of seventy-seven literacy
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The functional literacy
cycle was divided into
theory and
practice.
The first period, during
which theoretical courses
were
taught, lasted fro. May to
September, which is basically
a dry season.
During this season, the major
agricultural occupation was cotton
harvesting and processing. The
theoretical subjects taught included:
writing, reading, arithmetic,
political education and home
economics.
These subjects were taught in
classes of various sizes, ranging
from
twenty to thirty-five participants.
Although the primary schools were
centers for adult education, they
could not accommodate all the
literacy classes, and so the literacy
classes took place nearly everywhere.

For instance, the five classes that
were observed took place in the

following places:

tree sheds, the ten cell leaders'
houses, church

venue, the Party office and at the
local market place.
The second period lasted from October
to April,

a

rainy season

during which most of the agricultural
activities took place.

For

instance, the cultivation of cotton took
place between November and
April.

The cultivation of rice, maize and other
grains was done be-

tween October and March.
classes did not meet on

During this period, the functional literacy
a

regular basis, but literacy teachers and

extension personnel visited farmers and carried out
demonstrations on
the farms.

The shortage of extension personnel, and the lack of

transportation to cover

a

larger area, made it impossible for all the

farmers in literacy classes to be reached regularly.

During the period of observation, the functional literacy

participants met three times

a

day

The majority of the teachers were

,

from 3:10 to 3:50 p.m.

week, i.e., Monday, Tuesday and Wednes-
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voluntary teachers:

out of eighty-three for
Kabita Ward, fifty „ ere

volunteers.

Literacy participants were
mostly farmers, the majority
being women in le vels I-IV.
Above the fourth level
(continuing education classes), women were
in the minority.
The focus of this study
was
on levels I-IV where women
were in the majority.
Despite the fact that women
were the majority in literacy
classes, they were also the
first to drop out, and their
attendance was
more irregular than that of
men.
Interviews with the teachers
revealed
that women's performance
was not as good as that of
men and that those
women who made it to the fourth
level and beyond were those
who had
previously attended school for at
least two years.
Thus, the majority
of women literacy participants
were found in the first three
levels.
Thrs factor is evidenced by Table
19, which shows enrollment in literacy classes by levels.
The observation made earlier,
that women form the majority of
the illiterates in Africa and that
they usually dominated literacy

classes, was confirmed by the data
obtained in Kabita.

The fact that

women dominate literacy classes is
evidence of the existing inequality

between men and women in the field of
education.

For instance, in

1970, of the 783 million illiterates throughout
the world, 468 million

were women (UNESCO:

1977).

Factors Affec ting Women’s Participation in
Functional Literacy
Several factors have been identified as either facilitating
or

inhibiting participation in nonformal education programs.

Mbakile

(1979) in his study, "Problems of Motivation in Nonformal Education
in
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Tanzania

,

^

singled out the political
ideology and actions to
have been
thC mOSt inflUential
mobilization and subse ue„t
q
active involvement of
the learners.
On the other hand,
the evaluation
reports of the Worh-Oriented
Adult Literacy Project
and the National
Literacy Campaign pointed
out the socio-economic
and cultural factors
to have constrained
the participation in
the two programs.
The other
inhibiting factors were
identified as being technical
(Singh and
Mbakile, 1976). This section
focuses on the factors
which facilitate
as well as those which
hinder women's participation
in the National
Literacy Program.
The facilitative factors
to be examined are the
tical ideology, policies and
P
actions. Women's motivation
for
participation will also be examined.
The study assumes that women
have
many and varied aspirations
for learning which influence
their participation.
Inhibiting factors include
socio-economic and socio-cultural
constraints, specifically related
to the roles and status of
women in
society.
Program-related problems are also
examined.
"

Facilitative factors

.

Political ideology ajid_actions

.

The initiation and imple-

mentation of nonformal education
programs in Tanzania have been encouraged by

a

strong and committed political will
(see Chapter 2).

Because of political backing, millions
of people have been mobilized
into literacy classes.

The political will referred to here
is re-

flected in the Party’s constitution, creeds,
declarations and resolu
tions.

It

is also reflected in the government
actions that followed
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Right from Its inception
in 1954, the Party
believed in equal
human rights and equal
opportunities for every
citizen.
The constitution stipulated that all
citizens should educate
themselves to the best
of their ability for
the benefit of all.
In 1967> the Arusha
Declara .
tion defined specific
objectives and a program for
socialism and selfreliance with emphasis on
labor-intensive development
projects and
decentralization of government
plans and policies in order
to increase
people's involvement in the
development
pmenc process
Tho government
process.
The
had to
mobilize all the resources of
the country to overcome
poverty, ignorance, and disease.
The role of nonformal
education in mobilizing
people for development was
emphasized.
The following are some of
the
Party decisions and resolutions
related to nonformal education:
(i)

amati ° n

Tanzania
(ii)

trictsT wo!°
(iii)

°f

‘

97 ° 35 3n A<Jult Ed ««ion
Year in

eCadiCate 1UiteraCy

“

the

di

-

the resolutions of 1971 that
illiteracy be wiped out in
he country by 1975; that adult
education classes be
established in all places of work
and that plans for
Universal Primary Education be worked
out.

The impact of the above resolutions
and declarations on women
can be seen in the soaring female
enrollment figures in the literacy

program between 1970 and 1975.

Female enrollment rose from 174,865 in

1970 to 2,334,506 in 1975 (Ministry
of National Education,

1976).

Not

only did women enroll in the literacy
program but they also partici-

pated actively in the radio study campaigns
in 1973-1975 (see Chapter 1).

Female enrollment in primary schools under the
Universal

Primary Education program increased substantially.
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In addition to the
Patty policies and
actions as they telate
to
women, mention mast he
made of the women's
organize^, the

U^

(UWT)

With support and e„coura
8 ement from the

.

Party and g ovetnm e„t,
the organization has
been an important tool
for
consciousness raising among
women.
Despite many problems that
the
organization faces, it has
managed to involve women
in literacy and
other nonformal education
programs, income generation
activities,
day-care centers and hostels.
In Kabita, only one
village, Nyamlhoma,
had a UWT branch which
was active and engaged
in income-generation
activities, which included a
canteen and beer brewing.
The other
villages had made attempts
to form UWT branches, but
women gave up
because of poor leadership.
Both the village leaders and
women in
Kabita recognized the importance
of having UWT branches but
leadership
was still lacking.

Government actions
(i)

.

Vil lagization

.

By 1977, more than thirteen
million

people were already living in
villages in Tanzania.
cant change in

a

This is

a

signifi-

nation where the rural population
had been scattered.

ViHagization has facilitated women’s
participation

in several ways:

first, now that people are living
together in close proximity, walking

distances to educational centers have
been reduced.
t i°n

’

both adults

a nd

education centers.

Before villagiza-

children used to walk for long distances
to go to

For instance, the nearest primary school
for

Nyamikoma village was Nyashimo, which is
about six miles away.

every village has
education.

a

primary school which is also

a

Now

center for nonformal

Second, the village governments, through adult
education
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and the Ten Cell leaders,
ensure that people enroll
in

nonf ormal education
classes, especially in
the literacy program.
A
of 20 shillings (abouf
1. 5 U.S. dollars)
ls imposed on anyone
does not enroll, or
drops out of the literacy
program I„ this

me

^

case,

husbands cannot afford not
to let their wives
participate in nonformal
education activities.
(ll)

Bg cent ralization of Government

Structurally, decen-

tralization has encouraged
popular participation.

The decentralization

of government ministries
from national to regional
level was an attempt
to make the government
more responsive to local needs
and to provide

channels for more effective
public participation.

People in villages

now do not have to wait for
decisions to come from Dar-es-Salaam.

Materials and supplies for nonformal
education activities are now
distributed by the regional headquarters,
i.e., Mwanza.
During the
time of the study, it was
observed that visitors (coordinators,
supervisors and other officials) from
the Regional and District
headquarters
visited the ward quite regularly, to
check on the progress of nonformal

education and to provide the necessary
assistance.

This usually en-

couraged the participants and boosted
their morale.
The mass media.

There has been extensive publicity

through the mass media, particularly
the radio, the press and public
meetings.

When asked how they knew about the literacy
program, half

the women interviewed stated that they
had heard about the program on
the radio.

A substantial number of households in Kabita
owned tran-

sistor radios.

The other half of the women interviewed learned about

the program through either their Ten Cell leader
or public meetings.
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Political leaders in Tanzania have
very often called upom women
to
play their part," to "produce
more
to
advance themselves" and to
>

get rid of the old traditions."

Motivation for literacy

.

For those women who had enrolled
in the

literacy program, whether they were
still enrolled, had graduated
or
dropped out, their reasons for enrolling
were many and varied. Women’s
learning goals and aspirations transcended
mere literacy and numeracy.

There was

a

marked difference between what the literacy
teachers and

coordinators thought were women’s learning
interests, and what women
themselves expressed.

Interviews with literacy teachers at Nyashimo

center on women's motivation for literacy revealed
the following to be

women's learning goals:
a)

to learn how to read and write so that they can
write letters
and read newspapers;

b)

to learn about home economics, including cookery,
needlework,
childcare, health and nutrition;

c)

to learn how to count.

The teachers' perceptions of women's learning goals and aspira-

tions were reflected by the emphasis given to literacy and numeracy,
and also home economics.

Although literacy and numeracy and home

economics were emphasized, there was
economics and as

a

a

shortage of teachers for home

result it was only theory that was taught, while

practical demonstrations i.e., in cookery, needlework and childcare
were lacking.

The three reasons given by the teachers for women's

participation were also given by women themselves, but that was not the
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end of the stony:

they had other goals
so.e of which were m ore
crucial
than those mentioned above.
The following are some
of women's learning
goals and aspiraexpressed in their own words.
The interviews were
conducted
in Kiswahili and translated
into English by the author.
All the
responses were generated from
one open-ended question
which was posed
to the twenty women who
were selected for the sample.
The question
was, "What personal goal(s)
motivated you to participate
in the literacy program?" The responses
are presented in a narrative
form to show
the variety of goals and
aspirations women have. Some of
these overlap
but the important point is
that women's needs are not
confined to the
domestic sphere is often assumed
by planners.
3

crops
’
,

fZlAT

11
g6t infon" atl °" “> how to improve
my
c° to
t0 kn0W how
use fertilizers, how to select
good

an A ? ow f° read instructions on
the cans and bags.
If
8
e
ld 3180 learn hOW t0 driVe a
so that I

difr e ’aLr

—r

I

had

I wanted to become a
modern farmer using the modern ways
of farmin§
66
the P wana Shamba (agricultural
extension personnel)
°U
u
comes and he talks to men and then
he goes.
How are we expected to
b
husbands? We should have this information
like
men.
Then ?
I discovered that I could
learn about farming through
KMomo (literacy program). That is why I am here.
'

’

have a small shop where I sell cigarettes,
matches, salt, sugar
erosene, bread and flour.
I am a very old woman but I can
count!
What I wanted was to learn how to keep
what I count in the book
Now I can write everything in the book and
no one can cheat me or
make me forget.
I

I was one of the first women
to join Kisomo when it started in 1968
in Busega.
Why I joined is because I wanted to learn how to
sew my
children's clothes and my own.
I wanted to learn how to cook the
modern dishes and how to take care of my family.

To be honest with you, I was bored, I needed a change
in my daily
routine.
All you do is work from dawn to dusk.
You never have any
rest.
When Kisomo was introduced, I was happy to do something else
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I had been left behind for
too long and I wanted to catch up.
One
day ! woke up and told my husband
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said that
J
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it.
.
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!° “° me "
are left behind
1Clpate in buildin the
nation if
8
How

Tnl

they are still in darkness-?
rxghts? How shall we
know' thf
0ll 1Cal,
leaders keep on urging women
to be in the forefront
to refront, but
but how
£
^
women get to be in the
do
r 10 m- n ° W
forefront-?
they are bebind
everywhere. Women can onlv h P •'
re
power of knowledge. Knowledge
|'“! b V first having the
is p
1 3nd foremost women
must be educated. They
must\rab fvTTh
t
C3n 8et>
women are educated, they will
If
educate the
Chlldren
6Ventually
the whole nation will be
educated!

U^oTt^o^^
’

™,°

‘

^^

U

To learn any s
W ° Uld enable me t0 earn cash
be it through
employment or th
through business. My number one
priority
was to earn
cash.
What is the use of going to school
to learn how to read and
write and get a piece of paper
[certificate] to hang on the wall?
You can't eat that paper.
What you need is to use your education
to make money,
ith money you can get what you
want, without
begging anyone
To me, going back to school meant
to get skills
and knowledge to make money.

wanted fo learn how to take care of
my children and my family.
“ t0 Se "’ h° U t0 COok better dish
^, about
he
a
health
anda diseases
and also about politics.
I

I

1
lad se n what the women at
Nyashimo Parish were doing. They were
!
f
making children's
clothes, mats, baskets and tablecloths.
They
use to sell their handcrafts and would
make a lot of money!
When
joined Kisomo I hoped to learn the same
skills especially to sew
children s clothes.
I could sew some for my
children and also sell
some to make money.
,

These days you must have some education.
Without education you
don t get anywhere.
That is why we women are always left behind
because we are not educated. Those days of our
grandmothers and
our mothers are gone.
They did not need education because their
world was different.
Things are changing fast and we have to keep
up with the times.
This is a world of self-reliance.
One day I
heard my neighbor call his wives mirija [suckers]
just because they
cannot take care of themselves financially!
If these women were
educated, they could maybe have a job or at least carry out some
business.
Many of us join Kisomo to learn how to take care of
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bef ° re 1 801 married but
had forgotten everything!
then I
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to know some politics,
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about money and how^fefrnlr'h
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at you
8
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ite a " d «ad before
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A review of Kabita women's
goals and aspirations, which
are
also their learning needs,
shows that these embrace a
range of subjects.

Women want to acquire

a

variety of knowledge and skills
in

order to be able to fulfill their
roles in the family and in the
community

Although the learning needs expressed
by Kabita women may vary
from one individual to another,
they are all related to women's
roles
as wives and mothers, producers
and community members.

Women's learn-

ing needs fall into the following
categories in order of priority:
a)

Remunerative skills for income generation.
Such skills relate
to handicrafts, cooperatives,
marketing business management,
small-scale industries, poultry raising,
gardening, simple accounting, group leadership and organization.

b)

Knowledge and skills for family improvement
through subjects
such as health and hygiene, childcare,
nutrition, cookery,
needlework, simple budgeting, simple technologies
i.e., for
food storage and preservation, family care
and environmental
education.
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The need to learn remunerative
skills was expressed by all
the
women who were interviewed.
Cash was a number-one priority
to women
because it was essential in
meeting the family's basic needs
such as
food items, kerosene, soap,
school uniforms, sugar, salt,
clothes and
utensils. When asked why women,
rather than their husbands, had
to buy
these basic commodities, the answer
was that their husbands' income
was
not enough to make ends meet.
Nearly all families in Kablta earn

income through the sale of cotton.

However, there are some men who are

full-time fishermen, earning their income
from the sale of fish.
Cattle are sold from time to time, but
they are usually kept as
of wealth and prestige.

a

sign

The number of men who earned cash through
the

sale of handicrafts and other trades,
i.e., shopkeeping, was quite
small.

Besides supplementing the family income,
women needed cash to

meet their own needs.

One women from Nyamikoma expressed the need
for

cash in the following words:

When we say that we need money, men do not understand,
they think
we are being too demanding.
You see, you cannot ask your husband
for money every time you need it.
If you want to buy cosmetics, or
you want to buy some ornaments, or a new dress or maybe
you feel
like having a bottle of beer, you ask your husband for
money he
thinks you are indulging in luxuries.
But if you have your own
money, you can meet your personal needs and you can even have
some
little savings somewhere.
Again, we all like to have economic
independence whenever we can.
It gives us confidence.
When you
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1
<h ad t0 get
money when he finishes
Ichooling 'wh Sh °"
the same benefits frZ
,

U

«

a

Job and earn
ad ults not get

The desire for economic
independence by women in
Kabita was
demonstrated by the various
monetary activities women
undertook.
Women
were involved in petty
trade, handrcrafts, local
beer brewing and
poultry raising. The petty
activities which women in
Kabita undertook
were a reflection of women's
lack of education and
training which would
qualify them for employment.
Except for the beer brewing,
which was
sometimes undertaken by men,
the rest of the activities
were solely
undertaken by women and these
required no formal skills.
This petty
trade however did not guarantee
women a steady income, as the
markets
were not steady or permanent.
Sometimes women were forced to
close
down their businesses whenever
there were health hazards or when
co-

operative ventures were established
in the neighborhood.

For instance,
the cholera outbreak in Mwanza
Region put some districts under
quaran-

tine from 1979 until mid-1980.

Movement within the region was re-

stricted, and the sale of all cooked
or baked food, fruits, vegetables,
and local beer was banned.
This ban had an adverse effect on
women

whose income depended on the sale of
food and beer.
Kabita women's desire to earn an income
was also

a

reflection

of women's economic status in
society whereby they are denied the major

resources of production such as land, cattle,
and cash crops.

Women in

Kabita do have access to land, but land
is registered in men's names.

Only single women have land registered in
their own names.
land titles, women do not qualify for loans
and credit.

Lacking

In theory,

land belongs to everyone but in practice,
its use is still controlled
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by the

custody

laws and practices.

Wo m e„ „„ rk on the land
as part q£

the household

cattle.

Auofbec resource which
women did not have access
to was
As pointed out earlier
cattle in Sukumaland are
kept for

wealth and prestige,
playing

crucial role in social
functions such as

a

inheritance and brideprice.
Cotton, the major cash crop
in Kabita, is produced
by the joint
effort of both men and women
on a household basis.
Despite women's
contribution of labor, they do
not always benefit from
the money
earned.
This happens not only in
Kabita but in many other
places where
cash crops are owned by men.
Both women and men were aware
of the fact
that women are exploited as
far as cash-crop production
is concerned.
While discussing the question
of women's exploitation by
men, the
District Party chairman, the
District and Ward Adult Education
co-

ordinators pointed out that women
work hard on the cotton farms,
but
very often men pocket all the
money obtained from the sales. One
woman
from Nyamikoma village, giving
an example of her husband,
underlined
this point in the following words:
la!
eight harvests I have
n cotton, we do not see never seen any money. When my
husband sells
him in the house before the
cock crows at dawn
He comes home staggering every morning
until
disappeared.
I till the soil, plant,
weed
and
pick the cotton.
I even carry it with my
children to the buying
post, but he does the selling and from
there I don't know what
How can a woman survive with no money
and nothing to
sell
Education should teach us how to earn money
so that we can
be independent and stop begging
our husbands for money.
>

fhpTJ

W--

It was observed that single women who
were either widowed or

divorced, were the only ones who produced and
sold cotton.

One woman,

who was once divorced but had remarried,
revealed the various ways of

how married women may or may not benefit from
the sale of cotton:
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a

)

Women may be given cash
hv
Y the'
for their own needs;

^

b)

£
S^-tLT^

hav^them ullo^d
C>

take
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S ° me

UOme " 86t n ° thln at
*

t0

u

husbands or relatives
to use

** -

eSPeCl3Uy

*U.

SSSK

her cloth., or

- tite^

and

and this is not unusual

These claims were confirmed
later alter the
cotton-harvest season in
August through informal
discussions with the five
women who had hosted
the researcher.
Apart from the need to
learn remunerative skills,
Kabita women
also expressed their
desire to acquire knowledge
which would improve
the standards of their
families.
They also expressed interest
in
learning modern agricultural
techniques in order to improve
their crops
and increase productivity.
The need to improve the
family standards
relates to women's roles as
wives and mothers.
It points to one objective that should be fulfilled
by nonformal education
for women and that
to provide skills and
knowledge which enables women
to play their

roles more effectively.

One woman, who had just
enrolled in literacy

class, was asked to comment
on how she perceived the
role of education
in relation to her own
roles.
She said:

edUCat i n 1S "0t ° nly kn0uin how
read and write.
8
A good
ednc»?
w
education is .that
which makes you do better.
If you are a farmer
C
l
“
farmer 3 better wife a better moth
and so on.
on "^ducT
Education should teach us to do better
even if we can't
write and read. We can watch and
see and do
’

’

«

All the women in the study were
farmers and saw education as a

means of improving their farming by
learning new agricultural techniques.

It is important to note that
when Kabita women talked about
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proving their crops and
increasing productivity,
they were not necessarily referring to cotton
alone.
They also wanted to
improve food
production and in so doing,
they expected to produce
surplus which
they could sell to earn
some cash.
Some women claimed that
it was a
waste of time learning how
to improve cotton
production when in reality
not benefit from it. This
y
claim was endorsed by Kalama,
who
had just graduated from
Level III of the literacy
program.
She revealed her dissatisfaction
about the primers used in
classes:

^

n

another"th^o

Kalama

s

learn about

f

k

" Bet ter

Cotton Farming" and yet

dissatisfaction with the primers used
reflects the

emphasis that has been placed on
cash crops while subsistence crops
are
neglected.
The primers used in the
Experimental Pilot Project and
later in the National Literacy
Campaign all concentrated on cash crops
i G

’

COtt ° n

’

Cashew nuts

wheat and banana.

>

coffee

>

rice, maize, coconuts, tobacco, tea,

Subsistence crops like millet, cassava,
potatoes,

beans and others have not received the
attention of nonformal education.

Academic interests, such as literacy and numeracy
for acquisition of knowledge, information, awareness
and understanding, were also
important. Such goals were closely related to
change, reflecting the

need for women to acquire skills and knowledge
to be able to cope in

changing society.

Literacy training was seen by women as being an

a
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essential tool

fnvr

the acquisition of
knowledge and information
on
•

.

civic and human rights
and on development.

An examination of
Kabita women's learning
aspirations suggests
that a nonforma 1
education program for
women in the rural areas
should
take the following
factors into consideration:
° Sitions of ” ife
"other and
economic prod^"^" ’e^fa P
prestigious and respected
po'siUons'tha't
that they can realistically attain
/r
Timlin
3PP6ar t0 an outsid er,
they do provide states now
! 3
“ ma
decision
king base and
sphere of influence.
As
10 ed ear lier, an
African
woman considers her ocmnat ^t
^
?
38 part ° f her *elfimage
The
e
wh
b
ed ° n
their positions are
d3lly
needs of the family.
e °° tarev T1980T
Cebotarev
U980) asserted that "The
family is nerh^n<= Ih
.

^
1

•

.

^
•

LT*

^“

A nonformal education
program for women therefore
should consider

women's prestige-granting
roles that at present are
part of rural
women s reality. These roles
should be enhanced and not
undermined by
nonformal education.
(ii)

^

None of the existing programs
in Kabita could meet all
women's
8 38 ' 1 "' 10115
deration, improving "ami lj
tandard
d
^
imPr ° Vin8 a 8 riculture a nd personal
development
A
rnm p h
n ° nf °™ ai «>“•«<». for
wom e „ .z uli
e
tne
: toiiowing components:

:^r:

1

.

«„!

\j

A home economics component
which takes women's roles into
consideration.
This component should include
subjects
such as nutrition, childcare,
hygiene and sanitation,
crafts, food preparation and
preservation, housing, famiy relations and management.
Since women have myriad
tasks to perform in the household,
home economics should
also consider the introduction of timeand energy-saving6
technology.

Training for income generation is essential
in the rural
areas where poverty is a reality.
Women need to earn
some income in order to meet their families'
basic

needs.
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The greatest resource
that women have is their
long experience
of working in their
environment.
They often know for
instance what is
good and bad soil, what
time of the year to plant
and what crops to
grow.
They know much about
children, for they have raised
them; they
also know their homes and
communities.
Quite often, however, researchers, planners and
organizers ignore what women
have to offer.
Women's experience and knowledge
of their own needs and
concerns have
often been overlooked. The
narrow conception of women's
needs has been
well demonstrated by the
literacy teachers in Kabita.
A comparison of women's
learning needs as perceived by
the

literacy teachers and by the
women themselves suggests
participatory

approaches for assessment.

Women themselves should determine
their own

needs

Pr oblems and constraint s.

While the preceding section discussed
Kabita

women's learning needs and their zeal
for participation, this section

discusses the problems and constraints
experienced by women in their
efforts to participate in nonformal
education.
Several studies have indicated that women's
workloads, both
inside and outside their homes, are an
obstacle to their participation

m

development activities (Muro, 1979; McSweeney,
1979; ECA, 1975).
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The most burdensome
activities for rural women
in Tanzania have been
identified to be:
the pounding and grinding
of grain; walking for
long
distances to fetch water
and firewood; using
traditional tools for
cultivating and cooking; and
carrying heavy loads on the
head (ECA,
1975 ).

Other obstacles related to
women's roles include attitudes,
social and cultural practices
(Mbilinyi: 1970; ECA, Swantz,
1977).

Factors limiting Kabita women's
participation in nonformal education
and other development
activities were socio-economic,
socio-cultural
and political.
Several additional constraints
were found to be related
to the program itself.
So cio-economic constraints

.

The multiple roles which women in

Kabita performed both inside and
outside their homes were quite demanding in terms of time and energy.
The high demand on women's time
and energy limited their participation
in other activities outside

their roles.
(i)

These roles in Kabita included

agricultural production

(ii)

household responsibilities

(iii)

monetary activities.
All the above roles were carried out
simultaneously throughout

the year.

The majority of the women were full-time
farmers, house-

wives, and mothers.

They also engaged in

a

variety of monetary activi-

ties usually petty trade, handicrafts, poultry
keeping or beer brewing.

Besides, all women were obliged to take part in community
projects such
as building schools and village roads, and
attending village meetings.
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(1)

Wonen were engaged in
both cash

production.

The major cash crop,
cotton, was mostly grown
on
family fatms where both
husband and wife worked
together, sometimes
assisted by their children
or other relatives.
During the time of the
study, village communal
farms did not exist but
plans were underway and
land had been set aside
for the purpose.

The cultivation of cotton
involved several tasks being
performed.
Such tasks included tilling
the soil, ridging, planting,
thinning, weeding, adding
fertilizers, harvesting, and
uprooting the old
stalks, processing and grading
the cotton and finally
carrying it to
the selling post.
With the introduction of Universal
Primary Education
whereby every child goes to school,
parents have been deprived of their
children’s assistance on the farms.
Children only assisted in the
farms during the school holidays
and over the weekends.
Since hired
labor was very expensive, people
organized labor around neighborhood

groups whereby they cultivated each
other's farm in turns.

This system

was highly favored by women as it
made work faster and lighter.
The production of subsistence crops
was mainly a women's re-

sponsibility.

Men cleared the bushes and felled trees.

participated in the production of rice.
assisted in the production of maize.

They also

From time to time, men also

Other crops included cassava,

potatoes, sorghum, beans, millet and peas.

In addition, women were

also being encouraged to grow vegetables to
improve the nutritional

standards of their families.
All the food crops are grown annually except cassava.

Every

woman produced maize, the major staple, and cassava and
sweet potatoes.
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The other crops were
optional.

During the dry season,
May to October

wo men cultivated sweet
potatoes in the marsh areas
at the edge of the’
lake where they did not
receive any assistance from
m en.

agricultural activities which
women performed throughout
the year did not leave
them much time for other
activities. The technology they used was also
another constraint on their
energy.
The hoe,
or isembe, was the only
tool women used for cultivating.
They used
matchetes and ages for slashing
shrub.
Oxen-plows were used from time
for cultivating, but these
were only used by men.

Table 20,
which shows the agricultural
calendar in Kabita, demonstrates
the fact
that women are engaged in
agricultural production throughout
the year,
and that this demands much
of their time and energy.
(11)

—

Seh ° ld responsibilitie s.

The provision of food, water

and firewood was entirely in
the hands of women.

child care, care for the elderly
and the sick.
in Kabita were extended families,

relatives.

a

Nearly all the families

that is, in one household lived a

husband, wife or wives, children and
relatives.
hold was headed by

Family care included

Even when the house-

woman, she usually lived with her
children and

The average extended family size was
ten persons.

The household activities, beginning
much time and energy were:

fetching water and firewood, pounding
grain and carrying produce from
the farms on the head.

The only source of labor women had was their

children, particularly girls, who were often
delayed in enrolling in
school
The lack of basic facilities and services, such
as water, flour
mills, carts and other time- and labor-saving
technologies, dictated
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TABLE 20
the agricultural calendar
in kabita

Month

October

Agricultural Activity
--weeding old cassava

-preparing cotton farms:
November

tilling, ridging and planting

--planting

December

1 "8 a " d

"

millet

Planting maize

'

bea "s. sorghum and

January

--preparing rice seed beds and
transplanting

February

--weeding and thinning cotton

March

--weeding maize and other grains
--weeding rice paddy

April

--harvesting beans, peas and maize

May

--picking maize, millet, sorghum
potato cultivation in the marsh

June

--harvesting rice

July

--picking cotton

August

--grading cotton

September

— uprooting

Source

area

old stalks

Interviews with women and observation
(April to September 1980).
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that women spent much
of fhefr time ana energy
i„ laborious a „ d
otonous activities.
!„ „ rder t0 find out
„ fcat

^

^

schedule looked like, with
regard to household
activities ten women
were observed by the
researcher from the time the
y got up until the
time when they went to
bed
TaKio
01
bed.
Table 21
illustrates women's daily
activi•

-i

ties

i

.

The women's daily schedule
in Kabita did not allow
women any
time for leisure.
They had many tasks to
perform which to them were a
priority. These tasks explain
women’s dropping out of
nonformal education, their irregular
attendance and poor performance.
Because of time
pressure, women were late for
classes and they also left
earlier, which
means that they attended
classes for a shorter time.

The lack of day-care centers
for children forced women to
carry
babies on their backs if they
did not have a relative or
grown children
to leave the baby with.
Women carried babies to the farms,
to classes
and everywhere.
For instance, the researcher
observed one literacy
class of twenty-four students,
twenty of whom were women.

twenty women had babies and small
children with them.

Nine out of

The babies would

grab the books and exercise books
and make noise, causing distraction
to the rest of the class.

In order to enable women to
participate effectively in develop-

ment activities, there is need to provide
day care centers and other
basic facilities and services such as water,
flour mills, carts, better
implements and other simple technologies.
(iii)

Monetary activities

.

On top of the agricultural and

household activities, women in Kabita supplemented
the family income by
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TABLE 21

KABITA WOMEN'S DAILY SCHEDULE
(1980)

Time

Activities

6:00 a m
to 7:00 a m
.

.

--Getting up and going to fetch
water from the
lake, 1-4 miles away

-Going

to the forest to fetch
firewood walking
tor up to 6 miles, coming
back at noon

-Preparing breakfast, if any> for
children going6
to
school

--Washing dishes from previous night;
this may
also be done by elder children
7:00

a

.

m.

to 12 00 p
:

Walking to the fields 1-3 miles away
.

--Working on the farm, i.e., preparing
the farm,
weeding, sowing, harvesting, etc.
--During the dry season, working on their
individual potato farms in the marsh area

--Women who have older girls or relatives
at home
who can cook, stay in the fields until
late
afternoon, about 2:00 p.m.
1Z:U0 p.m.
to 2:00 p.m.

--Going back home to prepare lunch for the family—
pounding or grinding and cooking

--Eating lunch
If time allows after lunch, doing some
laundry or handicrafts
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TABLE 21 (continued)

Time

Activities

2:00 p m
.

to 4 00 p m
:

.

-Going back to the fields,
peak season

if it is during
6 the

--Attending literacy classes
and/or the women’s
groups (three times a week)

-Attending village meetings and
communal activities
which usually take place in the
afternoons
Going to fetch firewood if necessary
4:00 p.m.
to 6 00 p.m.
:

Going to fetch water, as water
fetched in the
morning is usually not enough
--Food processing, i.e., removing
maize from the
cob, peeling and slicing potatoes
or cassava for
preservation, drying fish, etc. (with the
help
of children as they are already
back from school)

--Children may also help to fetch water
or to go
fetch produce from farms or pound grain
6:00 p .m.
to 8:00 p m

-Cooking dinner

.

-Eating
-Washing children and putting them to sleep

K:UU p mto 10:00 p.m.
*

--Doing handicrafts, i.e., weaving, sewing

Preparing products for sale, i.e.
fried fish, food, etc.

buns, bread,

--Preparing seed (i.e., sorting) for sowing the
next day
--Washing

— Sleeping,
Source:

usually around 11:00 p.m.

Observation (May 1980).
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engaging in mo „etary activities.

Such activities included
beer brew-

ing, mat and basket weaving,
poultry keeping, petty trade
in items such
as bread, buns, fruits,
fried fish, and vegetables.
Except for the

beer brewing and handicrafts
which needed special skills,
women from
time to time sent children
to sell items on their
behalf if they did
not have the time themselves

During the time of the study,
there was an acute shortage of
food and the prices for basic
commodities went up.

This situation

affected women's attendance at
literacy classes, as many of them
dropped out temporarily. Their
priority was not literacy, but meeting
the basic needs of their families.

Women spent

a

lot of time in mone-

tary activities so that they could
afford to buy food items and other

basic needs such as soap, salt, kerosene
and sugar.

Evidence from Kabita supports the assumption
made earlier that
women's workloads in and outside the homes
were

a

limiting factor in

their participation in nonformal education
and other development

activities. To summarize the section on
socio-economic factors affecting women's participation, women's activities
in agriculture and mone-

tary activities are shown on Table 22.

The women whose names appear on

Table 22 were the twenty women in the sample selected
by their village

chairmen to participate in the study.

The table illustrates the point

made earlier that women play significant roles in agriculture,
working
both cash and food crops.

They also supplement the family income by

engaging in monetary activities.
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1980

WARD,

KABITA

IN

ACTIVITIES

PRODUCTIVE

WOMEN'S
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Socio-eultural constraints
(i)

Attitudes

.

.

The crucial roles played
by women as

wives, mothers and producers
were recognized by both men
and women.
Both men and women worked
together on the farms. However,
cultural

beliefs and practices among the
Wasukuma resulted in attitudes
which
subordinated women.

Such attitudes were demonstrated
by several practices.

For

example, in the home, women did
not mix with men, as far as
the seating
arrangements were concerned. This
was emphasized during meals,
when
women and female and small male
children ate separately from men and

grown male children.

The same practice was also found
in literacy

classes where men and women sat
separately.

Even in religious cere-

monies and beer parties, men and
women sat separately.
rateness adversely affected class
interaction.

This sepa-

In those classes where

this practice had been overcome,
women were not vocal.

As stated

earlier, among the Wasukuma, women were
not supposed to be vocal in the

presence of men.
Negative attitudes toward women's education
which affected
their participation was reflected by the fact
that some husbands did
not allow their wives to enroll in nonformal
education classes, or to

join the women's self-help groups.

Their fear was that their wives

were going to learn "bad habits" from other women.

This attitude was

also held by fathers when they refused to send their
daughters to
school, fearing that they were going to "misbehave" (Mbilinyi,
1969).
In order to make sure that men did not bar their wives
from attending

literacy classes,

a

political decision was made whereby the village
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governments imposed

a

20-shilling fine on such husbands.

The govern-

ments may also effect other
kinds of punishment.

Another reflection of attitude
was the fact women were not
elected to leadership positions
in the village government
where all
decisions were made. For instance,
only two villages out of five
had
women elected to the village
councils.

Nyamikoma had two women out of

twenty-five members, while Bukabile
had three.
lages had none.

The other three vil-

None of these women, however, served
in the strategic

committees such as Planning and Finance
or Production and Marketing.

Women were elected to the committees
for Education, Social Welfare and
Culture, and Works and Construction.
These attitudes substantiate the fact
that women in Kabita did
not have the same status with men.

decision making,

a

They were denied opportunities for

factor which affected the nature and extent
of their

participation in nonformal education and other
development activities.
Community obligations

.

When death occurred in

lage, all villagers had to attend the funeral.

a

vil-

Women not only attended

the funeral but had to also prepare food, fetch
firewood and water and
do other household tasks.

Besides funerals, there were other cultural

festivals which included weddings, harvest festivals and
cultural
dances.

In all of these, women played very crucial roles.

On top of

these, there were also village political meetings and other
communal

activities
All the above activities affected women's participation in

literacy.

Whenever these took place on the same days as literacy

classes, usually women skipped classes.

For instance, the researcher
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was unable on four occasions
to meet the women
participants of literacy
classes (levels 1 and
2) In Shi ma nil„e because a
death had occurred in
the village.
The class teacher explained
the „o m en's absence in
the
following words:

classe^unti^the funerarritua/

ssx r r

this retards^thei^progress?

Pol itical constraint s.
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While political ideology and
policies

have facilitated the mobilization
of women into literacy classes,

political leadership, especially on
the village level, has not encouraged women's participation.
On the village level, the councils
in Kabita did not encourage

omen

s

leadership.

Except in two villages women were not
represented

in the government except in two
villages.

Thus, women's needs and

concerns were not considered when village
plans were drawn.

This was

confirmed by the researcher by reviewing
the Ward Development Plan,

which made no mention of women at all.
Official visitors from the district and
regional headquarters
were seen by both teachers and students to
be highly encouraging.
the other hand, the absence of such visits
caused frustration and

feeling of isolation among the teachers and participants.

On
a

The teachers

and coordinators believed that reports on the
literacy program by these

officials could only be realistic if these officials took
pains to

visit classes and assess the progress on the spot.
also understand the problems experienced.

This way they could
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The Adult Education
coordinators felt that nonformal
education
was not given enough
attention hy politicians.
Inst ead, politicians
focused their attention on
Party affairs where they
tended to direct
m °st of the resources,
i.e., money, vehicles and
other supplies. This
observation was confirmed by the
researcher when attending the
graduation ceremony for those who
had completed the Political
Education
course and were receiving their
Party membership cards. The
District
Party chairman talked about
everything else but nonformal
education.

Politicians with their power and
influence should help to
re-mobilize people’s interest in
literacy, which has begun to
slacken,

especially since the literacy tests
of 1975 and 1977.
leadership is crucial in re-mobilization.

Political

Nonformal education should

not be left in the hands of
teachers and the Ministry of National

Education alone.

It should be a joint venture,
with the Party pro-

viding leadership.

Program-related problems

^

.

ec hives and content

tional literacy was seen both as
ing various other skills.

a

.

When it was initiated, func-

target and as

a

strategy for impart-

It was assumed that as adults learned
how to

read and write, subjects such as agriculture,
political education,

Kiswahili, home economics and others, would be
taught as integrated
subjects in the program.
However, in Kabita, partly due to the shortage of
qualified
teachers, and partly due to the narrow conception of the
Functional

Literacy Program, only reading and writing and political education
were
taught.

Home economics, which was specifically set up for women, was
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taught only in theory with no
practical demonstrations.

This frus-

trated women who were eager to
learn about family care, cookery,
childcare, nutrition and income-generating
activities.
It was difficult for
women to see the relevance of mere
reading and writing, especially
for
the older women who knew they
would not get jobs. Because of
the time

pressures imposed on women by their
roles, they usually dropped out
of
the program when they did not see
relevance. According to the learning
needs expressed earlier by women, the
literacy program did not meet all
their learning objectives.
The content of the literacy primers
on cotton growing, rice

growing, fishing, and political education
did not seem to attract
women.

For instance, women who used Primers

and II on "Better Cotton

I

Growing" claimed that they only gained knowledge
while men enjoyed the
proceeds earned from cotton.

This points to the need for designing

literacy materials which relate to women's roles
and everyday life.

Materials on agriculture should also take into account
subsistence
crops which are primarily grown by women.
(ii)

Teachers and teaching methods

.

Literacy teachers in

Kabita were primary school teachers assisted by volunteers.

The latter

were the majority, most of whom did not have any training at all.
The primary school teachers were already overloaded with pri-

mary school classes so that when it was time for them to teach adults
in the afternoon, they were at the point of exhaustion with no time for

adequate preparation.

Primary School (also

For instance,
a

a

grade 6 teacher at Nyashimo

center for literacy) taught eight classes

of forty minutes each, from Monday to Friday.

a

day

He also taught games for
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forty minutes three times

a week.

On top of these, he
also was re-

quired to teach literacy
classes three times

a

week from 3:10 p.m. to

3:50 p.m.

With such an overload,
teachers usually resorted
to mere
literacy and numeracy and
skipped those lessons which
needed demons tratxons
One teacher admitted
.

that

^

but b

pressure, we all teach what we
kno^bes?.'

™

>*

1

BeCaUSe

°f

Ume

The voluntary teachers
lacked training in adult
psychology and
adult methods of teaching.
This seriously affected the
way they
handled adults. The voluntary
teachers were primary school
leavers who
taught adults in the way they
had been taught in school.
Respect for
knowledge, wisdom and experience
possessed by adults was lacking.
A honorarium of 30 shillings
(about U.S.

voluntary teachers each month.

$4.00) was paid to the

However, the teachers in Kabita had
not

received the honorarium for seven
months.

Some teachers had left and

joined the Universal Primary Education
Program or they had sought jobs
elsewhere.

This left the learners without teachers
and replacements

had not been found.

As long as there were no teachers,
women did not

waste their time going to classes, which
sometimes led to their drop-

ping out of the program for good.

(m)

Materials

.

There was an acute shortage of reading

materials, notebooks and pencils.

During the experimental phase,

materials were given free to the participants, but
after 1972 they had
to buy them on their own.

For instance, one literacy class, which met

in front of the Ten Cell leader's house, had
twenty-four students,

nineteen being women.

For the whole group, there were only two primers
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to be shared.

For those students who
could write, writing „
as prac .

ticed in the sand.

All the students read in
chorus what the teacher

had written on the
blackboard from the beginning
to the end of the
class

Students did not have notebooks
and pencils because they
could
not afford to buy them.
One women elaborated on
this problem and told
the researcher that:
It

^— —»

is very difficult for us
to buy books and pencils

^
S'
--WT c^i^Ln^o^r

0/24 PagernorcostryorabLfthree^hilHngr"!!
f
h
We UsL t0 Pay
Sith the

Tr

«

C ° Py

!

a

to make a

The lack of exercise books and
pencils to practice writing and

also the lack of reading materials
made it difficult for learners to
become literate and easier for those
who had become literate to relapse
into illiteracy.

One woman complained that she had
been attending

literacy classes for three years but
she had not been able to read and
write.

She blamed it all on the lack of
practice, as she had no books

or pencil.

In her case, this may also have been
due to old age and

irregular attendance, but it was not uncommon
for participants to
attend literacy classes for years before
they could read and write.
In addition to the general lack was the
lack of reading mater-

ials relevant to women.

Women who already knew how to read complained

that reading materials in the village libraries
were usually suitable

only for children.

The local newspaper did not have anything that was

of interest to women, either.
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Ween

in level IV at Nyashimo
center expressed interest
in

reading materials on the
following subjects:

^

Childcare

Marriage and family
Women's legal rights

Diseases

Hygiene
Home management
Food preservation

Folk tales

Fiction
Travel

Other factors

.

Old age, ill health and poor
eyesight were

common factors which affected women's
participation in the literacy
program.

Attempts had been made to supply
people with eyeglasses free

of charge.

Since these are very expensive, those
who have poor eye-

sight drop out.

One teacher revealed that sometimes
poor eyesight was

used as an excuse to drop out of classes
since there was no doctor to

verify this.
The environment in which classes take place
caused several

problems to the participants.
under tree sheds.

Many classes took place outside, usually

This caused distraction as people would be passing

nearby and making noise.

Noises from passing vehicles if near the

road, or from cattle, also disturbed the students'

concentration.

For

those participants who sat in classrooms, the desks
were too small for
them, especially if they had babies on their backs or
their laps.
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An examination of the
program-related factors affecting
women's
participation brings out several
needs:

tSat^hey^nde^sta^rth^r adultlearne^s^

’
3

.

PSycholo 8y

-

W^SSSSs^SS^
t0 SUpe
lse the literacy teachers
in order to 8
give
them
^hem"the
the required assistance;

7

4

.

10
^'' 3 6 teaChers throu 8 h incentives such as increasine thc"
creasing
their honoraria and making sure
that they get it on
re
gnizin « their »»tk by giving them
awards
such
su?h as medals
medT and certificates.
''

“

a

Summary

This chapter has presented

a

case study of Kabita Ward in order

to illustrate several factors
which affect women’s participation in

nonformal education in the rural areas.
ing factors have been identified.

Both facilitative and hinder-

The political ideology, policies and

actions have been pointed out as having
facilitated the mobilization of

women into the literacy program.

Women's motivational factors for

literacy have also been identified.

The inhibiting factors relating to

women’s roles have been pointed out as being
socio-economic, sociocultural and political.

footnotes

r6Search clear ance from the
National Scientif i^Resef
rcrCouncil^

work and' literacy

31 ° CCaSi ° nS the r
^earcher taught cl asses in needle-

3

Kiswahili is the national and
official language.
It is used
as a medium of instruction
in schools up to Form IV
and in adult
nonformal education.
4

See map of Tanzania.

5

Annual rainfall.

Khanga and Kitenge are popular
textile prints specifically
worn by women for all occasions.
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CHAPTER

V

I

SUMMARY, OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

The preceding chapters have discussed the status of African

women in development and their access to education and training, with
focus on Tanzanian women.

Several factors which constrain women's

participation in education and development have been identified and
analysed.

Specific factors which either facilitate or hinder rural

women's participation in nonformal education in Tanzania have been
identified through

a

The case study, which was carried out

case study.

in Kabita Ward, focused on the Functional Literacy Program as one of

the major nonformal education programs in which women's participation
has been outstanding.
In light of the factors identified by the study as affecting

women's participation, several observations and recommendations are
made.

Finally, the study proposes

a

framework for the components of

a

nonformal education program, specifically for Kabita women, which could
also be adapted for other rural areas.

Summary and Observations

Women in Africa are the majority of those who live and work in
the rural areas.

Most of the agricultural work in both cash and sub-

sistence crops is done by women.
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Besides, women also engage in food
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processing, animal husbandry, handicrafts,
trade and household tasks.
However, despite their crucial roles, women
in the rural areas are

ignored in the mechanization of agriculture and
agricultural extension
services.

When partial mechanization is introduced, women's
workloads

increase while men's work becomes lighter.

Because of the traditional division of labor, women
still do
more work than men, especially in subsistence production
and household
activities.

With regard to cash crop production, women contribute

a

large proportion of the labor input but in terms of rewards,
women do

not always benefit from the sale of cash crops.

This observation was

substantiated by Kabita women's experience.
Women in Kabita Ward worked with men on the cotton farms, but
they neither owned the crop, nor benefitted from the sale of cotton.

Besides working on their husbands' cotton farms, they produced sub-

sistence crops, engaged in petty trade to supplement family income and
also did all the household work.

Women spend much time on laborious household tasks which leave
them exhausted.
technology.

Their domestic tasks are based on

a

very low level of

For instance, women in Kabita walked for miles to fetch

water and firewood which they carried on their heads.

They spent time

pounding and grinding grain, removing maize from the cobs by hand and
cooking with firewood.

Such activities, besides being an unproductive

use of female labor, usually leave women without time, energy or interest for development undertakings.

Women's workloads resulting in lack

of time pose an obstacle to their participation in development.
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In the context of the money
economy, men's work is
associated

with income generation whereas
domestic work is non-income
generating
and falls into the sphere
of women's activity.
The irony here is that
if there is

do it.

money involved in domestic labor,

a

man would be willing t0

For instance, men cook in hotels
and they also become domestic

servants usually in the urban
context!

The division of labor is such

that women do all the domestic
unpaid chores while men work outside
the
house

The review of the colonial impact
on the status of women re-

vealed that the process of underdevelopment
in Africa undermined the
status of women in the rural areas
throughout the continent.

The major

factors which contributed to the deterioration
of African women’s

status were:
u)

The introduction of cash crops,

b)

labor migration,

c)

the introduction of Christianity,

d)

the introduction of formal education,

e)

colonial attitudes towards the role of women.

The above factors continue to affect women's position
in development
today.

For instance, women contribute labor to cash crop
production,

but it is men who own the cash crops and who therefore
enjoy the benefits related to cash crops.

which is predominantly

a

At the same time subsistence farming,

women's responsibility, has been neglected in

terms of technology and extension services.

The introduction of formal

education and training has favored men while the majority of the women
have been left illiterate or semi-literate.

As a result women's
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participation in the labor force
in the modern sector has
been United,
as has their participation
in planning and decision
making.
The proposition made by
Boserup (1970) and Tinker
(1976) that
the introduction of cash
crops accompanying modernization
was directed
primarily toward men, while women
remained in subsistence farming,
has
been substantiated by an analysis
of Tanzanian women's
participation in

agricultural production.
As regards women's access
to education and training,
women do

not have equal access.
of men.

Women's education is still lagging
behind that

Female enrollment in formal education
is highest at the pri-

mary level but it decreases as one
goes up the ladder of education.
The same trend was observed in
nonformal education, specifically in the

functional literacy program.

In Kabita, for instance, it was
observed

that women's enrollment in functional
literacy was highest in levels

I

to III but beyond level III, the
number of women decreased drastically.
In both formal and nonformal education,
women's decreasing

percentages can be attributed to the drop-out
rate, which is higher
among women and is more so in the rural areas.

The reasons for drop-

ping out or non-enrollment are social, economic
and cultural.

These

reasons were confirmed by findings in Kabita by
women participants of
the literacy program who dropped out of the
program due to:
a)

Heavy workloads

b)

societal attitudes

c)

the necessity to meet the families' basic needs

d)

content relevance, teachers and methodology.
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Attitudes.

Among the factors that
have been identified as

affecting women's participation
in the development
process, before,
during and after the colonial
period, attitudes seem to
be the most
central factor around which
other factors revolve.
Traditional attitudes appear to be the major
obstacle to women's participation
in
development, education and training.
They have their roots in the

division of labor between the
sexes and the patriarch
relations, and
are reflected in the following
beliefs and practices:
a)

Priority is given to the education
of sons while 8
girls are
en6 en
couraged to get married early;

b)

d
n0t send their daughters to
°,
school because they fear
their daughters will be pregnant
or misbehave;

c)

Husbands refuse to allow their wives
to attend nonformal educa8ramS b6CaUSe they sus ect ^eir
P
wives might be corripted

d)

No value is placed on women's
productive tasks in subsistence
sectors

e)

The need for education for women is
underestimated
by stereotypes for women's employment,

as judged

iscnmmatory practices and male attitudes at the
work place-which have their roots in the colonial
attitudes that men
rather than women should be required to
enter into "productive
work in the modern sector--have resulted
in policies which
barred women from wage-earning jobs and entry
into urban or
industrial employment;
g)

The girls'

labor is needed at home.

Many of the attitudes of both men and women create
barriers to
realistic planning.

Planners and policy makers often misjudge or

overlook women's work.

This is reflected in women's lack of training

and extension services and also their continued use
of primitive tech-

nology for both agriculture and household activities.

The experience
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Of Kabita women in many
respects showed that women's
needs were not
taken into account when
the village government
drew up plans and pollcies for development.

Apart from attitudes, another
factor which was identified
as
affecting women's participation
in education and training
was the lack
of basic facilities and
services.
The lack of daycare centers
in
Kabita, for instance, forced
women to carry babies on their
backs while
they worked or attended classes.
Sometimes they would leave the
babies
and small children at home
in the care of their elder
sisters who were
not yet old enough to go to
school.
Since primary school is now com-

pulsory in Tanzania for all children,
women can no longer depend on
their daughters for childcare
services.
Health and medical facilities
in Kabita were far from being
adequate.

For instance, there was only

one dispensary, which served not
only Kabita but the whole of Busega
Division.

Women had to walk for long distances
and spend time queuing

for medicine and services; it was
not unusual for a woman to spend a

whole day at the dispensary waiting
with

a

sick child or children.

Technology to save time and energy was
lacking in Kabita.

Women used

hand-held hoes for cultivation, hand knives
for harvesting millet and
sorghum or cutting grass, and mortars and
pestles for pounding and
stones for grinding.

Concerning the question of women's participation in
nonformal
education, the learning aspirations expressed by
Kabita women makes
clear the point that women's learning needs are
many and varied, and
that they are not limited to the domestic sphere,
as has been often

assumed.

The necessity to earn cash in order to meet the family's
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basic needs seems to be
women
it formal or nonformal.

'

q

p

orxty in any educational
program, be
•

<-

Huston 0979) in her
interviews with Third

World women also found
that women, if given

^

„

a chance £
education
training, would first of
all learn skills which
would enable them to
earn an income. McSweeney
(1979) also made the same
observation among
the women in Upper Volta.
Women in Upper Volta joined
the UNESCO
nonformal education program
primarily for income generation.

The observation that women's
nonformal education programs
are
usually filled with mere
literacy training and home-oriented
subjects
(Derryck, 1979) was substantiated
by the functional literacy
program in
Kabita Ward.
Although in theory the functional
literacy program was

designed to impart vocational
skills such as agriculture, carpentry,
handicrafts and home economics,
in practice it was mere literacy
that
was taught.
Whenever home economics was taught,
it was limited to
nutrition, childcare, family care,
needlework and cookery.

These sub-

jects were considered by women to
be relevant to them; however, they
also wanted training in income-generating
skills and simple technology
for saving time and energy.

This desire was evidenced by the range
of

learning interests that women expressed.
As regards their participation in
the literacy program, it was

observed in Kabita that besides being
interested in acquiring skills,

women were also interested in knowing how to
write and read so that
they can acquire more knowledge and information
on their own.

However,

once they became literate, women recognized the
lack of relevant reading materials or a conducive environment
to retain their literacy

skills.

The same constraint was observed by Huston (1979) in her
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interviews with Third World
women.

As

a

refillresult,

many women relapse

into illiteracy.

With the introduction of
universal primary education for
all
children in Tanzania, the
enrollment of girls in primary
schools has
increased tremendously.
Both girls and boys are given
the same opportunities, and in some cases the
enrollment of girls is higher than
that
of boys.

However, when they come back from
school girls are not spared
from household tasks.
They help their mothers with the
cooking, fetchmg water, taking care of the younger children
and washing dishes.
This was observed in Kabita, where
girls did not have time to rest when
they came back from school.
They had to go to the lake to fetch
water,

pound maize or cassava for dinner, help
with the cooking and washing
dishes.

Boys, on the other hand, had more
free time than girls.

They

only helped to fetch water as long as
they could carry it on the bicycle.

Once boys had helped their fathers with the
cattle, they could

spend the rest of the time doing their school
work.
Girls

need for help at home was one of the major
factors af-

fecting their performance at school.

Somerset (1980) in his study of

Kenyan primary school pupils' performance also
revealed that girls

performed poorly in school primarily because they had no
time to do
their school work at home.

Recommendations

The recommendations made in this study are primarily based on
the factors identified as affecting Kabita women's participation in

nonformal education.

Although unique characteristics may prevail in
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Kabita, the ideas generated
and the recommendations
made may have ralevanee not only to other
parts of Tanzania, but could
also be shared
with other African countries.
In addition, the study
makes general
recommendations based on the issues
discussed in the review of
literature on African women's
position in development, education
and training.

General recommendations
1.

.

The research indicated that the
process of underdevelop-

ment, which is rooted in colonialism
and neo-colonialism, has con-

tributed to the deterioration of the
African woman's status.

It was

also observed that African countries
have inherited political-economic

institutions which continue to marginalize
women.

Since women are

critical to the economies of their
countries, there is need for African

countries to restructure the entire set
of inherited political-economic

institutions in order to create integrated,
self-reliant and balanced

economies which take advantage of all available
human resources.

Such

economies would provide improved education,
productive employment

opportunities and higher standards of life for all
the people.

This

would facilitate the implementation of more
successful efforts to alter
the institutions and attitudes which constrain
women from making their

full potential contribution as individuals and as

a

group to the well-

being of the entire society.
2.

Because of the persistent traditional attitudes held by

both men and women toward the role of women in society, there is

a

to raise the societal level of consciousness about women's present

need
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crucial roles in development
on the African continent.

This can be
done by focusing attention
on tasks that women perform
and on the needs
of women and children in
the context of national
development.
Radio
broadcasts, newsletters, magazines
and newspapers, exchange of
experiences and ideas among women through
seminars and conferences are some
of the possible media that could
be utilized.
In this respect,

Tanzania presents

a

unique example of its radio mass
campaigns which

have played an important role in
consciousness raising among the

people
3.

There is

a

lack of information on women's roles.

Planners

and policy makers need such information
in order to plan projects and

programs for women.

Therefore it is essential to carry out original

research and to assemble information in

a

systematic way.

Until re-

cently research on women has been hidden in
diverse sources such as
research papers, dissertations, books and articles.
retrieve all this data and place it in
ized.

a

There is need to

form that can be easily util-

Some areas have not been researched, especially
those needed to

assess the impact of innovations on women's roles.

For instance, in

rural areas, research is needed on the impact of innovations
on labor

and productivity of rural women, possibilities of introducing
time and

labor saving technology, marketing for small scale industries, land
use,

loans and credit.

In commerce, attention should be paid to train-

ing in cooperatives, loans and credit, entrepreneurship, bookkeeping

and marketing, small-scale industries and wage employment.
In relation to research, there is also a need to evaluate

current training programs for women in order to determine the type and
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quality of vocational training
available.

There is also

a

need to

develop follow-up surveys of
vocational training graduates
in order to
determine to what extent they
are being absorbed in the
labor force.
This suggests that training
given to women should be
employmentoriented
4.

Due to the high percentage of
illiteracy among African

women, governments should make an
effort to eradicate illiteracy
among
women and men.
Given the central roles that women
play in the family
as wives, mothers and teachers
of children, training in literacy
accom-

panied by meaningful programs is
essential.

Literacy training should

be the first step in nonformal
education and training.

Once women have

acquired literacy skills, they can learn
about other things on their
own.

Women can also teach their children how
to read and write at

home, and they can also assist their
children with school work.

5.

Despite the fact that African women do most of
the agricultural

work, they receive only 15% of the agricultural
training.

Extension

services, loans and credit have been primarily
directed to men who own
land and cash crops while women have been
excluded.

Given the vital

contribution that women make in agriculture, it is necessary
that they
receive agricultural training, and that their farming
technology be
improved.

For ages women have used hoes, axes and machetes for farming

while men have been exposed to ploughs and tractors which make their

work easier, faster and more productive.

More women extension officers

should be trained so that they can reach the majority of the rural

women
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Specific recommendations

.

Wo men's motivation for
nonformal education

That women in

Kabita, as well as throughout
the country, have responded
positively to
the call for nonformal
education is an indicatron of
their thirst for
education.
It is therefore very
important to keep women's motivation
alrve by providing them with
educational programs that meet their
learning aspirations. Women's
learning needs, as expressed by
Kabita
women, embrace a spectrum of
subjects.
However, they are primarily

related to their roles as wives,
mothers, economic producers and members of their communities. Nonformal
education and training for wo-

men

s

participation should include:

^

Agricultural training

.

There is need to train women

in modern agricultural skills and
technology in order to improve their

productivity.

Women's production in the villages right now
is so low

that it can only meet subsistence requirements.
tural skills and technology should include:

Training in agricul-

the use of manure, since

cow dung is plentiful and unutilized, the use
of fertilizers, selection
of good seeds, the use of insecticides and
storage techniques.

Train-

ing should not only focus on cotton but should
also include information

about subsistence crops, which are primarily grown by
women.
instance,

a

demonstration plot could be started in the marsh area by

the lake where women grow food crops on their own.

have its own demonstration plot in which
grown.

edge

,

For

This could serve as

skills and techniques.

a

a

Each village could

variety of food crops are

model where women could acquire knowl-
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In relation to agricultural
training, there is also need
to

improve women's farming implements.

Women have for ages used hoes
to

cultivate, machetes to clear the
bush and axes to cut trees
and shrub.
With such implements only a very
small area can be cultivated.
Besides, the use of these implements
requires a lot of energy.

In an

area like Kabita, where cattle
are in abundance, ox-drawn
ploughs could
be introduced to women to replace
the hoe, especially where extensive

cultivation is required.

Simple carts, which could be produced
by the

local craftsmen, should be
introduced to help women transport the

produce from the farms instead of carrying
it on the head.

(n)

Labor_a nd time-saving technology

.

In order for women

to participate effectively in
agricultural production and other devel-

opment activities, it is necessary to
provide them with technology that

would lighten their workloads especially
in the household.

One of the

greatest problems that prevailed in Kabita,
was the lack of water,

which forced women to walk for miles to fetch it
from the lake.

Thus

the provision of piped water or wells could
save women time and energy.

Flour mills are also necessary to replace the pounding
and grinding of
grain.

These could be purchased by the villages by taking loans
from

the Rural Development Bank, to be repaid by requiring
for the service and the fuel.

needed include:

a

minimal charge

Other energy- and time-saving devices

carts for transporting crops from the farms, water

from the lake and other loads.

There is also need for simple devices

for removing maize from the cob and cutting grass for various purposes.
In connection with firewood,

it was observed that wood was

getting more and more scarce because of the draught which has
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threatened m any parts of Tanzania.

Women in Kabita walked for long

distances outside their villages to
the hills and bushes looking
for
firewood.
There is therefore an urgent need
for reforestation.
Not

only is wood badly needed for firewood
but also for building permanent
houses and for making furniture.
Income generation.

The desire to earn money in

order to meet the family's basic needs
was expressed by all women in
Kabita.

Nonformal education should enable women to
gain renumerative

skills through cooperative activites, farming,
small scale industries,

poultry and crafts.
individual basis.

Women in Kabita were engaged in petty trade on
an
Since women cannot run big businesses overnight,

there is need to start with basic information
and skills.

Women's

petty trade could become more profitable if it was
organized on
cooperative basis.

a

In this way women could work in turns or hire

someone to work for them.

Once women have formed cooperatives, they

would then qualify for government services and facilities such
as
loans, credit and training.

Facilitating women's cooperative groups

should be one of the functions of nonformal education programs.
The National Women's Organization on the district level should

make sure that UWT branches are established in all the villages.

This

would facilitate mobilizing women into groups of cooperatives for

income-generation projects.
Kabita would include:

Possible income-generation activities in

gardening, farming, poultry raising, basketry,

bakery, shop-keeping and beer-brewing.

All these are projects for

which raw materials and markets are easily available.
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Along with income-generation activities,
women should be taught
skills of administering their own
projects, budgeting, accounting,

cooperative skills, leadership, management,
organization loans and
credit, marketing and bookkeeping.
It should be pointed out that
encouraging women to form co-

operative groups does not mean that men
should be excluded.

In fact

both men and women whenever possible
should cooperate in running economic projects in the village.

This will avoid attitudes of antagonism

and suspicion between men and women.
(iv)

It is very important that women get
knowledge and skills

in how to improve the living standards of
their families.

Since the

functional literacy program does not fulfill this
objective, the Ward

Adult Education coordinator could work out

a

program whereby graduates

from the Bulima Rural Post Primary Training Center,
which is in the

neighborhood, could be utilized.
have had

a

The female graduates from this Center

two-year training program in home economics and are well

qualified to teach such subjects as:

nutrition, childcare, family

care, food storage and preservation, cookery, sewing and housecraft.

Village leadership

.

In Tanzania where equality is advocated

and where women are rightful members in the villages, it is

a

must that

women be involved in village leadership and in decision making.

Women

should have equal representation in the village council on all the five

committees.

Since attitudes play an important role in limiting women's

participation in leadership, there is

a

need for consciousness raising,

especially among men, about the crucial roles played by women in
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village development and hence
the need for their
participation
leadership roles.

m

Political education in the village
should also provide women
with decision making skills,
leadership skills, assertiveness
and
self confidence.

Since

m

most cases women are the majority
in nearly

all the villages, they should
exercise their voting rights and
vote for
their fellow women to the village
government.
The Party and the UWT

through the mass media could be
instrumental in consciousness raising
and education for political
participation.
If women’s participation in
village leadership can be secured,
it would be easier for men to
take
into consideration women’s issues
and concerns when drawing up develop-

ment programs and projects.
Basic services and facilities.

Health and medical services,

daycare centers, water, roads, transportation,
and better housing are
all basic facilities which were inadequate
in Kabita.

necessary for healthy living.
is a constraint not only to

They are all

The lack of daycare centers for children

women but also to young girls, who may

often remain home to take care of their young
siblings instead of going
to school.

Inadequate health and medical services affect the whole

population, but women who take care of the family health are
more affected

.

Through self-help communal effort, the villagers could build
daycare centers, at least one in each village for

a

start.

The vil-

lages could hire primary school leavers, who could be trained to run
the daycare centers and could be paid by the villages.

The villagers

could also dig wells through communal efforts, and they could build
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roads to make transportation easier
especially for bicycles, which are
the major means of transportion in the
ward.

The functional literacy program
the population into literacy classes.

.

There is need to re-mobilize

The movement into Ujamaa vil-

lages, on the one hand, has facilitated
people living together in

larger units and closer proximity, thus making
it easier for the gov-

ernment to provide people with the necessary
services and facilities.
But on the other hand, this has disrupted literacy
classes and their

related radio study groups.

The Party, in cooperation with educational

and other institutions, should re-mobilize people
for literacy.

At the

same time, the content of the literacy program should
be made more

relevant to the needs of the villagers, especially women.

It is there-

fore suggested that:
a)

Women in the village should participate in deciding on the content of the literacy program.

b)

Because teachers are in short supply, a few people could be
taught at a time instead of the mass approach where quantity
rather than quality counts.
This would also ensure that the
few teachers available are given the necessary training.

c)

Participation in literacy through group discussion should be
encouraged, but under the present conditions where teachers do
not have techniques to facilitate group discussion, this is not
being done.

d)

Demonstrations and practical lessons are necessary for people
to become functionally literate.
For the literacy program to
be effective, there is need to have as many practical lessons
as possible.
Follow-up reading materials

.

The post-literacy stage in Kabita

could be described as "literacy without literature."

remain literate, reading materials are necessary.

For adults to

Kabita women needed
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reading materials which related
to their day-to-day
activities.
jects to be covered might include:

Sub-

Family care
Marriage
Childcare and child development
Women's human rights, ie., in marria

Employment
Leadership
Sewing and embroidery
Small scale industries

Poultry raising--chickens and ducks
Home management

Food storage and preservation
Other parts of the world

Fiction for leisure.
Books and pamphlets could be written

through the writers workshops under the Institute of Adult
Education in

collaboration with other institutions.
A proposed framework for the participation of women in non -

forma l education

.

On the basis of Kabita women's learning needs, the

following components should be integral to

a

nonformal education pro-

gram:
a)

Home Economics:
A home economics component should include subjects such as home management, budgeting, food storage and
preservation, nutrition, cookery, family and childcare, handicrafts.
All these subjects are related to the improvement of
family living standards.
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b)
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Education for individual self-realization:
Women's capacity to
transform their own lives should not
be underestimated
Nonormal education should provide
women with opportunities for
personal learning, growth and development.
Group discussions
1186 ° f lde3S
experiences amon 8 women should be

^

encouraged^

In summary, nonformal education
programs should take into con-

sideration those roles which give women
their status in society so that
these roles are not contradicted but
enhanced.

Women's central roles

should not be threatened by nonformal
education.

Research and dis semination

.

The study recommends the following for

further research:
1.

The impact of literacy on barriers which hinder
women's participation in development, i.e., deep-rooted attitudes of both
men
and women.

3.

Effectiveness of agricultural extension services for rural
women.
The potential of the Institute of Adult Education for raising
societal consciousness about women's role in development.

4.

Women

5.

The role of the mass media in educating women.

6.

Viable income generation projects in the rural areas.

7.

The possibility of reviving indigenous crafts, such as pottery
and basket weaving, so that these can be taught in schools.

s

motivation for different nonformal education programs.
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The study recommends that
the research results

should be shared with

a

wider audience, i.e., the
nation, the co-uni-

ties researched, policy
makers and implementors.

tion could be done through a
variety of ways.

Research dissemina-

These include:

Q

the mass media

D

and sim P lif y in 8 the research
into easily
y
readable form

writing follow-up reading materials
for the new literates
using various institutions such
as libraries, resource centers
schools

D

institutions and organizations.
The study also recommends that
research on women should employ

participatory approaches whereby women are
given an opportunity to
identify and analyze their own problems
and finally suggest solutions.
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